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A downstream microwave plasma etcher has been constructed to study the etch

dynamics of polyphenylene oxide laminates (PPO) using CF4/02/Ar reactant gases. The

results of optical emission spectroscopy indicate that both atomic fluorine and atomic

oxygen participate in the etching process. Quantitative analysis of downstream etch

products based on the real time measurement of molecular-beam mass spectrometry

shows major etch products of CO, CO2 and HF. A linear correlation between weight loss

measurements of PPO laminates and the integration of CO and CO, etch products with

respect to processing time suggests that the study of etch dynamics can be achieved.

Additionally, XPS results show more fluorinated carbons on the surface etched with 30%

CF4 than with 10% CF4.

The etch rate changes more with processing time as CF4% increases. The

dynamic reduction in rate becomes significant at CF4 ?_ 10% for a pressure of 0.2 ton,

and CF4 20% for 0.5 and 0.8 ton. At temperatures of 50 to180 °C, the etching process

exhibits an activation energy of 0.80 cal/mole and shows similar dynamics. The average

etch rate increases with flow rate from 30 to 60 sccm. A greater reduction in etch rate
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with process time is also found. CO is the major etch product at low CF4% while CO2

dominates at high CF4. It is proposed that CO is the primary product of nonfluorinated

polymers while CO2 could be produced by recombination of CO and 0 through

fluorinated surfaces.

A one-dimensional model has been developed to analyze the concentrations of

reactive species in the downstream microwave plasma etcher. Electron impact

dissociation reactions, homogeneous chemistry and wall recombination reactions are

included. The general experimental trends are predicted by the model. A three-step

mechanism (initiation, etching and passivation) is used to develop an unsteady state

model for the surface kinetics. The reaction rate constants are estimated using computed

concentrations of reactive precursors based on the one-dimensional model. The values of

constants suggest that the initial etch rate is controlled by the initiation and etching steps

while the dynamic reduction is governed by the passivation step.
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ETCH PRODUCT DYNAMICS OF POLYPHENYLENE OXIDE LAMINATES

USING A CF4/02/Ar DOWNSTREAM MICROWAVE PLASMA

CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

New generation printed circuit boards (PCBs) require a high density of

interconnect structures to accommodate chip-scale electronic components in small

geometries. These high-density PCBs are increasingly used in portable and miniaturized

electronics such as cellular phones, portable computers and digital cameras. The high

density interconnections created by hundreds of small through holes (-400 gm) and

microvias (< 100 gm) significantly reduce the trace spacing and considerably increase the

circuit density. Plasma etching, a well-established technique in the sub-micron

semiconductor fabrication process, has been successfully transferred to the PCB

manufacturing with the availability of process equipment and suitable chemicals. Plasma

cleaning of drill smear has increased in use since it offers a dry, clean alternative to wet

baths. Moreover, with the drive to improve board functionality as well as decrease size

and cost, plasma technology is also being considered to prepare micro-sized holes

(microvias).

However, persistent problems arise in the use of plasma processes such as etching

non-uniformity and the failure to obtain an anisotropic-etch profile of the microvias. The

problems become even more complicated with the long time required to process holes

with thicknesses of around a hundred microns. These difficulties suggest a fundamental
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understanding of the chemistry and physics of plasma etching kinetics over these time

scales is warranted.

Plasma etching is accomplished by the synergistic action of reactive neutrals,

which provide a chemical component, and bombarding ions, which provide a physical

component. Due to the synergistic nature of there two components, the etch rate is

significantly greater than sum of each component by itself. However, it is difficult to

deconvolute the contribution of each of these components as process parameters (power,

pressure, flow rate, geometry) are changed, since changes affect both the species

distribution in the plasma as well as the electrical structure of the discharge. In this study,

the substrate is placed downstream of the plasma away from the bombarding ions.

Hence, the chemical component is isolated and can be systematically investigated. For a

complete picture of plasma drilling, however, consideration of ion bombardment is also

important. Moreover, plasma cleaning of drill smear is largely chemical in nature.

The basic concept of smear removal and microvia drilling by plasma processes is

straight forward. Oxygen-based plasmas are used to produce reactive species (atoms,

radicals, and ions) which undergo chemical reactions on the smear surface. The

polymeric smear is removed by formation of volatile products. When patterning is not

critical, the etch rate only depends on the availability of reactive species at the smear

surface. Microwave plasmas are well suited for the production of reactive species due to

their high electron densities. In the downstream configuration, ions are restricted to the

plasma region and an isotropic cleaning of the smear surface inside the through-holes is

achieved. In the drilling process, a negative bias may be applied to the substrate to obtain

anisotropic etch in the direction normal to the samples.
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An integrated study of CF4/0,/Ar plasma using a high-density microwave plasma

was conducted to resolving the issues relative to the plasma processes of removal of drill

smear and plasma drilling of microvias. Plasma processes using CF4/0, plasma

chemistries are currently widely used to etch polymeric material. Addition of Argon to

the plasma was also found to enhance the etch rate. A 12-layer model PCB substrate with

smeared through-holes is investigated while a square coupon of PPO laminate is used for

the study of the plasma drilling of microvias. The objectives of this research project are:

1. To design a novel downstream plasma etcher incorporated with in-situ plasma

diagnostics,

2. To study the surface and gas phase reaction kinetics of the plasma drilling, especially

for longer processing times, and

3. To develop a mathematical model to describe the reaction processes in the downstream

plasma etcher.

The results of this study will provide very useful information in developing plasma

process for printed circuit board manufacturers.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Process Overview

The attempts made to incorporate plasma processing into PCB manufacturing

started out in 1980s. Plasma was introduced to desmear the epoxy resin adhered on the

hole walls after mechanical drilling (Fazlin, 1980). The process development was mainly

focused on the design of the plasma reactors to accommodate the PCBs which typically

have sizes much larger than silicon wafers (Rust et al., 1984). Unfortunately, those round

barrel-type chambers, capacitively or inductively coupled, were not suited to the large

rectangular PCB substrates because the etching uniformity near the board edges can not

be achieved in these configurations. Initially, plasma processes were not broadly adapted

by the PCB manufacturers.

Recently, Dyconex Ltd. (Zurich, Switzerland) has developed a new plasma

drilling technique to prepare microvias (Brist et al., 1997). This plasma etching

technology is known as DYCOstrate® or Plasma Etched Redistribution Layer (PERL). It

can simultaneously create thousands of microvias as small as 100 gm, outmatching the

one-at-a-time laser techniques in mass production (Singer and Bhatkal, 1997). In the

PERL process, the plasma-etched microvias are created on the outer built-up epoxy layer

laminated to a standard core material, or a rigid, multilayer subassembly. Before the

plasma drilling, a copper coating on the top of the epoxy must be removed from the

microvia location using standard imaging and wet etch technology. Then, the resulting

exposed epoxy material on both sides of the boards is etched with plasma for over 20
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minutes. Plasma etching creates a hole that extends from the outside layer to the next

layer down. The interconnections between layers are formed after the vial are plated.

The microvias created using the PERL technique can reduce the size of the board by 75%

and the number of layers by 33%.

It is believed that the first commercialized technique, DYCOstrate®, employs a

high-density microwave plasma to create the microvias (Schmidt, 1996; Doane, 1998).

Rotating wheels or pedestals are used in the microwave chamber to overcome the

nonuniformity caused by the wavelength of the microwaves. The success in the

development of the plasma drilling technology has motivated this study, where a

microwave downstream etcher, instead of RF barrel etchers is used. The plasma

fundamentals are reviewed as follows.

2.2 Plasma Physics

Plasmas with electron densities ranging from 108 to 1012 /cm3 are known as glow

discharge plasmas. Generally, a glow discharge plasma can be generated by applying an

electric potential to a volume of gas at a pressure in the range of 1 mtorr to 10 torr. The

gas becomes weakly ionized with an equal number of positively charged species (ions)

and negatively charged species (negative ions and electrons) through the transfer of

electrical energy. Since the mass of an electron is four to five orders of magnitude less

than that of an ion, most of the electrical energy applied to the plasma is transferred to the

electrons. These energetic electrons, then, inelastically collide with the gas to produce

ions, excited-state species and free radicals. Typically, approximately one ion is
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produced for every 100,000 neutral species. The ions provide a physical component to

plasma processes by bombarding film surfaces which have built up a negative sheath

potential from the more mobile electrons. Excited species release energy via radiant

relaxation processes causing the plasma to glow. Free radicals are chemically active and

participate in numerous chemical reactions (Smith, 1995). Thus, free radicals provide the

chemical component of the process. Since the ions and free radicals are created by

electrical energy rather than thermal energy, glow discharge plasmas provide a means to

process surfaces at low temperatures.

In general, microwave (2.45 GHz) plasmas have higher charge densities (101°

/cm3) than radio frequency (13.56 MHz) plasmas (109/cm3). The reason is probably

related to the fact that the electron energy distribution functions (EEDF) differ

fundamentally at microwave and radio frequencies. Claude et al. (1987) tested this

postulate by comparing the microwave and lower frequency discharges for plasma

polymerization. They concluded that a Maxwellian distribution with a tail of highly

energetic electrons in the microwave domain tends to populate the charged species more

densely than the non-Maxwellian distribution with low-energy electrons in the RF

domain. Microwave frequencies enhanced the ionization processes and resulted in higher

deposition rate.

In the electrodeless downstream microwave method, the noncapactive power

transfer via a dielectric window is the key to achieving low voltages across all plasma

sheaths at wall surfaces. This method dramatically reduces the energy dissipated via the

ion bombardment so that more charged species can be contained. As a consequence,
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high-density plasmas are produced. The use of a downstream microwave plasma in this

study takes advantage of the efficient production of reactive species, and has potential for

high-speed drilling of PCBs. In this configuration, ions and electrons recombine before

they reach the substrate, so that the effects of free radical chemistry can be isolated.

2.3 Plasma Chemistry

2.3.1 Plasma chemistry of CF4/0 /Ar

The addition of fluorine containing compound to oxygen plasmas enhances the

etch rate of polymers. CF4 is the most common fluorine containing feed gas. CF4/02

plasmas have been prevalently used in the plasma etching of photoresists and dielectric

layers in the fabrication of microelectronic circuits because of their high selectivity.

Plumb and Ryan (1982, 1984 and 1986) have investigated the homogeneous

reactions in CF4/02 discharges by observing the downstream products from microwave

sources. The main reactions identified in these studies along with the rate coefficients are

listed in Table 2.1. Five of these reactions are electron-impact dissociation processes and

the others are free radical reactions. Atomic fluorine is produced via six of these

reactions. Gas-phase free radical chemistry plays the dominant role in the production of

fluorine atoms. However, atomic oxygen can only be produced by electron-induced

dissociation. The increase in oxygen atom production upon addition of CF4 to 02

plasmas has been observed (Mogab et al., 1978). It is probably due to changes in the

electron density and the electron energy distribution in the plasma.
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Table 2.1 Major reactions in a CF4/02 plasma.

Reaction
number Reaction

Rate coefficient
at 0.5 torn Reference

1 CF4 +e CF3 +F +e 6 (Plumb and Rayn, 1986)

2 CF4+e-->CF2+2F+e 14 (Plumb and Rayn, 1986)

3 CF3 + F > CF4 1.3 x 10-11 (Plumb and Rayn, 1986)

4 CF2+ F --> CF3 4.2 x 10-13 (Plumb and Rayn, 1986)

5 02 +e>0+0+e 20 (Plumb and Rayn, 1986)

6 CF3 + 0 > COF2 + F 3.1 x 10-11 (Ryan and Plumb, 1982)

7 CF2+0>C0F+F 1.4 x 10-11 (Ryan and Plumb, 1984)

8 CF2+0-9C0+2F 4x 10-12 (Ryan and Plumb, 1984)

9 C0F+0>CO2+F 9.3 x 10-" (Ryan and Plumb, 1984)

10 COF + F > COF2 8 x 10-13 (Plumb and Rayn, 1986)

11 COF2+e>C0F+F+e 20 (Plumb and Rayn, 1986)

12 CO2+e-->C0+0+e 40 (Plumb and Rayn, 1986)

13 F +CO -> COF 1.3 x 10-15 (Plumb and Rayn, 1986)

a Unit of (for first-order reaction) or cm3 (for second-order reaction)
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The radicals produced from the CF4 are consumed rapidly by reactions with oxygen

atoms. In the 02 -rich regime, where the plasma etching of polymer materials occurs, no

CF4 is reformed via gas phase reactions. CF3 reacts to produce COF, while CF2 produces

CO and CO2 via the pathways shown in Figure 2.1 (Ryan and Plumb, 1984). This

conclusion agreed with the experimental work of Smolinsky and Flamm (1979).

Assuming that under these conditions, the same reaction pathways are followed, the

results imply that CF2 is produced at about twice the rate of CF3. Moreover, no COF was

found in either study.

CO F2

3
ii1110

COF -CF4'CF4 2F 41 F

eF 7 13 F_. 2

CO

02
5

2 0

0

Figure 2.1. Reaction pathway of CF4/02 plasma.

CO2
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2.3.2 Etch mechanism of polymeric materials

Studies of the etching mechanism in CF4/01 plasmas suggest that fluorine atoms

initiate the etch reactions. The fluorine atoms behave differently in saturated and

unsaturated polymers (Koretsky and Reimer, 1992; Cain et al., 1987; Emmi et al., 1991).

The etching mechanism on the saturated polymers begins with the hydrogen abstraction

by the fluorine.

F. + H R' + HF (2.1)

This creates the radical sites on the polymer for atomic oxygen to attach (Lu et al., 1985).

In unsaturated polymers and aromatic polymers, fluorine atoms are directly incorporated

on the unsaturated sites. This fluorine addition produces a free radical site and weakens

the carbon-carbon double bond.

F. + R'=C ---> R.'-CF (2.2)

The addition reaction occurs until the polymers become saturated. These sites, then,

easily combine with atomic (and possibly molecular) oxygen. Thus, the backbone bonds

of polymer (C-C) are weakened and broken into volatile CO or CH radicals. These

radicals are incorporated further with oxygen to form the etch products such as CO, CO2

and H2O.

0+ R' ----> R" + CO + CO2 + H20 (2.3)

The epoxy material, poly-phenylene oxide (PPO), used in this study is an unsaturated

aromatic polymer.
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Although fluorine can enhance degradation of polymers through facile generation

of polymer radical sites, excess fluorine in the plasma can serve to inhibit etching by

competing with oxygen for the radical sites (Koretsky and Reimer, 1992).

+ F. ---> R'-F (2.4)

In all cases of plasma etching of polymers, the etch rate increases upon addition of

fluorine containing gases and reaches a characteristic maximum (Koretsky and Reimer,

1992; Cain, et al., 1987; Emmi et al., 1991, Turban and Rapeaux, 1983; Egitto et al.,

1985). The etch rate decreases dramatically as additional fluorine is added. The

maximum etch rate depends on the composition of reactant gases, applied power,

pressure and the reactor configuration. Therefore, searching for the maximum etch rate in

term of those process parameters is the preliminary strategy in the process optimization.

2.4 In-situ Plasma Diagnostics

In-situ plasma diagnostics are needed to elucidate fundamental information such

as the reaction mechanism and reaction kinetics. Diagnostics tools such as molecular-

beam mass spectrometry (MBMS), optical emission spectroscopy (OES) and laser-

induced fluorescence (LIF) have been very useful in the measurement of reactive species

and etch products in plasma system while X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) has

been employed in the surface analysis (Egitto et al., 1985; Buchmann et al., 1990; Dzioba

et al., 1982). In this study, a combination of OES to measure excited species and MBMS

to detect free radicals and stable species is employed to provide a full "spectrum" of

species diagnostics. The quantitative analysis of free radicals and stable species using
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MBMS as well as the actinometry measurement of excited species with OES has been

well developed. Additionally, the X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy analysis of the

etched surface is conducted in another vacuum system after the etching process. These

techniques are described as follows and will be discussed in greater detail in chapter 4.

2.4.1 Molecular Beam Mass Spectrometry

A molecular beam is defined as a collimated stream of molecules moving under

essentially collision-free conditions through a vacuum. It is a very useful technique to

preserve active species from degradation processes. Generally, the gas of interest is

sampled through a small sharp-edged orifice into a chamber with a pressure low enough

to create a free jet expansion with supersonic speed. The expansion rapidly freezes the

gas, preventing unimolecular decomposition, and leaves it in a condition of free

molecular flow. A second sharp-edged orifice (the skimmer cone) leads to the analyzing

chamber, sampling and collimating only the very center of the spray of molecules from

the first expansion. The molecules in the sample reaching the analytical equipment have

thus collided with neither themselves nor any solid surfaces, and therefore the reactive

free radicals from the source system are preserved (Scoles, 1988).

Molecular beam mass spectrometry depends on the mass detection of molecular

beam species using a mass spectrometer. MBMS is a particularly sensitive tool for gas-

phase diagnostics and has the capability to detect a wide range of chemical species.

Bittner (1981) successfully applied MBMS to detect free radicals as well as stable species

in flat hydrocarbon flames. Spatial profiles of mole fraction of over fifty species were
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measured and the reaction mechanism was proposed. A study of microwave plasma

etching of polyimides in CF4/02 gas using MBMS was carried out by Chou et al. (1986)

Measurements of plasma species with MBMS were made to identify the etching products,

their precursor states and desorbed species. Reactive species such as F radicals and F2+

molecular ions were measured and considered to be the main species responsible for

etching.

The quantitative analysis of gas mixture using MBMS is discussed in detail by

Biordi et al. (1977) and Bittner (1981). A combination of direct measurement and

indirect calculation methods can be used to convert the raw mass intensities into mole

fractions. A direct method was applied to calibrate the measurement of peak intensities

with the already known mole fractions of species in the calibration gas mixture. For

species not in the calibration mixture, an indirect method calculated the mole fraction

using the ratio of ionization cross sections was utilized. The details will be discussed in

Chapter 4.

2.4.2 Optical Emission Spectroscopy and Actinometry

The excited species generated in the plasma region are usually not very stable and

quickly relax to electronic ground state by undergoing emission processes. Emission with

a specific wavelength from the plasma corresponds to a particular transition of electronic

energy levels and is, therefore, species specific. Optical emission spectroscopy relies on

detection of emission from plasma species in excited electronic states. From optical
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emission spectra, getting an overall "fingerprint" of the plasma as well as tracking

individual emission species is usually straightforward.

The study of optical spectra can be extended to correlate the concentration of

plasma species to emission intensity. However, the majority of plasma species are in the

ground electronic state; optical emission spectroscopy provides direct information only on

plasma species in excited electronic states. The relation between the emission intensity

and the population of plasma species in ground electronic state can be quite complicated.

Coburn and Chen (1980) developed a technique known as actinometry to overcome the

complicated relationship. A small amount of noble gas is added to the plasma as an

actinometer; the concentration of plasma species in ground electronic state is then

determined by normalizing the emission intensity from the plasma species of interest to

the actinometer emission intensity. The relationship can be represent as:

Nx 11
2e

f (E)ax
L = k

IA
NA I 6

f (E)aA (E)de

(2.5)

where ix and iA are emission intensities, Nx and NA are the number of atoms, cix and aA

are the excitation cross sections, f(e) is the electron energy distribution function, and m is

the electron mass. "X" represents the species of interest and "A" is the actinometer, k is

the constant of proportion.

For actinometry to work, the excited states of both the species of interest and the

actinometer should be formed by electron impact excitation of the ground state.

Furthermore, the electron impact excitation cross section of the actinometer needs to be



similar to that of the species of interest (crx = crA). Thus, the excitation efficiencies of

these levels of the actinometer and the plasma species of interest will then have similar

dependence on plasma parameter off(s). With these assumptions, a simple proportional

relationship results:

IX = KNx
iA NA
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(2.6)

where K is the proportionality constant containing the ratio of the integration in Equation

2.5. Extra care needs to be taken on verifying the validity of the assumptions before

drawing conclusions about the concentration of species.

The validity of argon actinometry in the CF4/ 02 plasma has been critically

assessed by laser-induced fluorescence (LIF). Donnelly et al. (1984) and Gottscho and

Donnelly (1984) found that the emission lines of F* at 703.7 nm and Ar* at 750.4 nm

caused by the electron-impact excitation can be used to measure the relative concentration

of ground-state F atom. Argon actinometry using 0 atom emission at 844.6 nm to

determine the ground state oxygen was tested by Walkup et al. (1986). It was found that

to be valid only in the pressure range of a few hundred mtorr with more than 15% CF4.

Booth et al. (1991) reinvestigated 0 atom actinometry in a lower-pressure range (1-6

mtorr). They discovered that the emission line at 844.6 nm was poorly correlated to the

concentration of 0 atom but well correlated with the concentration 02. Although 0 atom

actinometry shows inconsistency under different conditions, it still can provide useful

data if one is careful about process conditions. It should be noted that the effectiveness of

a given emission line may depend on the specific plasma system.
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2.4.3 X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy

XPS analysis of polymeric surfaces etched with various fluorine containing

oxygen plasmas have been conducted. Information including the chemical elements

present and their atomic concentration can be obtained from the analysis. More

importantly, the analysis also provides bonding information by resolving the energy shift

of the CI, core electrons. Chou et al. (1986) conducted an XPS analysis of polyimide

etching using a CF4/02 microwave plasma. The polyimide specimens were etched in a

downstream 2.45-GHz microwave plasma, and then transferred to the adjacent chamber

for thermal disorption experiments with in-situ XPS measurement. The substrates were

analyzed without exposure to room ambient. Only ex-situ XPS monitoring of plasma

etching, however, was performed in this study. Addition of CF4 to oxygen plasma

resulted in the intensity increase in Fls signal and the energy shift of the C1 s spectra. They

interpreted these data as an increasing degree of fluorination of aromatic carbon by

formation of a Teflon-like layer which inhibits the etch rate at higher CF4 concentrations

in the gas mixture.

A XPS study of polyimide etching in a rf CF4/02 plasma was investigated by

Egitto et al. (1985). The XPS measurement was not performed in-situ and the sample

was transferred through the atmosphere from the plasma reactor to the XPS system. The

CI, spectra was resolved into the chemical components of CF2-CH2 (285.8 eV), CFH-CH2

(287.4 eV), CF2-CFH (288.9 eV), CF2-CH2 (290.5 eV), and CF2-CF2 (292.2 eV). Again,

excess fluorine inhibits etching through the formation of CF2 type bonding at the surface.
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Exposing the samples with the atmosphere can introduce the contaminants and

cause the inaccuracy of the measurement. Coulon and Turban (1991) compared the

differences between ex and in-situ XPS analyses of the plasma etching of photoresist

using a SF6/02 rf plasma. Less than a 30% decrease of the fluorine content was found

whereas carbon was 13% up in the ex-situ spectra of the 50/50 SF6-02 plasma. For the

overall evaluation on the relative atomic percentage, they concluded the differences are

important but not significant between two analyses. The signals of the etched samples

were very robust after the atmosphere exposure. Deconvolution of the Cis spectra also

showed the increase of CFx components as CO-CFx (287.7 eV), CF (289.5 eV), CF2

(291.6 eV), and CF3 (293.7 eV) after the plasma treatment. The comparison of the Cis

spectra between ex and in-situ analyses, however, was not reported in this work. In our

study, the XPS analysis is conducted in another vacuum system. The effect of exposure

of the etched surfaces to the atmosphere can be considered to be limited.

2.5 Plasma Etching for Desmear and Etchback

The plasma etching of the type H Kapton polyimide film has been studied in a

parallel plate reactor by Turban and Rapeaux (1983). Plasma using CF4/02 and SF6/02

were studied. A mass spectrometer was used to analyze the neutral molecules extracted

from the plasma, a microbalance was employed to estimate the etch rates by weighing the

Kapton. The polyimide surface was measured before and after etching by XPS. In the

SF6 plasma, the etch rate exhibited two maximums, one in the dominant oxygen regime

and the other in the dominant SF6 regime. On the contrary, only one maximum occurred

at 20% CF4 in the CF4/02 plasma. A good correlation between the etch rate and the
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carbon etch products (CO, CO,, COF2 and CF4) was found and, more CO2 than CO was

obtained in the SF6/02 plasma. Stoichiometry analysis of XPS spectra confirmed the role

of oxygen atoms and fluorine atoms in the plasma etching. Nevertheless, no attempt in

deconvolute the CI, spectra was made in this study.

A comparison of NF3/02 and CF4/02 plasmas to desmear PCBs was investigated

by Barkanic et al. (1988). A barrel etcher equipped with RF power was employed to etch

epoxy glass laminate. The etch rates of the epoxy glass were determined by measuring

the weight loss with an analytical balance. It was found that the maximum etch rate in

NF3/02 plasma is twice as high as in CF4/O2 plasma with the power density of 0.20 W/

cm2. The maximum etch rates occurred at 35% NF3-75% 02 in NF3/02 plasma and 50%

CF4-50% 02 in CF4/02 plasma. The effect of plasma power on chemical dissociation was

also examined by measuring the downstream species using a mass spectrometer. The

results show increases in CF4 and NF3 dissociation with plasma power. The dissociation,

however, was not complete with the plasma powers used of 0.2-0.4 W/cm2. In this study,

a high-density microwave plasma with a power of 10 W/cm2 is used. The difference of

using NF3 or CF4 plasma may not be very significant.

A more sophisticated study on the smear removal using CF4/02plasma in a barrel-

type chamber was presented by Folta and Alkire (1990). Diagnostic techniques included

XPS to measure the fluorination of the surface, OES and mass spectrometry to determine

gas composition, and laser interferometry to measure the local etch rates. It was also

found that the maximum etch rate appeared at F* (704 nm) to 0* (845 nm) ratio of 0.17,

and the uniformity of etch rate increased with the F /O* ratio. A mathematical model

describing the removal of epoxy smear from drilled holes was developed. Experimental
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and theoretical results indicated that increased CF4 content in the feed stream served to

fluorinate the more accessible regions of polymer to a greater extent than the less

accessible regions. Such behavior served to suppress the etch rate in more accessible

regions, and to enhance etch rate in the less-accessible regions, thereby improving etch

rate uniformity.

This study focuses on the etch dynamics of PPO laminates at the longer process

times associated with a typical plasma drilling process. CF4/02/Ar mixtures are used as

reactant gases. A downstream microwave plasma reactor with OES diagnostics of

reactive precursors and the real time measurement of MBMS for downstream etch

products has been constructed. The objective is to understand the chemical component of

the etching processes via the fundamental study of plasma etching from a chemical

engineering perspective.
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CHAPTER 3
EXPERIMENTAL

An experimental setup has been constructed to study the gas-solid reactions of the

plasma etching of polyphenylene oxide. The study focuses on the etch dynamics of the

gas products as well as the chemical modification of the solid surface. Towards this end,

various diagnostic tools which are capable of providing quantitative measurements of gas

species as well as solid surfaces have been used. The experimental approach, the

apparatus, and the experimental procedures are described in this chapter.

3.1 Experimental Approach

A fundamental study of plasma etching is necessary to scientifically address

processing problems such as non-uniformity and non-vertical etch profiles. It is useful to

deconvolute the plasma chemistry of neutrals from ion bombardment. A CF4/02/Ar

downstream microwave plasmas is used for this purpose. The effects of gas composition

on the etching mechanism are examined. Effects of substrate temperature, processing

pressure, and flow rate on the plasma etching are also studied. The experimental program

centers around a set of diagnostics which include:

1. precursor identification and quantification by using optical emission spectroscopy

(OES),

2. gas products measurement by molecular beam mass spectrometry (MBMS), and

3. chemical characterization of the etched surface by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy

(XPS).
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The major interest for this study is to elucidate the etching mechanism of PPO.

The in-situ diagnostics, OES and MBMS, serve as on-line process monitors while XPS

and is carried out in a separate vacuum system after the etching process. Average etch

rates are determined by weight difference using an analytical balance. Two types of

samples are used in this study: a sheet of PPO epoxy-glass for the study of microvia

drilling, and a 12-layer PCB model with a number of pre-drilled through holes for the

study of smear removal. For the purpose of highlighting the smear problems, the PCB

models are prepared in two extreme conditions one is drilled to maximize smear and the

other is drilled to minimize smear.

3.2 Experimental Apparatus

The experimental apparatus used in this investigation is shown in Figure 3.1.

This downstream plasma system consists of four major components: (1) a microwave

plasma, (2) a reaction chamber, (3) a mass spectrometer, and (4) an optical emission

spectrometer. The microwave plasma generates reactive species upstream in a quartz

tube. The reactive species then transport to the reaction chamber where etching of PPO

occurs. The in-situ mass spectrometer analyzes the composition of gaseous species in the

reaction chamber. The optical emission spectrometer spectrally characterizes the light

emitted from the glow discharge plasma.

3.2.1 Microwave plasma

Figure 3.2 shows the detailed assembly of the microwave plasma. A quartz tube,

1.86 cm i.d., 2.54 cm o.d. and 50.80 cm long, contains the plasma and transports the
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plasma-activated species downstream to the etch chamber. Phosphoric acid was coated

on the inner surface of the tube to reduce the wall recombination of 0 and F atoms. The

quartz tube is seated within a 2.80 cm circle cavity of the plasma applicator. One end of

the tube is connected to the mass-flow-controlled reactant gases while the other end is

inserted into the reaction chamber. The inserted end is kept 3.0 cm away from substrate

surface. Compression fittings with water cooling are used to seal both ends of tube.

With this configuration, the position of the plasma applicator can be adjusted along the

tube. Generally, the applicator is located at 35.0 cm away from the substrate surface.

A microwave plasma system is used to generate atomic and other radical species

inside the inserted quartz tube. The plasma applicator inserted by the quartz tube is

electronically connected to a microwave power generator (ASTEX S-1000i) operating at

a frequency of 2.45 GHz with an output power of 50-1000 W. A metal screen secured

with hose clamps around the exposed portion of the quartz tube serves as a Faraday cage

to shield the microwave radiation.

3.2.2 Reaction chamber with sample load lock

Figure 3.3 illustrates the downstream plasma reactor assembly. A 6-way stainless

steel cube (Huntington Laboratory Inc.) with 8" Conflat flanges on each face is used as

the reaction chamber. The quartz tube for transporting the plasma species is inserted into

the front of the cube utilizing a compression fitting. The substrate heater is

mounted normal to the gas transport tube using the back of cube. Right behind the

substrate heater, a sampling cone which produces a molecular beam is clamped with

custom flanges (custom fabrication from OEM, Corvallis, OR). One side face contains a
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6.75-cm diameter glass window for optical access. Mounted to the top flange, are a K-

type thermocouple and a temperature controller (OMEGA CN76000) and a capacitance

manometer (Varian CMTX-11-001, and Varian Multi-Gauge readout) to measure the

reactor pressure. The reactor pressure is regulated with a throttling valve (MKS 253A-3-

6CF-2 throttling valve, MKS 252A exhaust valve controller) and the whole plasma etcher

is pumped with a roots blower (Leybold-Heraeus, RUVAC, WA-250) backed by a

mechanical pump (Leybold-Heraeus, TRIVAC, D3OAC) via the exhausted line on the

bottom of the cube. The base pressure in reaction chamber is about 30 mtorr while the

processing pressure is typically 0.5 torr.

A load lock is installed on one side port perpendicular to the substrate surface.

The detailed design is shown in Figure 3.4. The load lock consists of a 6" gate valve

(VAT), a 4-way cross and a linear transport rod. A custom-made sample holder is

attached on the end of transport rod. An engagement device on the transport rod locks

the sample holder during transport of the sample between the load lock and the reactor

chambers. The device will disengage after the sample holder is placed in the substrate

heater in the loading process, and vice versa in unloading. The load lock chamber is

evacuated with a mechanical pump (Varian). A three-way valve controls ventilation of

the chamber while a thermocouple gauge measures the pressure.

3.2.3 Molecular beam mass spectrometry system

The MBMS system is constructed by connecting two adjacent vacuum chambers,

a skimmer chamber and a mass spectrometer chamber, to the main reaction chamber. A

molecular beam is created by the pressure difference between the reaction chamber and
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the adjacent skimmer chamber. The beam adiabically expands in the skimmer chamber

and is sampled by the second skimmer cone. A mass spectrometer is seated inside the

second chamber and measures the gas species collected by the second skimmer cone.

These species are ionized by an electron beam perpendicular to the molecular beam. The

mass signals from the mass spectrometer are proportional to number density of molecules

in the beam. The performance of MBMS depends on how closely the gaseous species in

the reaction chamber correspond to those in the mass-spectrometer chamber. Therefore,

in designing a MBMS system, the molecular beam density should be maximized and the

background pressure minimized. In general the beam density and background pressure

are governed by several factors including the sizes of skimmer orifices, the locations of

sampling skimmers, the ionizer of the mass spectrometer, and the pumping speed.

Figure 3.5 shows the molecular beam mass spectrometry system (MBMS) used in

this study. A 4-way cross with two 8" and two 6" conflat flanges are used as the skimmer

chamber, and the mass spectrometer is housed in a 4-way cross with 6" conflat and a 12"

long extension cap. The vacuum of the MBMS system is provided by two stages of

vacuum pumping. The first stage, the skimmer chamber, typically is at a pressure of 10-4

torr which is regulated by the sampling cone with a 1.5 mm orifice (purchased from

Precision Instrument Services inc.) and a turbo molecular pump with a pumping speed of

200 //sec (Balzers, TPU-240). The second stage, the mass spectrometer chamber, is

physically separated from the skimmer chamber with a 0.75-mm skimmer cone

(purchased from Precision Instrument Services inc.). A typical operation pressure of 10-7

ton and an ultimate pressure of le ton are obtained by pumping at a speed of 300 //sec

with a turbo molecular pump (Balzers, TPU-330). The two skimmer cones are separated
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by a distance of 10 cm, and the distance from the second skimmer cone to the ionizer is

7.5 cm. Both skimmers are aligned to obtain the best possible resolution. A mechanical

pump (Leybold-Heraeus, TRIVAC, D30A) serves as the backing pump for both turbo

pumps.

Table 3.1 lists the design parameters of MBMS system and the estimated beam

efficiency in this study. Let's assume that the gas mixture with an average molecular

weight (MW) of 44.8 amu is flowing in the reaction chamber at a temperature of 373K and

a pressure of 0.5 ton. Consider the gas flow from the reaction chamber to the skimmer

chamber is caused by impingement of gas species on the reactor wall. The total gas flow

from the reaction chamber, Nr (/sec), is given by the expression

Nr nr4car (3.1)

where nr is the number density (/cm3) in the reaction chamber, c is the mean thermal

velocity (c. [8kTirtm] 112), and ar is the area of the aperture in the reaction chamber. With

a number density (nr) of 1.29x106 /cm3 and a mean thermal speed of 42125 cm/sec, the

total gas flow from the reaction chamber (Nr) are 2.41x10 18 /sec. This flow is evacuated

by the turbo pump with a pumping speed S1 of 2x105 cm3/sec in the skimmer chamber.

The number density in the skimmer chamber, n is 1.20x1013 /cm3 according to

ns = (3.2)

Combining Equations (3.1) and (3.2), the relationship between the number density in the

reaction chamber and the one in the skimmer chamber becomes

n4 ,S,
n rar (3.3)
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Table 3.1. The designed parameters of MBMS system.

Parameters, Symbol Unit Designed Value

Reactor Chamber:

Molecular weight, M, amu 44.8

Temperature, T K 373

Pressure, Pr ton. 0.5

Number density, nr /cm3 1.29x1016

Mean thermal speed, c cm/sec 42125

Skimmer Chamber.

Aperture diameter, a, cm2 1.77x10-2

Pumping speed, Si £ /sec 200

Skimmer distance, L1 cm 10

Total gas flow, N, /sec 2.41x1018

Number density, n5 /cm3 1.20x1013

Pressure, P, torr 4.66x10

Mass Spectrometer Chamber:

Aperture diameter, a5 cm2 3.85x10-3

Pumping speed, S2 £ /sec 300

Distance from skimmer to ionizer, L2 cm 7.5

Number density of beam at ionizer, nb /cm3 5.93x101°

Beam equivalent pressure, Pb ton 2.30x10-6

Background Pressure

Number of molecules entering the chamber, Fb /sec 2.95x1013

Background density due to beam, n2 /cm3 9.85x107

Partial pressure of beam background ton 3.80x10-9

Flow of scattered background, N2 /sec 4.86x1014

Background density due to scatter, n'2 /cm3 1.62x109

Partial pressure of scatter background ton 6.28x10-8

Beam to modulated background ratio, n,/ n2 602.0

Modulated beam to scatter background ratio, rib/ n'2 36.60

Modulation efficiency 70%



Attention needs to be paid on keeping ris sufficiently small so that a molecule from the

reaction chamber has a small chance of colliding with another molecule before being

collimated by the second skimmer. In other words, the mean free path of the gas flow

must be larger than geometric dimension (the distance from the first to the second

skimmer cone). Generally speaking, a number density ns of 1.20x1013 /cm3 gives a

pressure of 4.66x10-4 ton (X = 10 cm) and X/L1 = 1. Therefore, the pressure in the first

skimmer chamber should be well below 5x10-4 ton.

Because the gas flow from the reaction chamber to the skimmer chamber is

caused by random impingement of gas species on the reactor wall, only half of nr

molecules will move toward the sampling orifice in an unit volume. After entering the

sampling orifice with an open area a the molecules are expended in a half-spherical

direction (180°) and only the molecular flow in the line-of-sight stream is considered as

the molecular beam. Therefore, the number density of the beam, nb, a distance, L, away

from a source is given by

nr nr

2 2 ar nr ar
nb =

a

aL 2RL2 zire
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(3.4)

The total gas flow Nb (/sec) in a beam of cross sectional area A (cm2) is related to nb by

Nb = nbcA

Combining Equation (3.4) and Equation (3.5) with A =a1 and L=L1, the number of

molecules entering the second chamber in the form of the molecular beam is

(3.5)

Nbl
nrarcai (3.6)

47rLi
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where al is the aperture area of the second skimmer and L1 is the distance between two

skimmers. With a combination a 1.5mm sampling orifice and a 0.75 mm second

skimmer orifice separated by a distance L1 of 10 cm, the number of molecules entering

the mass spectrometer chamber are 2.95x1013 /sec.

The background gas densities typically arise from two sources. First, the beam

terminates in the second chamber by striking a wall, and the molecules in the beam return

to the general background gas in the mass spectrometer chamber until they are removed

by the vacuum pump. The number density increase, n2, can be calculated from the current

of the beam, Nb, by

Nb = n2S2 (3.7)

where S2 is the pumping speed of the mass spectrometer chamber. The background

number density due to the beam n2 is 9.85x107 /cm3 while the mass spectrometer

chamber is evacuated at a pumping speed of 3x105 cm3/sec. The second source of

background gas in the mass spectrometer chamber arises from the general gas flow

between the skimmer chamber and the mass spectrometer chamber through the second

skimmer aperture. In considering the gas flow owing to the molecule impingement in the

aperture area a1, an equation similar to Equation (3.1) is expressed to evaluate this

contribution to the background.

N2
nscal

4
(3.8)

Thus, the background number density, n'2, from this source is 1.62x109 /cm3 on the basis

of

n' =
N2

2
(3.9)



According to Equation (3.4), the beam density at the ionizer (L = L1 + L2) can be

expressed as

nrar
11 b 11.,L,+1,2 47r(L, + L2)2
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(3.10)

The number density of beam, nb, is 5.93x10m /cm3 at the ionizer. The ratio of the

beam density (nb) to the background beam density (n2 + n',) at the ionizer implies the

efficiency of the molecular beam. An average value of 70% beam efficiency is estimated

on the basis of our design.

The mass spectrometer is an EXTREL quadrupole mass spectrometer system. It

consists of an axial ionizer (model no. 041-11), a quadruple mass filter with 1.59 cm rod

diameter (model no. 270-9), and an electron multiplier on 6" Conflat flange (part no.

655901). The mass spectrometer has a mass range of 1-1000 amu. A high voltage power

supply is equipped for high-mass measurement. An EXTREL C-50 electronic modulus

acts as a commander for instrument operation with the mass spectrometer and an

interface for data collection with a computer.

3.2.4 Optical emission spectrometer

The optical emission is sampled by four bundles of optical fibers, oriented to

examine four different locations along the quartz tube. A focus lens with 28 mm focal

length focuses the light. Light collected from the four channels is analyzed with a 27.5

cm spectrograph (EG&G PARC Model 1235). The spectrum is collected by 512x512

photoelectron array pixels in a 5122 CCD detector (EG&G Model 1530-C/CUV). The

CCD detector operates at a temperature of -140 °C. Liquid nitrogen is used to maintain
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the temperature. The CCD detector records 4 spectra simultaneously and then transfers

them to a controller board (EG&G Instruments OMA4 Model 1564) in the computer for

data acquisition.

3.2.5 Computer-assisted data acquisition and process control

Experimental data such as mass spectra, optical emission spectra, system

pressures and substrate temperature are computer-assisted in acquisition and storage.

Instrument operation such as the control of gate valves and pressure readout modules are

computer-controlled. Figure 3.6 illustrates the wire routes and computer interface

between host computers and electronic components. Interface boards, Computer Boards

CIO-DAS08-A0 and EG&G Instruments OMA4 Model 1564, are installed in IBM 486

Computer I and Computer II, respectively. Computer Boards CIO-DAS08-A0 is a

multitask I/O board designed for 8-channel input conversions and 4-channel output signal

controls while EG&G Instruments OMA4 Model 1564 is a custom-made board for

controlling the EG&G spectrograph. During the experiments, mass spectra and optical

emission spectra are sent electronically from their electronic modules to their respective

interface boards. Two synchronized scope signals, mass intensity and amu sweep signals

from the C-50 components of the mass spectrometer, are collected in CIO-DAS08-A0

board using two analog input channels. A DC temperature signal from the temperature-

readout component is collected via one analog input channel. These analog signals are,

then, converted into digital signals and processed as digital-formatted data. Additionally,

gate valves used in the load lock and skimmer chamber are controlled by solid state

relays commanded by the digital outputs of CIO-DAS08-A0 board. A signal in ASCII
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format is reserved for communication between the Varian Multi-Gauge pressure readout

and the host computer I. Meanwhile, the digital format of the emission spectra in the

CCD detector are transferred to the OMA controller board by one fiber optic while the

command of shutter controls is sent from computer II to the CCD detector via another

fiber optic. The two IBM host computers work independently.

An interface program written in VISUAL BASIC serves as a bridge between the

operation commands and the CIO-DAS08-A0 board in Computer I. The main functions

of the program include the position control of the gate valves, the control of the pressure

readout instrument, the display of substrate temperature and the data acquisition of mass

spectra. The program also features a programmable auto-scanning and file-saving

function. Signal averaging of multi-scans and scanning frequency is also included. The

peak picking of mass spectra is executed in another VISUAL BASIC program. It allows

to processing files with series file names. Program codes of these two applications are

listed in Appendix A and B.

3.2.6 Model samples and chemicals

A model sample of 12-layer PCB and a sheet of PPO are used in this

investigation. The model sample consists of a 5.08 cm disc made of 10 copper inner-

layers adhered with PPO epoxy. Through holes (0.76 mm o.d.) are drilled in the pattern

shown in Figure 3.7. This pattern is designed to put a maximum number of smear holes

within the area of 1.27 cm circle, allowing the sampling cone to gather the maximum

amount of etch products. The model samples with and without drill smear were prepared

by Merix Co. (Forest Grove, OR). The 5x5 cm2 square sheet of PPO epoxy-glass has the
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Figure 3.7. The drilling pattern on (a) a 12-layer PCB model with copper on the surface, and (b) a square sheet of
PPO epoxy-glass laminate.
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same drilling pattern as the model samples.

High purity gases, Ar (Airco Inc, Grade 5, 99.999 %), 02 (Airco Inc, Grade 4.4,

99.994 %), CF4 (Air Product and Chemicals Inc., Semiconductor 3.7) and NF3 (Air

Product and Chemicals Inc., Electronic 2.7), are used as reactant gases in this study. CO

(Airco Inc, Grade 3, 97.5 %) and CO2 (Airco Inc, Grade 5, 99.999 %) are employed as

calibration gases.

3.3 Experimental Procedure

This section describes the experimental procedure for common processes in this

study: pre-clearing, operation of optical emission spectrometer, operation of the mass

spectrometer, and etch run.

3.3.1 Pre-cleaning Procedure

Obtaining a clean vacuum environment is key to the success of the experiment.

After the system is opened to the atmosphere, a general pre-cleaning procedure needs to

be followed. The vacuum system is pumped to clean volatile contaminants and remove

water vapor in the reaction chamber and MBMS system. During the cleaning process

ultimate pressures of 2x10-2 and 10-9 ton in the reaction chamber and the mass-

spectrometer chamber, respectively, are achieved after pumping for more than 48 hours.

If it is necessary, the chamber is purged with Ar and the substrate is heated up at 150 °C

for degassing. A longer time may be required if the system is exposed to an extremely

humid atmospheric environment before pumping. The mass spectrometer serves as a gas
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residual analyzer to insure that the system is clean and contains little water. Once the

clean condition is established, the chambers remains sealed and under vacuum.

3.3.2 Operation of the optical emission spectrometer

The light emission from the reaction precursors in the CF4/02/Ar plasma is

typically in the wavelength range of 550-940 nm. Ar emission spectrum is well suited

for the calibration of the optical emission spectrometer. The grate of the spectrograph is

set to a value of 150 g/mm and the wavelength is centered at 840 nm. The Ar calibration

plasma with a flow of 30 sccm is ignited with a power of 100 W at a pressure of0.5 ton.

Light emission is collected right outside the plasma cavity. Since the peaks of the

spectrum are linearly positioned on the array pixels of the CCD detector and the peaks

can be assigned according to the Ar reference spectrum, the position of the pixels can be

converted into the wavelength. After calibration, the results are stored as a database for

frequent use. The calibration procedure is repeated monthly.

During plasma etching, the exposure time is set at 200 msec while the number of

accumulated data scans is 20 for the best signal contrast. The detector temperature is

kept at -140 °C to reduce the dark current. However, the CCD detector arrays can still

remember part of previous spectrum due to slow relaxation of the electrons. For the best

result, a background scan is executed with closed shutter to make sure there is no

memory effect before next measurement. The typical time between two consecutive

measurements must be kept longer than 5 minutes.
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3.3.3 Operation of the mass spectrometer

The filament is usually operated in the low emission with 40 eV of electron

energy and the ion energy is set at 8.0 volts. Adjusting the ionizer and pole bias settings

is carried out frequently in the operation of mass spectrometer to insure good resolution

and high sensitivity. The optimized tuning of the ionizer is accomplished when the

normal distributed peaks have been obtained using high resolution mode of mass filter.

The linearity of the signal versus partial pressure also provides a check to insure the

proper setting of the mass spectrometer. Adjusting pole bias also assists in tuning the

normal distributed peaks. Off-settings may be seen after one hour. Small tuning is

constantly required to obtain stable mass signals.

3.3.4 Etch run

A pre-weighed 2" disk of model PCB or 2"x2" square of PPO epoxy sample is

placed on the sample holder with the drilled holds positioned in the area of the 0.5"

orifice of the sample holder. The sample holder is, then, locked on the transport rod in

the load lock chamber. The chamber is pumped down to a pressure of 10-2 torr after it is

sealed. Once the load lock chamber is held at approximately same pressure as the

reaction chamber, the gate valve between the load lock chamber and the reaction chamber

is opened, and the sample is transferred into the reaction chamber. The transport rod

disengages the sample holder and is moved out of the reaction chamber before the gate

valve is closed. The sample is heated for at least 4 hours for degassing. The electronics

for the mass spectrometer and the optical emission spectrometer are turned on at,last 1-2

hours before use.
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A mixture of CF4/02/Ar is supplied into the plasma etcher at a fixed flow rate

while the pressure of the reaction chamber is also set and the throttle valve is held at this

fixed position throughout the experiment. The substrate temperature is also set. A

calibration procedure in the measurement of gas composition with the mass spectrometer

is conducted before the plasma is ignited. Following calibration, the sample is etched for

20 minutes while the mass spectrometer samples the gas composition every 30 seconds

and an average spectrum resulting from 10 consecutive scans is obtained. The optical

emission spectrometer also collects spectra during this period. After the etch process is

complete, another follow-up calibration is executed for 20 minutes. The processing time

and process parameters may be varied upon the experimental design. The sample is

unloaded on the basis of reverse procedure of loading. The samples are weighed and

investigated by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) after the etch process.
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CHAPTER 4
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

4.1 Experimental Conditions

The process variables in the plasma etching of PPO laminates include gas feed

composition, total flow rate, reactor pressure, substrate temperature, thickness of PPO

laminates, microwave power and processing time. Table 4.1 lists the ranges for this

investigation. Ar mole percentage, thickness of PPO laminates and plasma power are

held constant. Plasma etching of polymeric materials proceeds in the oxygen-rich regime;

hence less than 40% CF4 is used. In order to highly dissociate the reactants, the

microwave plasma is operated with a maximum power of 200 W, which is limited by a

maximum rate of heat radiation from the plasma without overheating 0-ring seals sealing

the quartz tube. The substrate temperature is limited by the glass transition temperature

of the PPO laminates (175-185 °C).

Table 4.1. Experimental operation conditions.

Process Variables Operation Conditions

Inlet gas composition:

CF4 % 3.3%, 6.6%, 10%, 20%*, 30%, and 40%

Ar % 20%

Total Flow 30*, 45, 60, 75, 90 sccm

Pressure 0.2, 0.5*, 0.8 ton

Temperature 50, 100% 150, 180 °C

Thickness of PPO 0.711 ± 0.051 mm

MW Power 200 W

Processing Time 20 minutes

* Lase case conditions
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The events of the plasma etch begin with generation of active precursors in a

microwave plasma reactor. The gas-phase reactions of the plasma-generated species

continue downstream of the plasma. Gas-solid reactions take place once the precursors

reach to the substrate (or walls). The etch events are completed after the volatile products

leave the etched surface. The experimental results will be discussed in the sequence of

etch events, starting from precursor measurement of OES, following by gas-phase

analysis of MBMS, and concluding with surface measurement of XPS. Additionally, the

smear removal of a twelve-layer PCB model is performed at conditions similar to the

conditions of Table 4.1. The results from this experiment will be presented at the end of

this chapter.

4.2 Analysis of Optical Emission Spectra

It is difficult to compare the spectra collected in different experimental runs. The

difficulties arise since the emission dims as the clear tube gradually turns milky after a

long-term slow reaction of the silica with the fluorine-contained chemicals. In order to

minimize this dimming effect, all the optical emission spectra discussed below are

collected within a continuous run while the CF4% and the process pressure are varied

within a short period of time.

4.2.1 Optical emission spectrum of CF4/02/Ar plasma

Figure 4.1 shows a typical optical emission spectrum of a CF4/02/Ar plasma. The

plasma operates at a condition of 20% CF4, 30 sccm total flow, 200 W plasma power and

a pressure of 0.5 torr. Peaks appearing in 704.0 nm, 750.4 nm and 844.1 nm are assigned
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Figure 4.1. The optical emission spectrum of a CF4/02/Ar plasma at 20% CF4, 0.5

ton, 30 sccm, 200 W.
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to the emissions from atomic fluorine, argon, and atomic oxygen, respectively. These

emission lines are assumed to be caused by the electron-impact excitation of ground-state

atoms and can be used to measure the relative concentrations of F atoms and 0 atoms in

the ground state (Walkup, 1986). An additional peak at 777.4 nm is assigned to

molecular oxygen while the peaks in 739.1 nm, 763.4 nm, and 811.6 nm result from the

relaxation transitions of Ar. Those emission lines involve complex excitation processes

which do not directly correspond to the population of ground-state atoms. The attempt to

correct the concentrations of F atoms and 0 atoms using these emission lines was not

successful.

Figure 4.2a, b and c compares the optical emission intensities of F (704.0 nm), Ar

(750.4 nm) and 0 (844.0 nm) as a function of feed gas composition at pressures of 0.2,

0.5 and 0.8 ton, respectively. The emission intensities versus feed gas composition show

very similar profiles for oxygen, argon and fluorine. At these three pressures, F emission

intensity increases with CF4%. 0 emission increases and reaches a maximum, and then

drops off as CF4% increases. In all cases, the atomic oxygen intensity in a 40% CF4

mixture is still higher than with no CF4 presence (i.e. averaged 02/Ar mixture).

It is believed that adding CF4 into oxygen plasma alters the energy transfer

mechanism for electrons and more hot electrons are available to enhance the generation

of atomic oxygen. The similar intensity profiles indicate that a similar energy transfer

mechanism for electrons occurs at these pressures. The plasma power is deposited to the

gas mixture in a same way as the processing pressure changes from 0.2 to 0.8 ton. Slight

decays in Ar emission intensity with the addition of CF4 are accounted for the dilution

effect as more CF4 creaks into F in the plasma.
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Figure 4.2. Optical emission intensities of fluorine (704.0 nm), argon (750.4
nm) and oxygen (844.1 nm) versus CF4% at pressures of (a) 0.2 ton, (b) 0.5
ton, and (c) 0.8 ton.
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The emission intensities of fluorine, argon and oxygen atoms all increase as the

processing pressure decreases from 0.8 to 0.2 torr, especially fluorine. With a constant

plasma power, more electrons with higher energy are produced at low pressure.

Therefore, intensities of the plasma emission increase as plasma pressure decreases. It is

anticipated that the plasma etch will progress with different rates due to the difference in

pressure. The pressure effect on the etch rate was studied by MBMS and will be

discussed later.

4.2.2 Argon actinometry

According to the Ar actinometry (see section 2.4.2), the intensity ratios of atomic

fluorine to argon and atomic oxygen to argon are directly proportional to the relative

concentrations of atomic oxygen and atomic fluorine, respectively. Figure 4.3a-c plots

the relative intensities of atomic oxygen to argon (io/iAr) and atomic fluorine to argon

(iF/iAr) as determined by optical emission spectroscopy, as a function of gas feed

composition for various mixtures of CF4 and 02 at pressures of 0.2, 0.5 and 0.8 torn. The

average etch rate is also plotted. The average etch rate, Rppo , measured by the weight

loss of PPO, AWpPo, can be expressed as

AW 0 x 104
,Rppo = PP

p ppoAt
(4.1)

where Ppm is the density of PPO in g/cm3, A is the square area of coupon in cm2, and t is

process period of time in minutes.

At a pressure of 0.2 ton, the concentration of atomic oxygen reaches a maximum

at 6.0% CF4. Almost the same ratios are found at pressures of 0.5 and 0.8 ton. The
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concentration of atomic fluorine increases linearly with CF4 composition at different

rates, depending on the processing pressure. The average etch rate also increases with

low. CF4%. The maximum average etch rates all appear at or near 20% CF4, and then the

etch rates begin to retard as more CF4 is added. The ratios of atomic fluorine intensity to

oxygen at the maximum average etch rates are 0.148, 0.082, and 0.035 at pressures of 0.2,

0.5, and 0.8 ton, respectively. A greatest etch rate achieved 1.35 gm/min at 0.5 ton,

which is an acceptable rate in plasma drilling applications.

The maximum average etch rates occurred at 20% CF4 do not coincide with the

maximums in atomic oxygen concentration at 6% CF4. This indicates that the etch

mechanism is not totally controlled by atomic oxygen but that atomic fluorine participates

in the etching processes. The ratio of atomic fluorine to atomic oxygen at the maximum

etch rate was usually used to deconvolute the etch reactions (Koretsky and Reimer, 1992;

Folta and Alkire, 1990). The ratio of fluorine passivation to oxygen decomposition (etch

reaction) can be found using this optimal condition. The ratio of atomic fluorine to

atomic oxygen decreases with pressure in this study. Quantitatively interpreting the etch

reactions with the precursor concentrations measured upstream of the PPO substrate in

this system, however, requires an extra precaution. The ratio may vary as these active

precursors arrive the substrate surface. The active precursors usually recombine

themselves into inert molecules via third body reactions, which is highly pressure-

dependent.
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4.3 Analysis of Mass Spectra

In addition to the OES study of active precursors, MBMS analysis of stable

species downstream of the plasma provides information about the plasma etching. In this

downstream plasma system, the etch process depends on both the reactions inside the

plasma and the reactions taking place downstream. Plasma etching of polymeric

materials involves gas-solid heterogeneous chemical reactions which decompose the

carbon chains of the polymer into volatile etch products such as CO and CO2. Since CO

and CO2 are also products of homogeneous chemical reactions within the CF4/O2 /Ar

plasma, the species measured by the MBMS system have to be deconvoluted between

those coming from the heterogeneous etch reaction and those coming from homogeneous

gas phase chemistry. To the end, a Blank run is defined as a experimental run which is

conducted under conditions identical to those for a given etch run, but with no PPO

substrate presence. During the Blank run, products resulting from homogeneous

chemistry, or species that are present as background, can be determined. The etch

products which result from heterogeneous chemistry are then obtained by subtracting the

amount of CO and CO2 obtained from the Blank run from that with the substrate loaded.

A set of MBMS data to study etching of PPO laminates consists of a PPO run and a

Blank run; the results of both runs, therefore, are discussed together.

4.3.1 Mass Spectra of CF4/0,/Ar mixture

Figure 4.4a-c shows the mass spectra recorded for CF4/02/Ar mixture for three

experimental cases: (a) before plasma ignition, (b) after ignition (Blank run) and (c)

during plasma processing of PPO (PPO run). Before plasma ignition, the spectrum
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Figure 4.4. Mass spectra of 20% CF4/ 60% 02/ 20% Ar mixture detected when the gas
(a) is not exposed to a plasma, and 30 cm downstream of a 200 W microwave plasma
with a total flow of 30 sccm, (b) with no substrate and (c) with a PPO substrate.
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consists of three major species of 02 (32 amu), Ar (40 amu) and CF3 (70 amu). The CF3

peak is the major fragment from the CF4 parent. Gas residuals such as H2O (18 amu), CO

and N2 mixture (28 amu) and CO2 (44 amu) are also detected. The peak at 16 amu is

from the atomic fragment of 02. After the plasma ignition, the 02 and CF3 peaks

decrease, revealing the dissociation of 02 and CF4. Concentrations of CO, CO2, COF

(47 amu) and COF2 (66 amu) increase. These species are stable plasma products.

Unfortunately, the reactive intermediates, 0 and F atoms, could not be detected in this

diagnostic system due to their short life times and the operation conditions. However, the

presence of HF (20 amu) could be evidence of F formation. During the plasma

processing of PPO, the increases of the mass intensities in H2O, HF, CO and CO2 are

detected as the etch products.

Additionally, an etch product of the Si02 quartz tube, SiF3 (85 amu), was always

measured during the plasma conditions. The SiF3 in the Blank was found to be higher

than it in the PPO run. In the Blank run without PPO presence, the fluorine atoms

impinge the inert substrate holder made of stainless steel and bounce off without

significantly losing their chemical activity. These extra fluorine atoms finally react with

the inserted section of Si02 tube, 3-cm away from the substrate holder.

4.3.2 Quantitative Analysis of Gas Mixture

Since MBMS detection is based on using electron impact ionization of the gas

mixture, the signal for a given species will be proportional to the number density of

species in the mixture. The intensity of the mass signal, thus, can be used to

quantitatively analyze the etch products in gas mixture. A combination of direct
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calibration of the mass intensities with a given composition of gas mixture, and indirect

calibration with ionization cross sections reported in the literature is used in converting

the raw mass intensities into mole fractions. Direct calibration with major etch products

is performed before and after each experimental run while indirect calibration is

calculated on the basis of mass conservation of gas species. A detailed description

follows.

A proportional relationship holds between the mass intensities, Ii, and mole

fractions, xi.

Ii = kixi (4.2)

where ki is the proportional constant for species i. In general, the mass intensities are very

sensitive due to the noise from the mass spectrometer and dynamic changes in chamber

pressure. By normalizing the mass intensity of species i to argon mass intensity, a

calibration factor, amr, is expressed as

k (Ii / I Ar)a i Ar "
k Ar / X Ar)

(4.3)

The normalized calibration factors are found to be a very stable value throughout the

experiments. The sum of the total mole fractions is equal to unity (I Ti = 1); dividing by

xAr and substituting xi/xAr with aidir and /i//Ar using Equation (4.3) gives

n*Ar n#Ar
1 I. 1

1+ =1+ =
n X Ar i =1 -n a i,Ar IAr X Ar

With aiAr determined from calibrations and Ii measured from experiments, Ar mole

fraction can be determined by solving the equation for xAr. xi can then be obtained by

using Equation (4.3).

(4.4)
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For the majority species such as CO, 02, CO, and CF4, the calibration factors are

directly determined by using a calibration mixture during each experiment. In each run,

various combinations of calibration gas flow at a pressure close to the processing

pressure. The calibration factors are directly calculated using Equation (4.3). However,

calibrating CO and CO2 in the mixture is not straightforward. A portion of the CO signal

typically comes from the electron impact dissociation of CO,. Extra CO would be

measured if one did not count for this effect. By individually carrying out the calibration

of CO2, about 2% of the CO2 mass intensity is observed at 28 amu. The addition rule is

valid on measuring the mass intensity because the measurement is made by counting the

number of ions. Therefore, the portion of mass intensity due to CO2 dissociation is

subtracted form the mass intensity of CO.

For calibrating species COF and COF2, the carbon mole balance in the Blank runs

is applied. The total moles of CF4 entering the plasma are equal to the total moles of

carbon-contained products CO, CO2, COF, COF2 and CF4 leaving the plasma. However,

the intensity ratio of COF to COF2, /c0F1 /COP'', is found to have a constant value of

2.1±0.1 in all Blank conditions. A previous study of CF4/O2 plasma in a tubular reaction

indicated the only exist of COF2 (Smolinsky and Flamm, 1979). Thus, we assume that

the C0F+ is detected as the ionization fragment of COF2. Excluding the existence of

COF, the carbon balance can be expressed as

xo F (x + x + x
F2

+ X cF4)F,o co CO2 CO
(4.5)

where F0 and F1 are the total gas flow rates entering and leaving the reaction chamber,

respectively. According to the mass balance, argon is constant in the plasma process.
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Eliminating F0 and F1 by combining Equations (4.5) and (4.6) gives

x ( x°CF4 CO + X CO2 ± X )COF, + X CF4

x0Ar XAr
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(4.6)

(4.7)

The amount of CO, CO, and CF4 in the plasma mixture is calculated using the mass

intensity ratios and calibration factors resulting from the direct calibrations for CO, CO2

and CF4 previously. By substituting mole fraction ratios with intensity ratios using

Equation (4.3) and solving for ac0F2, the calibration factor for COF2, occoF2, can be found

1coFacoF, =1 ,)
Ar

I '3F.4 ( 1 1CO 1 1CO, 1 I CF4\{

F::, aCO IAr

+ aCO2 IAr aCF4 IAr j}
(4.8)

An average value of ac0F2 is obtained by averaging the calibration factors resulting from

the data collected every 30 seconds in the Blank runs. This value is applied to the

calculation of the PPO runs.

Direct calibrations were not performed with HF and SiF4 so the calibration factors

for HF and SiF4 had to be estimated. The calibration factor can be expressed as a product

of two mass discrimination factors, aBi_Ar and ali_Ar, and the ionization cross-section ratio,

Qi(E) /QAr(e) at electron energy E (Hsu and Tung, 1992).

at = a,A,a
1 Q, (E) (4.9)

QAr (E)

The first mass discrimination factor, aBi_A accounts for the dynamics of gas expansion

during beam formation, and is a function of the mass of the species. The second accounts

for discrimination associated with the mass spectrometer, such as detector efficiency.

Figure 4.5 shows the mass dependency of the product of the mass discrimination factors
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for the stable gas species in this study. The estimated values of the discrimination factors

for HF and SiF4 are obtained by the linear extrapolation. The calibration factors are then

calculated from Equation (4.9). Table 4.2 shows the calibration factors as well as the

ionization cross-section at 33 eV for the chemical species observed in the CF4/02/Ar

plasma. The average values are listed with a standard deviation if they are directly

measured with the calibration gas mixture. The actual values used in each individual

experiment may vary according to the value measured by the calibration in that

experiment. For the values without standard deviation, the linear extrapolation is applied.

The pressure increase during the plasma treatment reflects that more gas

molecules are produced. Because the position of the throttle valve is kept fixed

throughout the plasma process, the effective pumping speed is a constant. The total gas

flow is proportional to the chamber pressure

= Fo x
Po

(4.10)

where po is the pressure with no plasma and p1 is the pressure while the plasma is ignited.

The argon mole balance can be expressed in terms of pressure as

0 FO o Pox = x xxAr = xAr Ar (4.11)

where 4, is the mole fraction of argon determined at the pressure pl. The percentage

changes of the argon mole fraction is defined as

0
ms

=
X A

rx
X _

Ar X100 %l Ar

Ar

0 r
1Ar

X Ar "Ar
0

X100%
X Ar

(4.12)

(4.13)
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Table 4.2. Calibration factors and ionization cross-sections for the species detected in the
CF4/02 /Ar plasma.

AMU Species Calibration Factor Ionization cross-section (cm2) Reference

18 H2O 2.3 1.05x10-16 (Djuric et. al., 1988;
Margreiter et. al., 1990)

20 HF 0.30 2.00x10117/ F (Margreiter et. al., 1994)

28 CO 1.35±0.06 1.57x10-16 (Rapp and Englander-Golden,
1965)

32 02 0.75±0.04 1.17x10-16 (Margreiter et. al., 1990; Rapp
and Englander-Golden, 1965 )

40 Ar 1 2.23x10-16 (Rapp and Englander-Golden,
1965)

44 CO2 0.93±0.06 1.60x10-16 ( Margreiter et. al., 1990; Rapp
and Englander-Golden, 1965 )

47 COF 0.86 2.40x10-16*

56 COF2 0.20 1.10x10-16* (Poll and Meichsner, 1987)

69 CF3 0.24±0.05 2.28x10-16 (Poll and Meichsner, 1987;
Christophorou et. al.)

81 SiF3 0.20 3.00x10-16* (Poll and Meichsner, 1987;
Hayes et. al., 1988)

* The value is measured with electron energy of 70 eV
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where nAmrs is the percentage change of the argon mole fraction measured by MBMS and

71,1'4r is the percentage change determined by Equation (4.11). Figure 4.6 compares

ri:s with nr, in all experimental runs. A good agreement is observed. The material

balance proposed in Equation (4.11) supports the quantitative analysis of MBMS.

Figure 4.7 shows the mole percentages of major gas species versus time in the

Blank run at 20% CF4, 200 W-plasma power, 0.5 torn chamber pressure and 100 °C-

substrate temperature. Time starts to count when the plasma is ignited. A negative

period of time denotes the time for calibration and process preparation before plasma

ignition. The plasma lasts 20 minutes, and another 20-minute calibration period follows.

The data for feed gases, 02, CF4, and Ar, level off and match their set values during both

calibration periods. This indicates a stable operation of the mass spectrometer system

during the etching process. During the plasma process period, the mole percentages of

reactant gases, CF4 and 02, drop to constant values while the mole percentages of HF,

CO, CO2, COF2 and SiF4 increase.

HF gradually increases after the plasma ignition, reaching its highest value at the

end. A tail is observed in HF concentration after the plasma is extinguished. This time

lag of HF mole percentage in response to the step change of the plasma power indicates

that HF might not be easily evacuated. Even, a trace amount still can be found at the end

of the experiment. It is believed that HF tends to bond with water molecules on the

chamber walls and becomes very sticky. A similar rising dynamic is observed with Si F4;

however, it exhibits no tail afterwards. A slow gas-solid reaction between fluorine and

silica wall could explain the slow raising and no-tail combination. Plasma products such
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as CO, CO, and COF2 increase abruptly and state at constant values after the plasma is

started. A rapid reaction between plasma products of CF4 and 02 in the gas phase is the

only way to immediately produce these species quickly and reaches a steady state.

Figure 4.8 shows the gas compositions versus processing time with PPO etching

under the same experimental condition as the Blank run in Figure 4.7. Again, a steady

composition of feed gases in both calibration periods ensures the accuracy of the

measurement. In the plasma-etching period, the mole percentages of plasma products

other than HF and SiF4 also change with time. The mole percentage of CO jumps to a

maximum value right at the beginning of the plasma process and then starts to fall. The

CO mole percentage begins to level of after 10 minutes. The mole percentage of the

other major product, CO2, steps to a maximum value and then slowly declines.

The mole percentages of HF, CO and CO2 in the PPO run (Figure 4.8) are higher

than in the Blank run (Figure 4.7). The mole percentages of CO and CO2 each increase

6% while that of HF increases 10%. However, the mole percentages of COF2 and 02

drop 2%, and 10%, respectively. More details on the quantitative analysis of etch product

CO and CO2 will be discussed in the following section.

4.3.3 Mole Balance of Carbon

The large increases in mole percentages of CO and CO2 when the PPO coupon is

present suggest that CO and CO2 are the etch products of PPO. Figure 4.9a and b shows

the net increases in CO and CO2 based on the data presented in Figures 4.7 and 4.8. The

net increases in CO and CO, detected in the mass spectrometer can be correlated to the

average etch rate measures by weight loss of PPO if one assumes that the carbon chain in
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PPO mainly decomposes to form CO and CO2 during the etch process. The chemical

equation in terms of carbon mole balance is written as

(C8H80),n--> 8m (x CO + (1-x) CO2) + other carbon-free etch products. (4.14)

The moles of CO and CO2 formed as a result of the etching process can be calculated by

integrating the difference in mole percentage between PPO etching and blank runs with

respect to the etch time.

Anco = J (Troia] x ACO% dt)/100

Anco, = J (FTotal X CO,A % dt)I100

(4.15a)

(4.15b)

where Anco and i.nco2 are the moles of CO and CO2, respectively. Fibtal is the average

total mole flow rate leaving the reaction chamber in the PPO and Blank runs. The total

moles of PPO etched during the plasma process can be determined by summing up the

moles of CO and CO2 from above and dividing by the stoichiometric ratio:

Anco Anco,
nC8H80

8
(4.16)

Figure 4.10 compares the amount of etched PPO determined by the integration of

the mass spectra of etch products CO and CO2 as described above with the amount

measured by weight loss. If one defines the correlation efficiency, fc, as the ratio of the

weight loss determined by the integration of the mass spectra to the weight loss measured

by an analytical balance. An ideal correlation is a straight line with a slope of one which

refers to 100% correlation efficiency. It means that all the PPO decomposed into CO and

CO, is detected by the MBMS system. In this study, a straight line with a slope of 0.82 is

found. It implies that the etch products determined by integration linearly correlates
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to the weight loss of PPO with 82% correlation efficiency. However, the correlation

efficiency drops to below 70% as the flow rate increases. The decrease of the correlation

efficiency with flow rate suggests that the composition discrimination in sampling region

is caused by the substrate blocking the incoming flow in the PPO runs. As gas flow

increases, more etch products forming on the substrate surface can not reach to the

sampling skimmer cone before being evacuated. As a result, less etch products are

detected. The predrilled through holes in the substrates are designed to improve the

blocking effect; they are less efficient in this case.

Although not all of the etch products are detected in this study, a linear

relationship is found under all experimental conditions. Thus, CO and CO2 are the major

etch products. Moreover, the etching of PPO can be temporally monitored by

investigating the formation of CO and CO2 dynamically. The etch dynamics based on

monitoring the formation of CO and CO2 was studied under various conditions. The

results are discussed in the following section.

4.4 Etch Product Dynamics

The etch product dynamics is investigated by varying four process parameters: (1)

CF4/02 feed composition, (2) substrate temperature, (3) total gas flow rate, and (4)

pressure, with a minimum of three different levels. In additional to the product dynamics

of CO and CO2, etch product dynamics of HF and COF2 is also presented.
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4.4.1 CF4/0/ feed composition

4.4.1.1 CO and CO2

The effect of feed composition on the etch dynamics is studied with a total flow of

30 sccm at a pressure of 0.5 ton, and a substrate temperature of 100 °C. Figure 4.11a-f

illustrates the net increases in mole percentages of CO and CO2 with 3.3%, 6.6%, 10%,

20%, 30%, and 40% CF4, respectively. The net increases of CO and CO2 are shown as

well as their sum (CO+CO/). The net increase of CO+CO2 represents the etch rate (mole

percentage of etch products produced per minute). The etch rate exhibits its maximum

value at the beginning of each process. This initial rate increases with CF4%, reaches a

maximum at 20% CF4, and then decreases when more than 20% CF4 is used. After this

initial step, the etch rate dynamically changes with the processing time. With CF4% less

than 10%, the PPO etches at approximately a constant rate throughout the process. With

more than 20% CF4, the etch rate begins to decrease with processing time. In the most

extreme case at 30% CF4, the final etch rate is 50% of its initial value after processing for

20 minutes.

The maximum etch rate occurs at the start of the process. The increase in the

initial rate with CF4 can be attributed to fluorine atoms initiating the etch reaction. As

extra CF4 is added to the reactant mixture, fluorine atoms will inhibit the etch reaction

through the passivation reaction. This fluorination phenomenon also appears during the

etch processes. After reaching a maximum value, the net value of CO+CO2 begins to fall

off with different rates, depending on CF4%. The rate reduction becomes more

significant when more CF4 is used. More dynamic change is expected in the run with
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40% CF4 because more fluorine atoms are available. However, the data for 40% CF4

show a very flat profile. In this case, the entire surface may be rapidly fluorinated leaving

the surface covered with C-F bonds so that the etching may proceed by a different etch

mechanism with a decrease and less dynamic change in etch rate.

The net increases of CO and CO2 are also illustrated in Figure 4.11a-f. The

relative composition of the major etch products, CO and CO2, changes with the CF4 feed

percentage. CO is the major etch product when the CF4 percentage is low (e.g. 3.3% and

6.6%). CO also correlates to the dynamic change in the etch rate better than CO2.

However, at large percentages of CF4, CO2 becomes the dominant etch product. In the

case of 40% CF4, CO2 is produced as most of the etch product. It is suggested that CO is

the primary product at low CF4% while CO2 is the major product at high CF4 %.

Figure 4.12 shows a plot of the ratio of total mole of CO to CO2 (Anco/Anc02)

versus the feed percentage of CF4. Anco and Mco, are quantitatively evaluated with

Equations (4.15a and b), respectively. As the percentage of CF4 increases, the ratio of

CO to CO2 decreases and approaches to zero at 40%. The surface also becomes more

fluorinated as the CF4% increases. Thus, surface fluorination may account for the

formation of CO2. The etching of fluorinated polymer has been reported to proceed by a

different mechanism from the unfluorinated hydrocarbon. Vukanovic et al. (1987) found

that the fluorinated layer could be removed slowly in the absence of ions in an oxygen-

rich CF4/02 plasma. In this case, two processes occur simultaneously during the removal

of the fluorinated layer; slow removal of the fluorinated layer and etching of non-

fluorinated polymer from beneath the fluorinated layer. The latter can proceed by
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Figure 4.12. The product ratio of total moles of CO to CO2 versus CF4% in the

plasma etching of PPO with a power of 200 W at 0.5 ton.
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diffusion of etchants and etch products through the fluorinated layer or by removal of the

unmodified polymer through small holes in the fluorinated layer.

With the presence of significant amount of F, the surface is partially fluorinated

and some fluorinated islands are formed on the surface. Figure 4.13 illustrates the

possible mechanism of polymer removal occurred on the non-fluorinated surface and on

the fluorinated island. Since polymer etching occurs on the non-fluorinated carbon sites,

the etching mainly proceeds on the hydrocarbon surface and the region beneath the

fluorinated islands. The etchants, atomic oxygen and atomic fluorine, impinge on the

exposed surface and directly react with the non-fluorinated surface.

R CH(s) +F (g) --> R - C (,) + HF(g) (4.17)

R C (0 +0*
(g)

-->R (0 +CO
(g)

(4.18)

R C*(0 +20*(0 - R (0 +CO2(g) (4.19)

Most of the reactants are free radicals and react immediately right after atomic oxygen

and atomic fluorine are adsorbed on the surface. The majority of carbon radical sites

reacts with atomic oxygen to form CO; however, when two oxygen atoms reach a sites

before product desorption, CO2 can form.

On the fluorinated surface, oxygen absorbs, diffuses into the surface layer, and

finally reaches the non-fluorinated layer. In this cases, CO is also produced as the

primary product, just like the etch reactions for the non-fluorinated polymers. CO2 is

produced via CO recombination with atomic oxygen as CO diffuses back to the

fluorinated surface.

C0+00 R-F layer co (4.20)
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The surface adsorption of atomic oxygen controls the supply of atomic oxygen while the

etching reactions govern the supply of CO. The porous structure of PPO laminates may

provide a large area for this reaction.

This mechanism is consistent with the experimental results of product distribution

versus CF4 concentration. In the oxygen rich regime (low CF4%), Equation (4.19) occurs

on the surface. The carbon sites with free radicals fractionally convert into CO (or CO2).

As more CF4 is added into the feed gas, some fluorinated islands are formed on the

surface. Therefore, in these areas the removal of PPO laminate proceeds beneath the

fluorinated layer. When CO is formed as the etch product at the layer beneath the

fluorinated layer, it can combine with atomic oxygen to produce CO2 on its way back to

the surface. In most extremely case at 40% CF4, the surface is highly fluorinated and only

CO2 is found as etch product.

4.4.1.2 HF and COF2

Figure 4.14a-f shows the mole percentage of HF in the same runs illustrated in

Figure 4.11a-f. The mole percentage of HF increases with CF4 feed composition in the

Blank runs, reflecting the increase in the detection of atomic fluorine with CF4. In the

PPO runs, the mole fraction is greater than in the blank runs; it increases with CF4 up to

20% CF4 and then decreases. The net increase as measured by the difference in PPO

versus Blank runs shows a maximum at 20% CF4. This concentration also represents the

maximum-etch rate. The tails shown after terminating the plasma process (> 20 minutes)

consistently overlap between PPO runs and Blank runs.
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According to Equations (4.16-18), the net increase in HF may be caused by the

abstraction of hydrogen on the carbon chains with atomic fluorine. This step initiates the

etch processes; and the amount of etched PPO depends on the number of the carbon

radical sites created by this step. Figure 4.15 plots the total moles of HF net increase

(.nHF) versus CF4%. On the same plot, Anco and Anco, are also displayed on the same

axis while the average etch rate is shown with the second axis. AnHF, total net increase of

HF, can be evaluated using Equation (4.15a) with replacing ACO% with AHF%.

A correlation between MHF and the average etch rate is found. It suggests that the

extra HF could be the etch product resulting from the hydrogen abstraction from PPO

laminate (Equation (4.16)). This hydrogen abstraction could create carbon radicals for

chain decomposition to further produce CO and CO2 with atomic oxygen. As discussed

earilier, this etch mechanism dominates in oxygen rich regime. Thus, at CF4 less than

20%, there is a good correlation between AnHF, Mco and Anco

AnHF decreases with CF4 greater than 20%. At these high CF4 concentrations, the

PPO laminate has less unfluorinated surface available for hydrogen abstraction. Less HF

will be produced from this limited area of unfluorinated surface. The carbon radicals may

be rapidly converted to a fluorinated surface. Therefore, CO, the primary etch product

resulting from the decomposition of the carbon radicals on the surface, becomes smaller.

The mole percentage of COF2 is presented in Figure 4.16a-f. COF2 is shown for

both Blank and PPO runs. On the other hand, COF is only detected during PPO runs, and

is also illustrated. The COF2 mole fraction increases with CF4 in the Blank runs,

reflecting the gas-phase plasma reaction of CF4 and 02. A maximum average of 7.5%
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COF2 is detected with 40% CF4. In the PPO runs, there is less COF2 than in the Blank

runs. However, the sum of mole fraction of COF and COF2 in the PPO runs

approximately equals COF2 in the Blank runs.

Some of COF2 may decompose into COF and F on the PPO surface.

COF2 COF + F (4.21)

In the Blank runs, COF2 is formed as the stable product and does not decompose on the

stainless steel surface which has no PPO sample loaded. If PPO is loaded in place, some

of the COF2 impinging on the PPO surface may decompose to COF and F. The

decomposed fluorine could incorporate with carbon radical sites on PPO surface or

abstract a hydrogen atom to form HF. This reaction product may also attribute the HF

increase in PPO.

4.4.2 Substrate temperature

Figure 4.17a-d show the effect of substrate temperature on the net increases of

CO, CO2 and (CO+CO2) mole percentages at temperatures of 50, 100, 150 and 180°,

respectively. The experiments are conducted with a total flow of 30 sccm and 20% CF4

at a pressure of 0.5 torr. The net increase of (CO+CO2) percentage, representing the etch

rate, reduces with time at four temperatures with a similar dynamic profile. The height of

the (CO+CO2) percentage profile increases with temperature, indicating the increase in

PPO etch with temperature. The CO mole percentage is larger than CO2 mole percentage

at temperatures above 100 °C while approximately the same mole percentage of CO and

CO2 is found at temperatures 50 and 100 °C.
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Figure 4.18 shows an Arrhenius plot with the etch rate evaluated by the weight loss

measurement and the integrated area of (CO+CO2) mole percentage in the temperature

range of 323-473 K. On the basis of weight lost measurement, an activation energy of

0.80 cal/mole for the overall etch kinetics is obtained while a value of 0.64 cal/mole

results from the integrated (CO+CO2) mole percentage. For investigation of the etch

mechanism, the Arrhenius plot also displays the net increase of CO, CO2 and HF.

However, the net increases do not totally follow Arrhenius behavior. A value of 2.31

cal/mole for HF net increase is found while the activation energy for CO net increase is

1.34 cal/mole.

The activation energy found in Figure 4.18, either by weight loss measurement or

integrating (CO+CO2) percentage, is very close to the value reported by Koretsky and

Reimer (1992). They studied the plasma etch of photoresist with CF4/02/Ar in a similar

downstream reactor. Therefore, this suggests that the mechanism proposed in that study

could also proceed in this study. Additionally, the results of concentration study in

previous section suggested that the net increase in HF be related to the product of

hydrogen abstraction reaction. The higher activation energy for HF than CO indicates

that Equation (4.17) is more temperature-dependent than Equation (4.18). This hydrogen

abstraction involves a bond breaking process, and requires more activation energy.

The competition between the etch reactions and surface fluorination reactions

controls the dynamic profiles. In general, the increase in temperature enhances the

reaction rate with higher activation energy more significantly than the one with less

activation energy, resulting a change in the dynamic profiles. However, the change in the

dynamic etch profiles with temperature does not occur in this study, indicating that the
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competition is in balance. This also suggests that the etching of PPO takes place via the

reactions with a similar value of activation energy.

The mole percentage of CO exhibits a dynamic reduction while the percentage of

CO2 remains constant at most cases. The total net increases of CO and CO2 also suggest

that the production of CO is more sensitive to the temperature change than CO2. As

temperature of the substrate increases, less amount of etchants adsorbs on the surface due

to the surface desorption. This limits the supply of atomic oxygen for the diffusion in the

fluorinated layer. Less CO2, thus, is produced due to either less CO formation beneath

the fluorinated surface or CO recombination in the fluorinated layer. However, this

reduction may be compensated by the increase in the etch on the nonfluorinated surface

which also produces CO2.

4.4.3 Pressure

The effect of pressure on the etch dynamics is investigated on the basis of a 3x3

matrix set of conditions: three CF4 mole percentages (10%, 20% and 30%) and three

pressures (0.2, 0.5 and 0.8 toff). Other experimental parameters are kept at the base case

values. Figures 4.19-21 illustrate the results of the etch product dynamics with CF4 mole

percentages of 10%, 20% and 30%, respectively. The results with the same CF4% and

different pressures are compared in each same figure. Regardless of the pressure used,

the amount of etched PPO is proportional to the integrated area since a constant flow of

30 sccm is used.
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Figure 4.19a-c compares the etch dynamics of 10% CF4 plasma at pressures of

0.2, 0.5 and, 0.8 ton, respectively. The maximum amount of etched PPO (integrated

area) is obtained at 0.5 ton. The (CO+CO2)% is significantly reduced from 10% to 6.5%

within 20 minutes at 0.2 tort while it is slightly reduced at a pressure of 0.5 ton. The

reduction becomes negligible as the processing pressure increases to 0.8 tort. More CO

than CO2 is found in all cases.

Figure 4.20a-c respectively shows the results of PPO etching with 20% CF4 at

pressures of 0.2, 0.5 and 0.8 ton. The etching process at 0.5 tort has the maximum rate

while an equal amount of CO and CO is produced. All three cases show the noticeable

reductions in (CO+CO2)% with time. After 20 minutes of etching, (CO+CO2)% reduces

from 10% to 6%, from 13% to 10% and from 8% to 3.5% at 0.2, 0.5 and 0.8 ton,

respectively. The dynamic changes in the individual etch products are observed at all

three pressures except for CO2 at 0.2 tort, which approximately remains constant.

Figure 4.21a-c shows the etch dynamics with 30% CF4. The maximum etch rate,

again, occurs at 0.5 ton. In all cases, the etch rate, (CO +CO2) %, reduces to

approximately half of the initial rate within 20 minutes. More CO2 than CO is produced

at pressures of 0.5 and 0.8 ton.

Comparing these nine runs (Figures 19-21), the largest amount of PPO is etched at

0.5 ton with 20% CF4 while the smallest amount is found at 0.8 ton with 30% CF4. The

initial rate also is a maximum and a minimum in these two cases. As CF4% increases, the

etch rate drops more with processing time in all cases.

The number densities of atomic oxygen and atomic fluorine govern the dynamic

profiles of PPO etching. The effect of pressure on the number densities of precursors is
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complicated and involves a number of processes including electron impact reactions,

homogeneous reactions and wall recombination reactions. Inside the plasma, the inelastic

collisions between source molecules and high energy electrons trigger the electron impact

reactions. The rate law follows first order kinetics with respect to source molecules and

electrons. More high energy electrons are produced at reduced pressures because typical

plasma processes generate electrons with an average electron energy inversely

proportional to the system pressure (Camara, 1997). However, this increase in the

number of high energy electrons is counterbalanced by the decrease in the number of

source molecules due to the pressure reduction.

Let's consider the formation of atomic fluorine. Neglecting the recombination

reactions to form CF4, the net effect of pressure on the formation of atomic fluorine can

be quantitatively resolved by measuring CFA downstream because all CF4 dissociation

occurs by electron impact collisions within the plasma. Similar CF4 mole percentages are

found downstream of the reactor at these three pressures using the same feed gas

composition. This result indicates that the two effects described above counterbalance.

Consequently about the same mole percentage of atomic fluorine is produced at these

pressures. With same more percentage, more fluorine atoms are produced inside the

plasma at higher pressure because the total number density increases with pressure. The

same thing can happen with the formation of atomic oxygen. However, atomic oxygen

and atomic fluorine can change as they flow downstream. The pressure effect on these

reactions is discussed as follows.

Atomic fluorine is probably produced and atomic oxygen is consumed via the

homogeneous reactions (reactions 6-9 in Table 2.1). These reactions are favored at high
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CF4% and high pressure. Assuming the decrease in etch rate with time is associated with

surface fluorination, more dynamic change with a smaller initial etch rate is expected in

the profile for the run at 30% CF4 and 0.8 ton. The etch profile in Figure 4.21c is

consistent with this argument.

The CF, species are consumed in the plasma region, therefore, in the afterglow,

the number densities of atomic fluorine and atomic oxygen are primarily reduced by wall

recombination reactions. At a pressure of 0.5 tort, the rate of surface recombination

reactions is typically an order of magnitude slower than the rate of the mass transfer to the

walls (e.g. an average recombination rate constant of 20 cm/sec versus the mass transfer

coefficient of 200 cm/sec). Therefore, the recombination process is limited by the

impingement flux of the reactive precursors as opposed to gas phase diffusion. As

pressure increases more reactive precursors impinge and react on the walls. Moreover, at

higher pressures, the residence time is larger, leading to more recombination. However,

the previous discussion on electron impact reactions suggests a greater more number of

reactive precursors at increased pressures. The net effect of pressure on the number

densities of precursors downstream of the plasma will result from which effect

dominates. In Chapter 5, this effect of pressure will be discussed further.

The HF mole percentage for the 3x3-matrix conditions is shown in Figures 4.22-

24. These nine cases correspond to the runs in Figures 4.19-21. The mole percentage of

HF in both the PPO and the Blank runs is displayed. The mole percentage of HF in the

Blank runs increases with the processing time and reaches maximum values at the end of

the process. The mole percentage of HF in these Blank runs is less pressure-dependent

than the PPO runs and has an average value of 2.5%, 4% and 5% in Figures 4.22, 23 and
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24, respectively. In the PPO runs, the mole percentage of HF, however, reaches to a

maximum at different times in the process. The net increase, measured by the difference

in PPO versus Blank runs, has a maximum at 0.2 ton in Figure 4.22 and at 0.5 torr in

Figures 4.23 and 24, corresponding to those maximums in the net increase of

(CO+CO2)% in Figures 4.19-21.

The increase in mole percentage of HF in the Blank runs correlates more closely

to CF4% than to pressure. The earlier discussion on the mass spectra suggests that the

amount of atomic fluorine is related to the mole percentage of HF in the Blank runs.

Thus, the lack of dependence between HF mole percentage and pressure can be

interpreted that the same amount of atomic fluorine is produced at these three pressures.

However, this conclusion is less clear if a surface adsorption/reaction process affects the

concentration of the fluorine atoms. The increase in HF mole percentage with time

during the process and the tail after the process suggest this possibility. The results of

this indirect measurement of atomic fluorine will be compared with the computed values

in Chapter 5.

The integrated value of this net increase with respect to time, MIT, versus CF4%

is shown in Figures 4.25 and 26 for the pressures of 0.2 and 0.8 torr, respectively. Ana),

,Anco, and weight loss are shown along with AnHF. There are fewer data at these

processes than in Figure 4.15; but the same characteristics are found. All the variables

increase with CF4% and reach maximums with CF4 less than 30%. AntiF and Anco

correlate to the average etch rate but Anco2 deviates from the correlation.
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4.4.4 Total flow rate

The effect of flow rate on the etch dynamics is studied using a constant plasma

power of 200W and 20% CF4 at 0.5 ton-. Figure 4.27 shows the average etch rate after

the samples are plasma-treated with total flows from 30 to 90 sccm. The average etch

rate of PPO increases with the flow rate up to 60 sccm and then levels off. The largest

etch rate of 2.91 gin/min occurs at the flow rate of 75 sccm. These data suggest that the

plasma etching, which depends on the number densities of reactive precursors, may

proportionally change with the flow rate. At 90 sccm, the average etch rate levels off

indicating a different controlling process.

A change in flow rate changes the residence time of gases in the system. Inside

the plasma section, the conversion of feed gas decreases as the flow rate increases

because of the decrease in the residence time. Thus, the number densities of precursors

increase with residence time inside the plasma. As the precursors flow downstream, the

depletion by wall recombination reactions increases with residence time, implying the

decrease in the number densities with residence time. The combination of these two

contributions determines the number densities of reactive precursors at the substrate.

At low gas flow rates, longer residence time leads to complete conversion of the

feed gas, meaning approximately same number densities of reactive precursors are

produced inside the plasma section. As these reactive precursors travel downstream,

more are depleted at lower flow rates (larger residence times). As a result, the number

densities of reactive precursors at the substrate increase with flow rate. In this study, the

average etch rate increases with flow rate up to 60 sccm, indicating the wall

recombination reactions dominates in this regime. At higher flow rates, the conversion of
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the feed gas in the plasma section begins to decrease. Hence, even though fewer species

are recombining on the walls, the etch rate levels off since the decrease in wall

recombination is offset by a decrease in species generation.

Figure 28a-e shows the effect of the feed gas flow on the etch products of CO and

CO2 as the feed gas flow increases from 30 sccm to 90 sccm. The data are presented in

mole percentage and can be directly used to analyze the etch product dynamics because

only relative quantities are compared. For the initial rate analysis, the mole percentages

have to be multiplied by the total flow rate for comparison. The dynamic reduction of

(CO+CO2)% increases with flow rate up to 60 sccm. Past this value, the degree of

reduction in (CO+CO2) mole percentage gradually reduces. CO and CO2 mole

percentages also dynamically change with the process time. A little more CO is always

found initially except at 75 sccm.

The initial rate proportionally increases with the flow rate because approximately

a constant of 13% initial (CO+CO2) is found at all flows up to 75 sccm. At 90 sccm, the

initial rate drops to a rate little less than 60 sccm (7% x 90 sccm < 15% x 60 sccm). The

total integrated area of (CO+CO2)% slightly decreases with the flow rate; however, the

correlation efficiency drops as the flow increases (Figure 4.10). Therefore, care should be

taken in interpreting the total etch rate with these data results less accuracy.

According to the etch mechanism proposed early, CO is produced from the

etching of nonfluorinated surface and CO, may result from the recombination process in

the fluorinated layers. At the beginning of the process, more CO must be produced from

the nonfluorinated surface. As the process continuously proceeds, the surface becomes

fluorinated and begins to produce more CO,. This fluorination effort is found in the CO
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and CO2 product dynamics, and is consistent with the quick reduction in (CO+CO2)%

dynamics.

4.5 Chemical Analysis of X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy

XPS is used to examine the surface chemistry of PPO laminates under varying

etch conditions. Samples are plasma-treated under two extreme conditions: (1) 10% CF4

where the reduction in the etch rate is insignificant, and (2) 30% CF4 - where the etch

rate reduces significantly with time during the process. The other process parameters

include a total flow of 30 sccm at a substrate temperature of 100 °C and pressure of 0.5

ton for 20 minutes. Additionally, an unetched PPO is investigated as a control sample.

Figure 4.29 shows the survey-scan spectrum of the unetched PPO for binding

energies 0-1100 eV. Cis peaks at 285 eV and 01, peaks at 531.95eV represent the

chemical elements of C and 0 in PPO. The spectra also exhibit other chemical elements

such as Na, Cl and Si. No fluorine peak is found in this control sample. The survey-scan

spectra of the surfaces after plasma treated with 10% CF4 and 30% CF4 are shown in

Figures 4.30 and 31, respectively. Similar to the spectrum for the unetched sample, both

spectra display the detection of C1, at 285 eV and 01, at 531.95eV. Additionally, F1, peak

at 684.78 eV is found in both spectra. The spectra also show the peaks of chemical

elements Zn, Na and K. Those elements are commonly found as additive agents in PCB

laminates. Silicon as glass fiber is also detected in all samples.

Figure 4.32a-c shows magnified views of the C1, peaks for the three spectra

shown above. The decompositions by Gaussian fittings of the different components of
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C is core level are illustrated. The Cis peaks are deconvoluted due to the possible

chemical bonds binding to carbon atoms in the PPO compound. Based on the binding

energy reported in the literature (Coulon and Turban, 1991), the Cis spectra of the

unetched PPO in Figure 4.25 can be resolved into four components due to 0=C-0, C=0,

C-0 and CH (plus C-C) at 289.1, 287.9, 286.6, and 285.0 eV, respectively. The C-C or

C-H along with the C-0 bonds form the main backbone structure of PPO while the 0=C-

0 and C=0 bonds may appear on the oxidized surface.

For the surface etched with 10% and 30% CF4, drastic modifications of the Cis

spectra are seen. The major peaks of C-C or C-H are shown at 285.0 eV. In addition to

the component due to carbon singly bonded to oxygen (C-0), the components at 286.5 eV

can also be attributed to the carbon having neighbor fluorine substituted in the position

that not directly attached (C-CF), but no attempt has been tried to deconvolute these two

peaks. C-F at 288.4 eV is shown in both etched samples while CF2 at 290.8 eV only

manifests in the sample etched with 30% CF4.

The is spectrum, especially the stoichiometric ratio of the carbon fluorine

components, gives information on the degree of fluorination on the etched surface. The

contribution of each component to the total CI, spectrum is proportional to the area under

that individual peak. The area for each component can be evaluated by integrating the

Gaussian-distributed intensity with respect to binding energy and the total area sums up

the individual ones. The stoichiometric ratio, thus, can be estimated by taking ratio of the

individual area for a specific component to the total area of the Cis spectrum. The values

of ratios for various components are converted in area percentage and listed in Table 4.3.
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The area percentage approximately correlates to the stoichiometric ratio. In the

unetched PPO sample, two oxygen atoms bridges out of fifteen total carbons (there are

six C-H, seven C-C/C=C and two C-0 in PPO), give a stoichiometric ratio of 13.3%,

which is close to the 16.49% found in the total integrated area for the C-0 component.

C-C and C-H components, with a stoichiometric ratio of 86.7%, give an area percentage

of 79.22%. Additionally, less than 5% of oxidized carbon (C=0 and O-C=0) is found in

this unetched sample. This extra-oxidized carbon bonding may be possibility due to the

attachment of oxygen atoms on the aromatic structure of PPO caused by surface

oxidation.

Deconvoluted Cis spectra provide the direct evidences of surface fluorination. As

more CF4 is added into the reactant mixture, more fluorinated carbon atoms are found in

the CI, spectra. Even though the binding energy for C-0 and C-CF,, overlaps at 286.6 eV

and attempt to deconvolute these two components is not feasible, an increase from 7.33%

to 10.93% in the C-0 or C-CF component is found as the mole percentage of CF4

increases from 10% to 30%. Part of this increase may be due to the increase in the C-CF

Table 4.3. A list of the area percentage for various components in Cis spectra for
unetched PPO laminate and etched samples with 10% and 30% CF4.

C-C C-0
Chemical Component or or C=0 0=C-0 C-F CF2

C-H C-CFx

Peak Position (eV) 285.0 286.6 287.9 289.1 288.4 290.8

area % Unetched 79.22% 16.49% 0.80% 3.49%

10% CF4 85.19% 7.33% - 7.48%

30% CF4 67.63% 10.93% - 14.86% 6.58%
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components. Moreover, 7.48% and 14.86% of Cis area are contributed to C-F bonding in

the PPO laminates etched with 10% and 30% CF4, respectively. Additionally, 6.58% as

CF2 are found in the 30% CF4 sample. About 20% of the carbon bonds with atomic

fluorine after the sample etched with 31% CF4 while only about 15% of fluorinated

carbons are found in 10% CF4 sample.

4.6 Smear Removal to a Twelve-layer PCB Model

Model samples of 12-layer PCB with and without drill smear have been studied.

Etching runs similar to those used in etching PPO coupons are performed. Two repeated

runs are also carried out at a total flow of 30 sccm and a power of 200 W for 30 minutes

each. A feed gas mixture of 15% and 80% is used for CF4 and 02, respectively. Figure

4.33 shows the mole percentages of CO and CO2 as function of process time in two runs

with a smear sample. In the primary run, the mole percentages of CO and CO2 increase

abruptly after the plasma is ignited and then ramp down to a certain value. In the

repeated run, the mole percentages of both products remain constant as the etching

process proceeds. These data indicate that the smear material can be removed completely

after the primary run. The difference of mole percentage between the first run and the

remaining two runs also indicates that CO and CO2 are the major etch products in this

process. The removal of smear material is accomplished after processing for 20 minutes.

The results with the same plasma treatment on the nonsmear sample are shown in

Figure 4.34. No significant difference was found between the first run and the repeated

run for CO and CO2 in the nonsmear sample. In contrast, the previous runs with a smear

sample strongly implied that the ramp shape in the primary run of smear sample is caused
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by the etch products, instead of the plasma products. This promising result suggests that

this MBMS technique is capable of in-situ diagnostics of plasma processes not only in

etching but also in smear removal.
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CHAPTER 5
KINETIC MODEL

A kinetic model of the downstream microwave plasma system was developed to

study the chemical reactions, including the gas phase reactions in the plasma discharge

and afterglow regions, and the gas-solid reactions on the reactor walls and the etched

PPO surface. The inability to detect atomic oxygen and atomic fluorine using the MBMS

system has also motivated this simulation study. The results of the simulation will

provide the useful supplemental information which can not be collected directly from the

experimental diagnostics.

Figure 5.1 shows the geometry of the downstream plasma system which is

addressed. For modeling purposes, this downstream plasma system is divided into two

major regions: (1) a plasma reactor containing mostly gas-phase reactions and (2) a

substrate where the gas-solid reactions occur. Modeling of the tubular reactor (region 1)

includes the reactions inside the plasma discharge, in the downstream afterglow, and at

the surface of the reactor walls. The PPO etch reactions (region 2) only consider the gas-

solid reactions between the reactive precursors and the PPO substrate. A steady state

one-dimensional model is applied on region 1 while a time-dependant kinetic model is

developed for region 2. The region 1 results are compared with the OES and the MBMS

results in the Blank runs; the region 2 results of PPO etch kinetics are fit with the results

of the etch dynamics as measured by the etch products CO and CO2.
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Quartz Tube

Gas Flow

Microwave
Cavity

°ESC>

(1) Tubular Plasma Reactor

y z = o cm

Plasma Discharge

z = 5.0 cm

Downstream Afterglow

(2) PPO Substrate

. --rjeC>MBMS ---Y z = 38.0 cm

Figure 5.1. Schematic of the downstream plasma reactor. Two separate regions are
modeled: (1) the reactions in the tubular plasma reactor and (2) the surface reactions
on the PPO substrate.
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5.1 A Steady-state Model for the Downstream Plasma System

To develop the model for our downstream plasma system, we use the basic

principles of modeling downstream plasma processes proposed by Plumb and Ryan

(1986) and Park and Economou (1989). A one-dimensional model is developed on the

basis of conservation of mass and momentum of individual species. A reduced set of

chemical reactions is used. The rate constants for the homogeneous reactions are

obtained from the values suggested by Plumb and Ryan. To improve the accuracy of the

model, we also include wall recombination reactions for atomic oxygen and atomic

fluorine.

The success in modeling the CF4/02 plasma depends critically on the values

chosen for the rate constants of the electron impact dissociation reactions. Unfortunately,

the estimation of the rate constants of the electron impact reactions is the most uncertain

part in Plumb and Ryan's paper. As shown in Figure 2.1, the reaction path may favor

either CO or COF2 due to the uncertainty in the branching ratio of CF3 to CF2 in CF4

impact dissociation. The electron impact dissociation of CO2 determines the distribution

of CO and CO2 in the mixture. In this study, we reinvestigate the rate constants of the

electron impact dissociation reactions, especially on the branching ratio of CF3 to CF2

and CO2 dissociation.

5.1.1 Defining the reaction pathway

Table 5.1 lists the complete reaction set used in the model. The set of reactions

consists of six electron impact reactions, five free radical exchange reactions, six free

radical recombination reactions, and three surface (wall) recombination reactions. Most
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Table 5.1. Chemical reactions included in the model.

Reaction Rate constant
At 0.5 torn Reference

Electron impact reactions

1. CF4 + e

2. CF4 + e

3.* F2 e -4
4. 02 +e
5. COF2 + e -->

6. CO2 + e --->

Free radical exchange

7. CF3 + 0 -4
8. CF2 + 0

9. CF2 + 0 ---->

10. COF + 0 -4
11.* COF2+ 0

Free radical recombination

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

F+ F
0 + 0

CF2 + F

CF3 + F

CO + F

COF + F

CF3 + F + e

CF 2 + 2F + e

F+F+e
0+0+e
COF + F + e

CO + 0 + e

COF2 + F

C0F+F
CO + 2F

CO2 + F

CO + F2

F2

02
CF3

CF4

COF

COF2

Wall recombination

18.* 0 + wall -4 02

19.* F + wall

20.* F + SiO2

-4 F2

SiF4

270

130

400

400

300

120

3.1 x 10-11 cm3/s

1.4 x 10-11 cm3/s

4.0 x 10-12 cm3 /s

9.3 x 10-11 cm3/s

2.1 x 10-11 cm3/s

1.0 x 1 0-16 cm3/s

1.4 x 10-16 cm3 /s

1 . 1 x 10.12 cm3/s

1.3 x 10-11 cm3 /s

1.3 x 1015 cm3 /s

8.0 x 10-13 cm3 /s

10--= 1.0 x 10-3

w=8.0 x
yF_si = 2.0 x 10-4

See 5.1.2.3

See 5.1.2.3

See 5.1.2.3

See 5.1.2.3

See 5.1.2.3

See 5.1.2.3

(Ryan and Plumb, 1982)

(Ryan and Plumb, 1984)

(Ryan and Plumb, 1984)

(Ryan and Plumb, 1984)

(Ultee, 1977)

(Reeves et al., 1960)

(Ryan and Plumb, 1982)

(Ryan and Plumb, 1982)

(Ryan and Plumb, 1982)

(Ryan and Plumb, 1982)

(Greaves and Linnett,
1959)

(Flamm et al., 1979)

(Flamm et al., 1979)

a Unit of s-1 for first-order reaction with an
cm3 S for second-order reaction.

electron density of 6.0x1011 /cm3 and unit of
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of these 20 reactions are commonly used to describe the most significant reactions

occurring in a CF4/02 plasma. The reactions denoted by an * are the additional reactions

which are included. In our downstream configuration, the 20 reactions listed in Table 5.1

are used to describe the plasma reactions in the discharge section while the 14 reactions

which do not contain electrons are considered in the afterglow region.

The reaction rate constants are also listed in Table 5.1. The rate constants for

electron impact dissociation reactions are adjusted on the basis of our experimental

results and theoretical calculations resulting from several other individual investigations.

The details will be discussed in section 5.1.2. The values for the rate constants of free

radical exchange and volume recombination reactions are suggested by Plumb and Ryan

(1986). They are commonly used in the modeling studies of CF4/02 system (Park and

Economou, 1989; Dalvie and Jensen, 1990).

At discussed earlier, the rate of wall recombination reactions at 0.5 ton is

typically an order of magnitude slower than the rate of the mass transfer to the walls.

Therefore, the recombination process is only limited by the impingement flux of the

reactive precursors instead of gas phase diffusion. The rate constants for the wall

recombination reactions are generally reported as the recombination coefficient, yi, and

related to the wall recombination rate constant by

ki,w = 'Aqui

where ui is the thermal velocity of the species i given by

ui = V8kT 1 IrM

(5.1)

(5.2)
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and Mi is the atomic mass of species i. The wall recombination coefficient represents the

probability of undergoing the recombination processes after the active species impinge on

the walls.

The recombination processes typically involve a complicated mechanism of gas-

solid interactions. Kim and Boudart (1991) studied the recombination of atomic oxygen

on silica and suggested that a sequence of elementary steps such as adsorption,

desorption, surface diffusion, and recombination at the active sites takes place, leading to

the recombination of two atoms of oxygen. The process starts out as the first atomic

oxygen approaches to the silica surface and forms a bond on an active site. This atom

remains on the surface for a period of time either desorbs or recombines with a second

oxygen atom. On the basis of this mechanism, the recombination probability is

proportional to the fractional coverage of active sites as well as the number of available

active sites. In general, the active sites on the silica surface are controlled by numbers of

factors such as water inhibited on the surface (Greaves and Linnett, 1959), surface

roughness (Kim and Boudart, 1991), composition, and structure of the surface. Those

factors relate to the properties of surface and can vary from system to system. Therefore,

it is not very surprising that these values vary widely between systems.

In this study, we used the recombination coefficients most commonly cited

(Greaves and Linnett, 1959). The coefficients are typically a function of temperature and

the values at 200 °C are used. The fluorine reactions with SiO2 include not only the

recombination reaction but also the etching reaction to form SiF4. Flamm et al. (1979)

report about 20% of fluorine atoms were consumed by this etching reaction. Thus, in our

system, the recombination reactions depend on the age of the quartz tube. With time, the
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roughness increase and more active sites are created. Furthermore, the values of

recombination coefficients used in this model were evaluated with either pure oxygen or

pure fluorine. The selectivity of the active sites may change in our system because

existence of the other atoms may effect the absorption.

5.1.2 Electron impact dissociation rate constants

Consider a generic electron impact inelastic collision. The chemical reaction can

be described as:

e + M Pi + P2 + e (5.3)

where M is the reactant molecule and P1 and P2 are the dissociation products. These

products may be reactive neutral fragments as in the case of electron impact dissociation

or an ion and electron as in electron impact ionization. The reaction rate, re, for this

electron impact dissociation process is given by

re = kenenm (5.4)

where ke is the second order rate constant, ne is the electron density in the plasma and nivi

is the density of the reactant molecule M. For electron impact dissociation reactions

listed in Table 5.1, the rate equation can also be written in a pseudo-first order form

re = nm (5.5)

where 14 = kin,. On the basis of the kinetic theory of gases, the electron impact

dissociation rate constants can be derived using

ke = 112E (of( 6*0 m
(5.6)
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where S is the electron energy, adis is the cross-section for the dissociation reaction, and

f (E) is the electron-energy distribution function (EEDF). In order to determine the

pseudo-first order rate constants for the dissociation reactions, one needs to estimate the

electron impact dissociation cross-sections, the EEDF and the electron density.

5.1.2.1 Estimation of electron density in plasma

Elakshar and Isamil (1992) studied the electron density as function of pressure in

an argon plasma created by a surface microwave in a 5-cm plasma cavity. An electron

density of 9.0x1011 /cm3 is measured using Langmuir double probes with a microwave

power of 200 W. Wei and Phillips (1993) also investigated the electron density in the

afterglow region using a similar commercial microwave system as ours. A maximum

electron density of 3.0x1011 /cm3 at the edge of the plasma cavity is obtained in an

oxygen plasma at 200 W. On the basis of the results found in these two works, we

estimate the electron density in our system as being in the range of 3.0-9.0x10" /cm3.

5.1.2.2 Estimation of electron energy distribution function in the plasma

A major source of uncertainty in attempting to calculate the rate constants is the

lack of knowledge about the electron energy distribution. The electron energy distribution

is directly related to the distribution of electron velocity which results from the electron-

molecule collisions. In the plasma, these interactions occur through elastic and inelastic

collisions. To determine the EEDF, a microscopic electron balance must be solved in

phase space. The resulting equation is known as the Boltzmann equation. In order to

rigorously solve the Boltzmann equation, all the collisions that the electrons undergo
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must be quantified. However, quantifying the inelastic electron-molecule collisions is an

extremely difficult and only a few simple molecules (e.g. Ar, He) have been studied.

Therefore, several assumptions are often made to derive a valid solution of the

EEDF. If the frequency of the applied field is less than the characteristic collision

frequency and the momentum collision cross-section is independent of the electron

velocity, a Druyvestein distribution function results:

.545e2

f (e) = 1.034 (E)-3/2 . E1/2 e (42 (5.7)

where (s) is the mean electron energy. Since an exact solution to the Boltzmann equation

for the CF4/02 plasma is not tenable, a Druyvestein distribution is used.

Figure 5.2 shows the Druyvestein distribution function with the mean electron

energy higher than 6.0 eV. The value of distribution fraction increases to a maximum

with the mean electron energy below 10 eV and drops off to a negligible small value at

the energy higher than 30 eV. Glow discharge plasmas typically contain electrons with

mean electron energies less than 10 eV. Two dissociation processes dominate in the

plasma: (1) the electron attachment dissociation reaction with electron energy less than

10 eV and (2) the electron impact dissociation reactions with threshold voltages above 10

eV. When the mean electron energy increases, the distribution shifts toward the higher

electron energy domain, reflecting that more electrons have higher energies.

Consequently, the electron impact dissociation reactions with typical threshold energies

greater than 10 eV become more important. Therefore, the dissociation rate constants,

summing the rate constants of these two reactions, change with the mean electron energy.

It has been reported that the microwave plasmas are capable of creating electrons with

higher energies than the RF plasmas. The adjustment of the mean, electron energy on the
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Electron Impact Dissociation:

M + e--> P1 + P2 + e
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Figure 5.2. Deuyvestein distribution function with mean electron energy from 6-10
eV. Electron attachment dissociation occurs with electron energy below 10 eV
while electron impact dissociation reactions take place above 10 eV.
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dissociation rate constants will be studied, in particular the increase in electron energy

due to the microwave generated power.

5.1.2.3 Electron impact cross sections

Figure 5.3 shows the cross sections of the electron attachment dissociation

reactions (Hunter and Christophorou, 1984) and the electron impact dissociation

reactions for CF4. The total cross section takes into account all the dissociation processes

including dissociation into ions and neutrals. Bonham et al. (1991) have attempted to

deconvolute the total neutral dissociation cross section by subtracting total dissociated

ionization cross section from the total dissociation cross section of Winters and Inokuti

(1982). At impact energies below 30 eV (the energies for most electrons in a plasma

discharge), the neutral dissociation of CF4 dominates over the dissociative ionization

process. Therefore, the cross section of neutral dissociation determined by this indirect

measurement is close to the total cross section measured by Winters and Inokuti. For our

calculations, the total dissociation cross section for CF4 measured by Bonham et al. is

used.

The branching ratio of CF4 dissociation into CF3 and CF2 is not very clear. These

radicals are very difficult to measure. The attempt to measure the concentration of CF3

and CF2 radicals using laser-induced fluorescence (LW) was not successfully made

(Tserepi et al., 1997). The only direct measurement conducted by Nakano and Sugai

(1992) using threshold-ionization mass spectrometry suggested that the branching ratio at

energies higher than 100 eV is CF3:CF2:CF = 2:1:1. The threshold energy for
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Dissociation into
Neutrals (Bonham)
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Figure 5.3. CF4 cross sections for electron attachment dissociation and electron

impact dissociation reactions. The cross section of electron impact dissociation
into neutrals is estimated by subtracting the total electron impact cross section from
that due to dissociative ionization.
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dissociation into each neutral radical was found to be 12.5 eV, 15.0 eV and 20.0 eV for

CF3, CF2 and CF, respectively. In a plasma with electrons less than 30 eV, one may

expect that more CF3 and less CF2 will be produced. Schwarzenbach et al. (1997)

measured the CF radicals created by a microwave plasma source similar to our

experimental setup. The ratio measured by threshold ionization mass spectrometry is

CF3:CF2 = 12:1. The high branching ratio may due to the wall recombination of CF2 with

fluorine to form CF3. Most modeling studies employed the ratio of 1:2 for CF3:CF2

(Plumb and Ryan, 1986; Dalvie and Jensen, 1990). A ratio of CF3:CF2 = 2:1 is used in

this study.

Figure 5.4 plots the cross section reported for data of electron attachment to CO2

for energies less than 10 eV (Corvin and Corrigan, 1969). Additionally, the electron

impact dissociation of CO2 with energy greater than 10 eV is also considered (Fox and

Dalgarno, 1979). The impact dissociation of CO2 with electrons above 10 eV involves

various excitation processes to produce CO at different energy states. The individual

dissociation reaction has been measured. A summation of individual dissociation cross

section gives the total cross section which is shown in the figure.

5.1.2.4 Comment on dissociation rate constants

The rate constants for electron impact dissociation of CF4 and CO2 with mean

electron energy are shown in Figure 5.5. The overall rate constants are evaluated with

Equation (5.3) using a Druyvestein distribution and the total cross sections discussed in

the previous section. The mean electron energy is varied between 3 eV and 10 eV. The

rate constants suggested by other groups are also illustrated for comparison. The value of
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Figure 5.4. CO2 cross sections for electron attachment dissocation and total

electron impact dissociation reactions. The total electron impact dissociation is
estimated by summing up all the cross sections for the branching reactions to
produce CO.
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Figure 5.5. The rate constants for electron impact dissociation of CF4 and CO, with
mean electron energies of 3-10 eV. The overall rate constants are evaluated by
integrating the overall impact cross section with distribution function with a mean
electron energy. Rate constants for electron attachment and electron impact
dissociation are also shown.
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k6 (CO, dissociation) is greater than k1 +k2 (CF4 dissociation) and the difference between

them decreases as the mean electron energy increases.

The rate constants for the electron impact dissociation reactions of CF4 are also

evaluated from experimental data from our plasma system. These values are obtained by

treating the electrical discharge as a plug flow chemical reactor, assuming a uniform

electron density in the plasma region. The dissociation processes are again assumed to be

pseudo-first order chemical reactions. The rate constant can be obtained from the

equation:

(k, + k2)z- = In 1 XcF)

where r is the nominal discharge residence time, ird2t1/4F0, in units of s-1 and the

conversion XCF4 is defined as:

Fr; FrF
- 4

CF4

Fc*F.,

(5.8)

(5.9)

where Fc*F4 and FcF4 are the inlet and outlet molar flow rates of CF4, respectively. With an

electron density of 6x10" /cm3 (medium of the density range) and a rate constant of

5.4x10-10 cm6/s at 7 eV, the pseudo first order rate constant of CF4 dissociation gives a

value of 324 cm3/s, which is close to the experimental result of 400 cm3/s from Equation

(5.9). The mean electron energy used to estimate the CF4 dissociation rate constant is

higher than that used by Plumb and Ryan. In the model, the rate constant estimated from

experimental results has been used.

A value of 1850 cm3/s is obtained for the CO2 dissociation rate constant with a

mean electron energy of 7 eV. However, a value of k6 = 120 cm3/s gives better results in
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predicting the product composition. In comparing the calculated values of rate constants

for CF4 and CO,, the difference between k6 and ki+k2 decreases with mean electron

energy, suggesting a lower value of k6 as mean electron energy increases. This tendency

supports the usage of a smaller k6 value in the model.

Table 5.2 shows the rate constants considered in the simulation at 0.2 and 0.8 ton.

The rate constants for CF4 dissociation reactions are determined using Equations (5.8)

and (5.9) with the experimental results. Other rate constant values are determined by

using the same ratios suggested in Table 5.1. The rate constants are approximately

inversely proportional to pressure.

Table 5.2 Pseudo-first order rate constants used at 0.2 and 0.8 ton.

Reaction Rate constant
at 0.2 ton (s1)

Rate constant
at 0.8 ton (s-1)

Electron impact reactions

1. CF4 + e ---> CF 3 +F + e 674 180

2. CF4 + e > CF 2 + 2F + e 337 90

3. F2+e > F+F+e 1011 270

4. 02+e > 0+0+e 1011 270

5. COF2 + e -+ COF + F + e 800 270

6. CO2 + e > CO + 0 + e 600 200
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5.1.3 Governing equations

Within the reaction system of interest, the mathematical model is obtained by

simultaneously solving the equation of continuity, equation of motion, and the mass

balance of individual species. The equation of continuity in one-dimensional coordinates

is simplified to

The equation of motion becomes

dp dv
v = p

dz dz

dv dp d 2
PVz -Fil v z

2dz dz dz

where vz is the z-component of the velocity, p is the mass density and p is pressure.

According to ideal gas law, the mass density, p, is

p
RT

v=

(5.10)

(5.11)

(5.12)

where R is the gas constant, T is the temperature, and M, is the molecular weight of the

individual species. x, is the mole fraction of species i which is related to the mass

fraction, co by

(5.13)

Since the gas undergoes a change in pressure as it reacts, the equation of motion is

coupled to the species mass balance through the density. To simplify the mathematical

model, the mass density is assumed to be a constant property in this system; thus, vz

becomes a fixed value which is independent of z direction (dvz/dz= 0). So does pressure

p on the basis of equation of motion. This constant density assumption will result an
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average of 9.1% error in estimating Ar mole percentage at the extreme conditions. The

model is then reduced to a set of equations based on mass balance of the individual

species

de) d 2
CO

pv
dz

pp,,
dz

2 (5.14)

Here, Di,, is the diffusivity of i in the multi-component mixture, ri is the net rate of

production of i. According to the mass balance equation, the individual species is

transported by convection due to the pressure drop and diffusion owing to the

concentration gradient. To determine the relative importance of force convection versus

diffusion, the Peclet number, Pe, needs to be evaluated.

Pe = vjIJDj m (5.15)

At a pressure of 0.5 torn, Pe = 1.86x103, using the gas parameters of Ar which indicates

convection dominates in this system. Therefore, the second term in Equation (5.14) is

neglected. The mass balance equations are finally reduced to the form:

do) i
pv

dz
(5.16)

The reaction rates, Ti, are expressed using different rate equations. The electron impact

dissociation reactions of pseudo-first order are used only in the plasma discharge region.

The reaction rates for free radical exchange and volume recombination are given by

second order rate equations. For the wall recombination reactions, the factor of volume

to surface ratio is used to convert the unit of surface reactions. The mass balance is

solved for 16 species with the constraint

16

0.) =1
i=1

(5.17)



The initial conditions of the mass balance equations are the gas feed concentration of

species i, (0o, at the inlet.

(oi I z=ro =
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(5.18)

Since the model assumes that the flow is isothermal, the energy conservation equation is

neglected.

5.1.4 Method of solution

The set of non-homogeneous differential equations constitutes the governing

equations. With the initial conditions, these equations are solved numerically by the

finite element technique of Euler's method. An even step interval of 1 tim is taken along

the z-component, giving 5x104 steps in the plasma discharge section and 3.3x105 steps in

the downstream section. The computation is carried out in an IBM Pentium personal

computer with a FORTRAN program (listed in Appendix C) using the double precision

variable format.

The correctness and the accuracy of these calculations are checked by comparing

the computation results with the results reported by Plumb and Ryan (1986). Their one-

dimensional model employed a large set of chemical reactions including 45 reactions and

considered; the change in the flow velocity was considered. This set of differential

equations was solved using Gear's method. Our simplified model uses the reduced set of

chemical reactions suggested in section 5.1.2. The rate coefficients, the reactor geometry

and reaction conditions are set to be identical with the values used by Plumb and Ryan.

Wall recombination was neglected in both cases. Figures 5.6 and 5.7 plot the

concentrations of the various species in the reactor as a function of distance along the
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tube. In part (a) of both figures, the results from our simulations are reported; part (b)

plots those from Plumb and Ryan. Figure 5.6 shows the results for a gas mixture of 25%

CF4 with a flow rate of 5 sccm while Figure 5.7 is for the flow rate of 70 sccm.

The results agree with Plumb and Ryan's results for most gas species, especially

for the major products F, 0, CO, CO2 and COF2. Due to the limitation of MBMS

instrumentation, the attempt to compare the calculation of gas species with concentrations

less than 1013 /cm3 to experimental data may not be worth too much; however, good

agreement still can be achieved in those species. Only CF302 in Figure 5.7b is not found

in our results since the reaction of CF302 is not included in our simulation.

Figure 5.8 shows a typical simulation result at the base case condition of 20%

CF4, 300 K process temperature, 30 sccm total flow rate and 0.5 ton processing pressure.

Mole percentages of the major species are plotted as a function of the z direction in the

reactor. The first 5 cm of the reactor is the plasma discharge region, followed by the

afterglow region.

The discontinuity which occurs at the junction of plasma discharge region and

afterglow region results from neglecting the diffusion effects in this model. A number of

important aspects of the plasma chemistry are also found in this figure. First of all, under

this condition, the atomic oxygen and atomic fluorine are produced with accelerated

speeds in the discharge and then consumed by the wall recombination reactions with

different rates in the afterglow region. Originally, more atomic oxygen is produced than

atomic fluorine; however, less atomic oxygen is found at the substrate. The slopes of the

sharp decline in concentrations reflect the rate of recombination reactions. The increases

in molecular oxygen and fluorine result from the recombination processes.
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Due to the electron dissociation of the feed gas, the total number of molecules

increases and changes the absolute concentration of each individual species. It is much

easier to observe this diluting effect by examining argon concentration since argon is not

reactive. The concentration of argon drops to a minimum value in the discharge region

and the gradually comes back in the afterglow region. In the discharge region, the argon

concentration declines sharply since the hot electrons break up the parent molecules into

fragments and increase the total number of gas species. In the afterglow region, the

recombination reactions decrease the total number of species, increasing the argon

concentration. The concentrations of CO and CO2 slightly increase in the afterglow

region, reflecting either the recombination effects or the production from the

homogeneous reactions.

5.2 Simulation Results and Discussions

The same process parameters used in the experimental runs were used in the

computer simulation. The simulation results are, then, compared with the experimental

data of MBMS and OES. The computed concentrations of atomic fluorine and atomic

oxygen are reported and discussed in conjunction with results found in the experiments.

5.2.1 Comparison with MBMS results

The comparison of simulation results with MBMS results is made by examining

the conversion ratio of CF4 into stable carbon containing species

=
number of moles of carbon containing species i

number of moles of CF4 in feed
(5.19)
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where the species i refers to the plasma products, CO, CO2 and COF2, and unreacted CF4.

Figure 5.9 shows the experimental measurement for the conversion ratios detected

downstream by the MBMS system. Also shown are the results of calculations for the

corresponding reactor conditions using the model with the reaction set shown in Table

5.1. The model predicts the major features of the experimental results. The conversion

ratios for CO2 and COF2 are flat with CF4 feed gas percentage. The conversion ratio for

unreacted CF4 increases with CF4% while CO decreases with CF4%. A disagreement

occurs at CF4 less 10%. CO is under predicted and COF2 over predicted as the CF4%

approaches.

There are a couple of ways to explain this discrepancy. It is possible that the

MBMS system is inaccurate in measuring the small quantities, especially COF2 and CF4.

These species have larger atomic weight than CO and CO2, and have calibration

constants three times less than CO and CO2. As the system detects the trace amount of

quantities, it is very easy to be discriminated by the detector of the mass spectrometer.

As the result, less CF4 and COF2 could have been measured. However, this can not

explain the increase in CO and CO2. Another possibility is that the electron energy

distribution is different at low CF4 concentrations. At a low concentration of CF4, less

electrons interact with CF4 and etch products; more interactions occur between electrons

and major species Ar and 02. Due to the difference in cross sections of the different

species, the electron energy distribution function may be altered as the composition is

changed significantly. Therefore, the plasma is likely to produce the products at different

rate, resulting in the deviation from the model.
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Figure 5.9. Comparison of the results of computer simulations of a CF4/02/Ar plasma
with the experimental results in terms of conversion ratios of CO, CO2, COF2 and CF4

in the product mixture as a function of mole percentage of CF4. The reactor conditions
are at a flow of 30 sccm and a pressure of 0.5 torr. The symbols represent the
experimental data while the curves without symbols represent the results of computer
simulations.
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The comparison in the conversion ratio between simulation and experiment at

pressures of 0.2 and 0.8 ton is shown in Figures 5.10 and 11, respectively. The

conversion ratios of CO, CO2, COF2 and CF4 are plotted as function of CF4%. The

calculated conversion ratios vary from 5% to 40% CF4 while the ratios calculated from

MBMS data are for 10%, 20% and 30% CF4. General agreement is found at both

pressures. The conversion ratio of CF4 is similar at all three pressures but the conversion

ratio of CO is higher than the ratio of CO2 at 0.2 ton while CO is lower than CO2 at 0.5

ton.

Figure 5.12 compares the results of the computer simulation with the

experimental data at different total flow rates. The conversion ratios of CO, CO2, COF2

and CF4 are plotted as function of flow rate. The simulation results of CO2 and unreacted

CF4 agree with the experimental results. However, the predicted' conversion factor for

CO is smaller than the experimental value while the predicted conversion factor for COF2

is larger than the experimental one. It is not clear what causes this disagreement. The

error in predictions of CO and COF2 suggested that the branching ratio of CF3 to CF2 in

the model is too large and the results favor COF2 too much. This overestimation may be

due to the surface recombination reaction of CF2 and F to form CF3, which was not

considered in this model and was taken into account by altering the branching ratio.

5.2.2 Comparison with OES results

The computed concentrations of atomic oxygen and atomic fluorine are correlated

with the oxygen and fluorine intensities from the OES measurement using the
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Figure 5.10. Comparison of the results of computer simulations of a CF4/02/Ar
plasma with the experimental results in terms of conversion ratios of CO, CO2, COF2

and CF4 in the product mixture as a function of mole percentage of CF4 at 0.2 torr.

The symbols represent the experimental data while the curves without symbols
represent the results of computer simulations.
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Figure 5.11. Comparison of the results of computer simulations of a CF4/02/Ar
plasma with the experimental results in terms of conversion ratios of CO, CO2, COF2

and CF4 in the product mixture as a function of mole percentage of CF4. The reactor
conditions are at a flow of 30 sccm and a pressure of 0.8 ton. The symbols represent
the experimental data while the curves without symbols represent the results of
computer simulations.
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Figure 5.12. Comparison of the results of computer simulations of a CF4/02/Ar
plasma with the experimental results. Conversion ratios of CO, CO2, COF2 are

shown as a function of flow rate at 20% CF4 and a pressure of 0.5 ton. The
symbols represent the experimental data while the curves without symbols represent
the results of computer simulations.
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actinometric relationship of argon. Figure 5.13 shows the plots of -Ar-Fi /i measured by

OES versus computed values of 11FITZAr at pressures of 0.2, 0.5 and 0.8 ton. The OES data

of iF/iAr are obtained from the experimental results shown in section 4.1, which measured

F emission when the feed gas mixture of CF4 is varied from 0% to 40%. The computed

number densities of atomic fluorine and argon for z = 8.0 cm are compared with the OES

data at the corresponding conditions. A linear correlation between these two data sets is

found at three pressures while the slope of the correlation line decreases with pressure.

The regression lines intersect at x-axis with positive values. It suggests that the weak

emission of F occurring at low concentrations can not be detected by the OES system,

reflecting the threshold light detection of the OES system.

Figure 5.14 illustrates the same plot for atomic oxygen. The same experimental

runs are compared for oxygen percentages from 40% to 80%. As oxygen concentration

increases up to 70%, idiA, linearly correlates to nolnAr. Ar actinometry is exhibited in

these cases. At oxygen concentration greater than 70%, the data fall off the correlation

lines. Adding a little amount of CF4 to an 02 plasma could dramatically change the

EEDF of the plasma. The deviation may be due to the failure to predict the change of the

dissociation rate without taking onto account this concentration effect. Unlike the

fluorine correlation, the proportionality constant (the slope of correlation line) increases

with pressure.

The proportionality constant could change with pressure due to the change of the

EEDF. According to the actinometry technique mentioned in Equation (2.5), the

proportionality constant K'is only strictly a constant if the energy dependencies of the
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cross-sections ax(E) and GA(E) are identical, or iff(c) (EEDF) remains constant.

However, in real systems the average electron energy decreases with pressure. The effect

of average electron energy on the EEDF is shown in Figure 5.2. The 0 atom emission at

844.1 nm has a threshold energy of 11.0 eV which is lower than the threshold energy of

13.5 eV for Ar emission at 750.4 nm. When the pressure decreases, the mean electron

energy increases; thus, more electrons will exceed the excitation thresholds. Increasing

the mean electron energy will cause an increase in the integration of Ar cross section

relative to the integration of 0 atom in Equation (2.4). As a result, the proportionality

constant for 0 atom decreases. For F atom emission at 704.0 nm, a threshold energy of

14.5 eV is higher than the energy for Ar. The opposite trend is realized. This argument

is consistent with the change of slope found in Figures 5.13 and 14.

5.2.4 Predictions on atomic oxygen and atomic fluorine

The computed results have been used to interpret those data found in the

experiments. The agreement between experimental results and the computation results

positively supports this model. However, predictions of atomic oxygen and atomic

fluorine concentrations should be viewed more for the trends than for the actual values.

5.2.4.1 Concentration effect

Figure 5.15 illustrates the mole percentages of atomic oxygen and atomic fluorine

as a function of CF4 feed gas percentage for a pressure of 0.5 torr with a total flow of 30

sccm. The mole percentages at both z = 5.0 and 38.0 cm are shown. The mole

percentage of atomic fluorine increases with CF4% while atomic oxygen decreases with
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CF4% at both locations. The recombination reactions reduce the concentrations of both

atomic species with different rates as related to CF4%. At low CF4%, more than 80% of

atomic oxygen at z = 5.0 cm is converted into oxygen molecules in the afterglow region,

as compared to less than 60% of recombination of atomic fluorine. The mole percentage

lines for z = 38.0 cm intersect around 20% CF4 where the maximum etch rate occurs. HF

measured by MBMS is also displayed. The amount of HF detected by MBMS is less

than the concentration of atomic fluorine predicted by the model. The difference may

due to the other adsorption processes of atomic fluorine as discussed with the HF product

dynamics shown in chapter 4.

On the basis of the model calculations, about equal numbers of atomic oxygen

and atomic fluorine are produced at 20% CF4, corresponding to the condition of

maximum average etch rate found in the experimental results. It suggests the synergistic

action of atomic oxygen and atomic fluorine on the etching processes. At 10% or 30%

CF4, the etch proceeds with a slower average etch rate than 20% CF4 due to the shortage

of either atomic fluorine or atomic oxygen. In both cases, the etch rate is limited by the

minority precursors.

5.2.4.2 Pressure effect

The formation and consumption of atomic oxygen and atomic fluorine are

governed by electron impact reactions, homogeneous reactions, and heterogeneous

reactions in the downstream system. The effect of pressure on these processes is studied

by simulation. The simulation of the pressure effect is based on the conditions of the 3x3

matrix set used in the experimental study.
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Figure 5.16a illustrates the mole percentages for atomic oxygen and atomic

fluorine versus pressure at 10%, 20% and 30% CF4. For a given CF4%, the mole

percentages of atomic oxygen and fluorine are almost independent of pressure. At the

edge of the plasma cavity (z = 5.0 cm), the pressure effect on the mole percentages of

atomic oxygen and atomic fluorine depends more on the electron impact reactions and

homogeneous reactions than the wall recombination reactions. The rate constants for the

electron impact reactions (ki, i = 1-6) are inversely proportional to pressure since the

mean electron energy decreases with pressure. However, residence time ('r) for the total

molecular flow is proportional to pressure if the plasma cavity is considered to be a plug

flow reactor and Equation (5.8) is used for CF4 dissociation. For all the electron impact

reactions, the increase in cancels out the decrease in k,, resulting in the same conversion

and the same mole percentage at different pressures. The small increase in atomic

fluorine and slight decrease in atomic oxygen reflect homogeneous reactions of CF with

atomic oxygen (reactions 7-11 in Table 5.1).

Figure 5.16b plots the total number densities of oxygen atoms and fluorine atoms

versus the processing pressure at z = 5.0 cm. The number densities of both atomic

oxygen and atomic fluorine linearly increase with pressure, with the proportional values

corresponded to the constant mole percentages found in Figure 5.16a. The number of

density in the 10% CF4 plasma has less fluorine atoms than the 30% CF4 while the

plasma with 20% CF4 produces about equal number of density of both precursors.

Figure 5.17a shows the mole percentages of atomic oxygen and atomic fluorine

versus pressure at z = 38.0 cm which is close to the sample surface. The absolute values

are much lower than at z = 5.0 cm. The mole percentages decrease with pressure,
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reflecting greater reductions at the downstream region at high pressure. The

heterogeneous reactions (wall recombination) consume atomic oxygen and atomic

fluorine, and mainly cause these decreases. The mole percentage decreases more from a

pressure of 0.2 ton to 0.5 tort than from 0.5 to 0.8 tort.

Figure 5.17b plots the number densities for atomic fluorine and oxygen versus

pressure at z = 38.0 cm. All the number densities, except the density of oxygen at 10%

CF4, increase to a maximum at 0.5 ton and then drop off with pressure. The increases in

the number densities with pressure due to the electron impact reactions at z = 5.0 cm are

counterbalanced by the decreases in number densities caused by the heterogeneous

reactions in the downstream region of z = 5.0-38.0 cm.

The competition between these two effects can be understood by considering the

change of residence time with pressure. At high pressure (0.8 ton), the residence time is

long. Thus, more atomic fluorine and oxygen recombine in the afterglow. This effect

more than offsets the increase in density with pressure (Figure 5.16b). On the other hand,

the residence time is short at low pressure (0.2 ton). Thus, recombination is not as

significant. However, in this case, the small concentrations at the plasma exit lead to

small number densities of reactive species at the substrate. At intermediate pressures, the

effect of these two processes is optimized and the concentrations of atomic fluorine and

oxygen exhibit a maximum.

The number densities of atomic fluorine and atomic oxygen predicted by the

model are consistent with the average etch rates measured in the pressure study. With

about the equal number of densities, the process etches with the highest etch rate at 20%

CF4 and 0.5 ton. Etch rates at 0.2 and 0.8 ton are smaller.
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5.4.2.3 Total flow rate

Figure 5.18 displays the mole percentage of atomic oxygen and atomic fluorine

with the flow rates from 10 to 90 sccm. The percentages at z = 5.0 and 38.0 cm are

shown. More oxygen atoms than fluorine atoms are produced at z = 5.0 cm since a feed

gas mixture rich in oxygen (20% CF4/60% 02) is used. Atomic oxygen and atomic

fluorine decrease with the flow rate since the conversion of feed gas decreases as the

residence time shortens in the plasma cavity. The mole percentage of atomic fluorine

decreases with a higher rate than the atomic oxygen owing to the homogeneous reactions

of CFx and 0.

At z = 38.0 cm, the mole percentages of atomic oxygen and atomic fluorine

increase with the flow rate. However, their profiles are slightly different. At flow rates

less than 30 sccm, the recombination of reactive species in the afterglow is high due to

the long residence times. A little more fluorine atoms are found than oxygen atoms in

this flow regime. As the flow rate increases up to 45 sccm, less reactive species are

depleted in the afterglow and the production of atomic fluorine begins to decrease due to

the low conversion of source reactant at high flow rate. At this point, atomic oxygen

concentration exceeds atomic fluorine. As discussed earlier, the etch rate is governed by

the minority precursor. At low flow rates, the etch rate increases proportionally with

flow rate, corresponding to the increase in the minority oxygen atoms. As the flow rate

increases, the etch rate levels off since the percentage of atomic fluorine flattens. The

simulation result qualitatively follows the experimental data presented in Figure 4.27.

The dynamic change in etch rate can also be related to fluorine concentration.

Before the etch rate levels off at 45 sccm, the increase in number density of fluorine with
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flow suggests an enhancement of the dynamic reduction in the etch rate. As the fluorine

concentration levels off, so does the change in etch rate. Again this result is consistent

with experimental data in Figure 4.28.

5.3 A Kinetic Model for the Etching on PPO Surface

5.3.1 A mathematical model

The etch mechanism suggested in Chapter 4 can be represented by the following

simplified mechanism:

Initiation : R-H+F--L-->R+HF (5.20)

Etching: R + 0 CO/CO2 + R H (5.21)

Passivation : R + F (5.22)

The initiation reaction, Equation (5.20), can occur either on the non-fluorinated surface or

the non-fluorinated polymer beneath the fluorinated layer. The etching reaction

represents the oxygen decomposition of any carbon radicals created by the initiation

reaction. The individual reaction to produce CO and CO/ is not considered in this model.

Equation (5.22) stands for the reactions terminating the etch reactions.

According to the reaction mechanism, there are three types of carbon sites: (1) the

original carbon sites (R-H), (2) the free-radical carbon sites (R) and (3) the passivated

carbon sites (R-F). The fraction of specific type sites, 0,, is defined as the ratio of number

of type i sites to the number of total sites per area. The sum of the fractions for each type

of sites is equal to unity.

OR-H OR. OR-F = 1 (5.23)



where OR-H, OR. and OR-F. are the fractions for R-H, R and R-F sites, respectively. The

rate of R-H site formation can be expressed as

deR_H k OR [F] + k2OR.[O]
dt

while the rate of R-F site formation is

"F = k 38R. [F]
dt

The etch rate for PPO decomposition is represented as

R
PPO

PPOMPPO k
2 Re 1

roi
8pPPO NA
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(5.24)

(5.25)

(5.26)

where [0] is the number density of atomic oxygen. aPPO, the number of carbon sites per

unit area of PPO, is estimated by

appo = 8NAPpPodiMppo

= 8x6.02x1023x1.06x3x10-8/120 = 1.276x1015 /cm2 (5.27)

where d is the thickness of one atom layer (3.0x10-8 cm). Because free radicals are

chemically reactive with a short lifetime, the assumption of a pseudo-steady state for the

production of R is assumed.

dOR.
k,eR_H[F] k2eR.[0] k3eR.[F] =0

dt

Solving for OR. in terms of OR-F using Equations (5.23) and (5.28) gives

k,[F](1 eR_F)
°R (k, +k3)[F] + k2[0]

Substitution of Equation (5.29) into Equation (5.25) yields:

deR_F k 1 k3 [F]2 (1
dt (k, +k3)[F]+k2[0]

(5.28)

(5.29)

(5.30)



This can be solved by specifying the initial condition:

eR-Fl(r,o)

The analytical solution of Equation (5.30) is

exp[ 1(11c3[Fr t

(k1 + k3 )[F] + k2 [O]

Combining Equations (5.26), (5.29) and (5.32), the etch rate can be expressed as

Rpp0
k2 [F] [0]

exp(
k3 [F]2 t

+ k3)[F]+ k2[O] (k1 + k3)[F] + k2[O]
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(5.31)

(5.32)

(5.33)

The first term of on the right hand side of Equation (5.33) represents the initial rate of

reaction while the constant term inside the exponential function reflects the rate reduction

caused by the passivation sites. The model fit of the parameters will be discussed in the

next section.

5.3.2 Data Prediction

The model developed in the previous section is tested with the experimental data.

The determination of etch rate relies on the in-situ monitor of mass spectrometry. The

etch rate based on the carbon balance of PPO is then determined by

Rppo
P PPO Aft.

MPPO (AFC° AFCO2) (5.34)

where 6,Fc0 and OF co, are the increase in gas flow of CO and CO2, respectively. fc is the

correlation efficiency found in Figure 4.10 (fc = 82%). The rate of PPO etching can be

expressed in a simple form.

Rppo/d = axexp(-bt) (5.35)



with

k k, [F][0]
a =

k3)[F] + k2[0]

-143[Frb=
k3)[F] + k2[0]
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The experimental data are fit exponentially based on Equation (5.35). Table 5.2 shows

the results of regression at various experimental conditions. The model fit to

experimental data at temperatures of 100 °C and 150 °C is shown in Figures 5.19 and 20,

respectively. In both cases, the maximum initial rate constant occurs at 20% CF4 while

the maximum decay constant is found at 30%.

The contribution of each individual mechanism on the etch dynamics needs to be

deconvoluted from the overall contribution to find out the specific function of each step.

In order to do so, concentrations of atomic fluorine and oxygen need to be determined.

However, the actinometry technique only provides information on relative variations in

the ground state atom concentrations. Moreover, the OES measurement is located about

30 cm away from the etching surface. As discussed earlier, surface recombination of

atomic oxygen and surface reaction of atomic fluorine need to be considered.

To overcome this imperfection in measuring atomic oxygen and atomic fluorine,

the results of the computer simulation are used to estimate the absolute number densities

of atomic oxygen and atomic fluorine. Rate constants k1, k2, and k3 are optimized to fit

the values of a and b list in Table 5.3. Table 5.4 shows the optimized k values and the

value of a* and b* calculated with Equation (5.35). Standard errors (a) are reported as

well. Since k1 and k2 are much larger than k3, Equation (5.33) can be simplified as
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Figure 5.19. A fit of the kinetic model with the experimental data at the substrate

temperature of 100 °C. The curves represent the results of model simulation while
the symbols represent the experimental data.
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Figure 5.20. A fit of the kinetic model with the experimental data at the substrate

temperature of 150 °C. The curves represent the results of model simulation while
the symbols represent the experimental data.
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Table 5.3. The initial rate a and exponential constant b from regression of Equation 5.35.

T = 100 °C T = 150 °C

CF4% a b a b

3% 1089 0.0113 N.A. N.A.

6% 2166 0.0099 2454 0.0112

10% 3216 0.0117 3594 0.0037

20% 4670 0.0146 6449 0.0213

30% 4222 0.0282 6139 0.0620

Table 5.4. Optimized k values using simulation results.

[F] [0] T =100 °C T =150 °C

CF4% /cm3 /cm3 a* b* a* b*

3% 1.44x10" 1.08x1015 1219 0.0005 N.A. N.A.

6% 2.88x1014 1.15x1015 2093 0.0015 2356 0.0023

10% 5.37x1014 1.22x10" 3177 0.0040 3801 0.0065

20% 1.31x10" 1.18x1015 4667 0.0147 6273 0.0270

30% 2.14x1015 8.73x1014 4247 0.0297 6226 0.0592

a 307 0.008 212 0.008

k1 (cm3/s) 1.73x10-13 1.80x10-13

k2 (cm3/s) 1.00x10-13 1.65x10-13

k3 (cm3 /s) 2.85x10-19 6.43x10-19
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R
dk,k2[F][0] expi -1(11(3[F12 t

(5.36)ppn
[F] + k2 [0] k, [F] + k2 [0]

The equation indicates that the initial rate is controlled by the initiation and etch

reactions while the etch dynamics is governed by a slow passivation process. Only very

small fraction of surface is passivated and the etch reactions still can proceed under the

most nonfluorinated and fluorinated surface, which is consistent with the etch mechanism

proposed in chapter 4.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

6.1 Conclusions

The etch dynamics of polyphenylene oxide laminates has been studied using a

CF4/02/Ar downstream microwave plasma. Reactive precursors of atomic oxygen and

atomic fluorine are determined with OES while their etch products of CO, CO2, and HF,

are measured in real time with MBMS. The etched PPO surface is examined with XPS.

Additionally, the weight loss of PPO is measured. An etching mechanism is proposed to

describe the surface reactions forming etch products. A kinetic model is developed to

predict the etch dynamics. The conclusions from this study are summarized below.

1. Integrated mass spectra of CO and CO2, the products of PPO etching, directly correlate

to etch rates measured by weight loss. In this way, the dynamics of PPO etching are

studied.

2. OES results indicate that both atomic fluorine and atomic oxygen participate in the

etching process.

3. The etch rate decreases more with process time as CF4% increases. This effect

becomes significant at 10% CF4 for a pressure of 0.2 ton, and 20% CF4 for 0.5 and 0.8

ton.

4. An activation energy of 0.8 cal/mole is measured at 20% CF4 for temperatures of 50-

180 °C. The etch profiles show similar dynamics over this temperature range.

5. XPS results indicate that more fluorinated carbons are found on the surface etched

with 30% CF4 than with 10% CF4.
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6. CO is the major etch product at low CF4% while CO2 dominates at high CF4%. It is

proposed that CO is the primary product of nonfluorinated polymers while CO2 could

be produced by recombination of CO and 0 through the fluorinated layers.

7. A one-dimensional model for the CF4/02/Ar downstream microwave plasma reactor

has been developed, which includes electron impact dissociation, homogeneous

chemistry and wall recombination reactions. The general experimental trends are

predicted by the model.

8. A three-step mechanism (initiation, etching and passivation) is used to develop an

unsteady state model for the surface kinetics. The reaction rate constants are estimated

using computed concentrations of reactive species based on the one-dimensional

model. The values of constants suggest that the initial etch rate is controlled by the

initiation and etching steps while the dynamic reduction is governed by the passivation

step.

6.2 Future Work

The experimental work presented in this thesis suggested the etch dynamics of

PPO can be in-situ monitored by the molecular-beam mass spectrometry. The techniques

have been demonstrated to be successful, but several areas need to be improved in term

of enhancing the reliability. The following recommendations suggest a guideline for the

future work.

1. The molecular beam system needs better capability in preserving the reactive

precursors. In particular, the oxygen and fluorine radicals need be prevented from the

recombination in the skimmer chamber. The location of the second skimmer cone
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collimating the first expending molecular flow needs to be moved up close to the first

skimmer. According to equation 3.6, reducing the distance separating two skimmer

cones by half will increase the number of molecule entering the mass spectrometer

chamber by 4 times. Shortening the distance by 5 cm will result a significant increase

in the number of preserved molecules. This adjustment will increase the molecular

flow in the mass spectrometer chamber. To maintain the same vacuum in process

operation, a turbo pump with higher throughput may be required.

2. Efforts should be made to study the optimum substrate position mounting in the

reaction chamber for the maximum correlation efficiency. The position of the

substrate in the current design blocks the sample skimmer cone and only allows partial

etch products through. The efficiency is anticipated an increase if the substrate is

moved to a horizontal position and the edge of substrate is placed close to the

sampling cone.

3. Replacing quartz tube with alumina tube will reduce the wall recombination effect

during transporting the reactive precursors. The recombination reactions for oxygen

and fluorine atoms will be reduced in the usage of the alumina tube.

4. To improve the measurement of the Ar actinometry, the light directly emitted from

plasma cavity should be probed instead of the light in the afterglow 3-cm downstream

of the plasma. If a window on the end of the quartz tube is added, a direct view to the

plasma would be possible. In this way, more direct measurement of OES is achieved.
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Appendix A
Visual Basic Program to Interface the Downstream Plasma Reactor

A.1 Main program (PROGRAM)

This program sets and resumes the all parameters on the main panel.

Dim n As Single

Sub btnOK_Click
Main.txtMassage.Text = txfilename.Text
headname = txfilename.Text
Unload Forml

End Sub

Sub btnSet_Click ()
Dtimel = CSng(HSDtimel.Value)
Dtime2 = CSng(HSDtime2.Value)
Dtime3 = CSng(HSDtime3.Value)
Counts = HSDtimel / TI1 + HSDtime2 / TI2 + HSDtime3 / TI3 + 1
End Sub

Sub CBTI1_Change ()
If CBTI1.Text = " 2 min" And HSDtimel.Value < 2 Then
HSDtimel.Value = 2
HSDtimel.SmallChange = 2
HSDtimel.LargeChange = 2
End If
If CBTI1.Text = " 5 min" And HSDtimel.Value < 5 Then
HSDtimel.Value = 5
HSDtimel.SmallChange
HSDtimel.LargeChange
End If
If CBTI1.Text = " 30
If CBTI1.Text = " 60
If CBTIl.Text = " 2

If CBTI1.Text = " 5

If CBTI2.Text = " 30
If CBTI2.Text = " 60
If CBTI2.Text = " 2

If CBTI2.Text = " 5

If CBTI3.Text = " 30
If CBTI3.Text = " 60
If CBTI3.Text = " 2

If CBTI3.Text = " 5

End Sub

Sub CBTI1_Click ()
If CBTI1.Text = " 2

= 5
= 5

sec"
sec"
min"
min"
sec"
sec"
min"
min"
sec"
sec"
min"
min"

min"

Then TI1 = .5
Then TI1 = 1#
Then TI1 = 2#
Then TI1 = 5#
Then T12 = .5
Then TI2 = 1#
Then TI2 = 2#
Then TI2 = 5#
Then TI3 = .5
Then TI3 = 1#
Then TI3 = 2#
Then TI3 = 5#

And HSDtimel.Value < 2 Then
HSDtimel.Value = 2
HSDtimel.SmallChange = 2
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HSDtimel.LargeChange = 2
End If
If CBTI1.Text = " 5 min" And HSDtimel.Value < 5 Then
HSDtime1.Value = 5
HSDtime1.Sma11Change = 5
HSDtime1.LargeChange = 5
End If
If CBTI1.Text = " 30 sec" Then TI1 = .5

If CBTI1.Text = " 60 sec" Then TI1 = 1

If CBTI1.Text = " 2 min" Then TI1 = 2

If CBTI1.Text = " 5 min" Then TI1 = 5
If CBTI2.Text = " 30 sec" Then TI2 = .5
If CBTI2.Text = " 60 sec" Then TI2 = 1
If CBTI2.Text = " 2 min" Then TI2 = 2

If CBTI2.Text = " 5 min" Then TI2 = 5
If CBTI3.Text = " 30 sec" Then TI3 = .5
If CBTI3.Text = " 60 sec" Then TI3 = 1
If CBTI3.Text = " 2 min" Then TI3 = 2
If CBTI3.Text = " 5 min" Then TI3 = 5

End Sub

Sub CBTI2_Change ()
If CBTI2.Text = " 2 min" And HSDtime2.Value < 2 Then
HSDtime2.Value = 2
HSDtime2.SmallChange = 2
HSDtime2.LargeChange = 2
End If
If CBTI2.Text = " 5 min" And HSDtime2.Value < 5 Then
HSDtime2.Value = 5
HSDtime2.SmallChange = 5
HSDtime2.LargeChange = 5
End If
If CBTI1.Text = " 30 sec" Then TI1 = .5
If CBTI1.Text = " 60 sec" Then TI1 = 1#
If CBTI1.Text = " 2 min" Then TI1 = 2#
If CBTI1.Text = " 5 min" Then TI1 = 5#
If CBTI2.Text = " 30 sec" Then TI2 = .5
If CBTI2.Text = " 60 sec" Then TI2 = 1#
If CBTI2.Text = " 2 min" Then TI2 = 2#
If CBTI2.Text = " 5 min" Then TI2 = 5#
If CBTI3.Text = " 30 sec" Then TI3 = .5
If CBTI3.Text = " 60 sec" Then TI3 = 1#
If CBTI3.Text = " 2 min" Then TI3 = 2#
If CBTI3.Text = " 5 min" Then TI3 = 5#

End Sub

Sub CBTI2_Click ()
If CBTI2.Text = " 2 min" And HSDtime2.Value < 2 Then
HSDtime2.Value = 2
HSDtime2.SmallChange = 2
HSDtime2.LargeChange = 2
End If
If CBTI2.Text = " 5 min" And HSDtime2.Value < 5 Then
HSDtime2.Value =,5
HSDtime2.SmallChange = 5
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End If
If CBTIl.Text = " 30 sec" Then Tn. = .5

If CBTIl.Text = " 60 sec" Then TI1 = 1#
If CBTIl.Text = " 2 min" Then TI1 = 2#
If CBTIl.Text = " 5 min" Then TI1 = 5#
If CBTI2.Text = " 30 sec" Then TI2 = .5

If CBTI2.Text = " 60 sec" Then TI2 = 1#
If CBTI2.Text = " 2 min" Then TI2 = 2#
If CBTI2.Text = " 5 min" Then TI2 = 5#
If CBTI3.Text = " 30 sec" Then TI3 = .5

If CBTI3.Text = " 60 sec" Then TI3 = 1#
If CBTI3.Text = " 2 min" Then TI3 = 2#
If CBTI3.Text = " 5 min" Then TI3 = 5#

End Sub

Sub CBTI3
If CBTI3.
HSDtime3.
HSDtime3.
HSDtime3.
End If
If CBTI3.
HSDtime3.
HSDtime3.
HSDtime3.

_Change ()
Text = " 2 min" And HSDtime3.Value < 2 Then
Value = 2
SmallChange = 2
LargeChange = 2

Text = " 5 min" And HSDtime3.Value < 5 Then
Value = 5
SmallChange = 5
LargeChange = 5

End If
If CBTIl.Text = " 30 sec" Then TI1 = .5
If CBTI1.Text = " 60 sec" Then TI1 = 1#
If CBTIl.Text = " 2 min" Then TI1 = 2#
If CBTIl.Text = " 5 min" Then TI1 = 5#
If CBTI2.Text = " 30 sec" Then TI2 = .5
If CBTI2.Text = " 60 sec" Then TI2 = 1#
If CBTI2.Text = " 2 min" Then TI2 = 2#
If CBTI2.Text = " 5 min" Then TI2 = 5#
If CBTI3.Text = " 30 sec" Then TI3 = .5
If CBTI3.Text = " 60 sec" Then TI3 = 1#
If CBTI3.Text = " 2 min" Then TI3 = 2#
If CBTI3.Text = " 5 min" Then TI3 = 5#

End Sub

Sub CBTI3 _Click ()
If CBTI3. Text = " 2 min" And HSDtime3.Value < 2 Then
HSDtime3. Value = 2
HSDtime3. SmallChange = 2
HSDtime3. LargeChange = 2
End If
If CBTI3. Text = " 5 min" And HSDtime3.Value < 5 Then
HSDtime3. Value = 5
HSDtime3. SmallChange = 5
HSDtime3. LargeChange = 5
End If
If CBTIl.
If CBTIl.

Text = " 30 sec" Then TI1 = .5
Text = " 60 sec" Then TI1 = 1#
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If CBTI1.Text = " 2 min" Then TI1 = 2#
If CBTI1.Text = " 5 min" Then TI1 = 5#
If CBTI2.Text = " 30 sec" Then TI2 = .5

If CBTI2.Text = " 60 sec" Then TI2 = 1#
If CBTI2.Text = " 2 min" Then TI2 = 2#
If CBTI2.Text = " 5 min" Then TI2 = 5#
If CBTI3.Text = " 30 sec" Then TI3 = .5

If CBTI3.Text = " 60 sec" Then TI3 = 1#
If CBTI3.Text = " 2 min" Then TI3 = 2#
If CBTI3.Text = " 5 min" Then TI3 = 5#

End Sub

Sub Form_Load ()
CBTI1.Addltem " 30 sec"
CBTI1.Addltem " 60 sec"
CBTI1.Addltem " 2 min"
CBTI1.Addltem " 5 min"
CBTI2.Addltem " 30 sec"
CBTI2.Addltem " 60 sec"
CBTI2.Addltem " 2 min"
CBTI2.Addltem " 5 min"
CBTI3.Addltem " 30 sec"
CBTI3.Addltem " 60 sec"
CBTI3.Addltem " 2 min"
CBTI3.Addltem " 5 min"
CBTI1.Text = " 30 sec"
CBTI2.Text = " 30 sec"
CBTI3.Text = " 30 sec"
n = 0

End Sub

Sub HScrolll_Change ()

End Sub

Sub HSDtimel_Change ()
lbltimel = Format$(HSDtimel.Value) + " min"
lbltimetal = Format$(HSDtimel.Value + HSDtime2.Value +

HSDtime3.Value) + " min"
lblcounts = Format$(HSDtimel.Value / TI1 + HSDtime2.Value / TI2 +

HSDtime3.Value / TI3 + 1) + " cts"
End Sub

Sub HSDTimel_Scroll ()
lbltime1 = Format$(HSDtimel.Value) + " min"
lbltimetal = Format$(HSDtimel.Value + HSDtime2.Value + HSDtime3.Value)
+ " min"
End Sub

Sub HSDtime2_Change ()
lbltime2 = Format$(HSDtime2.Value) + " min"
lbltimetal = Format$(HSDtimel.Value + HSDtime2.Value + HSDtime3.Value)
+ " min"

lblcounts = Format$(HSDtimel.Value / TI1 + HSDtime2.Value / TI2 +
HSDtime3.Value / TI3 + 1) + " cts"
End Sub
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Sub HSDtime2_Scroll ()
lbltime2 = Format$(HSDtime2.Value) + " min"
lbltimetal = Format$(HSDtimel.Value + HSDtime2.Value + HSDtime3.Value)
+ " min"
End Sub

Sub HSDtime3_Change ()
lbltime3 = Format$(HSDtime3.Value) + " min"
lbltimetal = Format$(HSDtimel.Value + HSDtime2.Value + HSDtime3.Value)
+ " min"

lblcounts = Format$(HSDtimel.Value / TI1 + HSDtime2.Value / TI2 +
HSDtime3.Value / TI3 + 1) + " cts"
End Sub

Sub HSDtime3_Scroll ()

lbltime3 = Format$(HSDtime3.Value) + " min"
lbltimetal = Format$(HSDtimel.Value + HSDtime2.Value + HSDtime3.Value)
+ " min"

lblcounts = Format$(HSDtimel.Value / TI1 + HSDtime2.Value TI2 +
HSDtime3.Value / TI3 + 1) + " cts"
End Sub

Sub TxFilename_Click ()
txfilename.Text = ""

End Sub

Sub TxFilename_KeyPress (keyascii As Integer)
If txfilename.Text = "Filename" Then txfilename.Text = ""
n = n + 1
txfilename.ForeColor = &HO
If keyascii = 13 Or n >= 4 Then HSDtimel_Change

End Sub

A.2 System program (SYSTEM)

The program includes interfacing the pressure measurement, the temperature
measurement, the valve position, and the mass spectrum.

'Variable declarations for system pressures

Dim b, E, Filename As String * 1 'for sending one-byte command
Dim a As String * 2 'for sending two-byte command
Dim c, d As Variant
Dim I%, s&
Dim Flag, timercount As Integer, SDFlag As Integer
Dim rates, Sweep, pts, Temperature As Single
Dim array(1000) As Variant
Dim CheckValue(1000) As Variant
Dim AsciiValue(1000) As Variant 'read ASCII value

' Dim CardInFm(1000) As Variant 'read card information
Dim Hexidecimal(1000) As Variant 'read hexidecimal value
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Dim FirstByte As Variant 'the first byte of pressure reading
Dim SecondByte As Variant 'the second byte of pressure reading
Dim ExponentByte As Variant 'the exponential term of pressure

'reading
Dim Torr, Pascal, mBar As Double 'the read-out pressure

Dim Reading As String, Readout As String, Emisl As String, Emis2 As
String

Dim Bytes As Integer, UnitFlag As Integer
Const PressureBytes = 3 'for one-set of pressure reading

'Variable declarations for valve switch
Dim MasptVOC, SkmrVOC, CdgVOC As Integer

'Variable declaration for massspect data acquisition
Dim dummy As Integer
Dim AI_Channel As Integer 'A/D channel
Dim sampleRate As Long 'sample rate in Hz
Dim Numsamples As Integer 'number of samples
Dim Numgraphpoints As Long 'number of points to graph
Dim StopEventType As Integer
Dim InputMode As Integer
Dim Avglnt() As Double
Dim RunTimes As Integer
Dim masswidth As Integer
Dim wsflag As Integer
Dim Gain As Integer
Dim Intensity() As Double
Dim AcumInt() As Double
Dim Numbersamples As Integer
Dim NumScans As Integer
Dim numsd As Integer
Dim num As Integer

Sub btnClear_Click ()

For I = 1 To 10000
Intensity(I) = 0
Avglnt(I) = 0
AcumInt(I) = 0

Next I
For I = 1 To 3800

'load array data into graph

Graphl.GraphData = Avglnt(I)

Next I
Graphl.DrawMode = 3

End Sub

Sub btnDisplay_Click ()
Dim I%
Dim PressureUnit As String
Dim dummy As Variant
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Dim dummy2 As Variant
Comml.InputLen = 1
Flag = 0

Timerl.Enabled = True

Timerl_Timer 'monitor the pressures on the screen

If Flag = 1 Then
Exit Sub

End If
' mnuCardInfo.Enabled = True
' mnuGaugeInfo.Enabled = True

End Sub

Sub btnpgmset_Click ()
forml.Show 1

End Sub

'Check to see if the reading is OK

Sub btnpgmtrg_Click ()
txtmassage.Text = Format$(TI1)
num = 0
timercount = 0
timer2.Enabled = True
btntrigger_Click
SavePG 0
numsd = 1
tig CSng(TI1), CSng(Dtimel)
timercount = 0
tig CSng(TI2), CSng(Dtime2)
timercount = 0
tig CSng(TI3), CSng(Dtime3)

timer2.Enabled = False

End Sub

Sub btnSave_Click ()
CDOUtfile.Filename = ""
CDOUtfile.DefaultExt = "prn" 'Append .dat by default
CDOUtfile.Filter = " Prn Files (*,prn)I*.prnIall Files (*.*)I*.*"
CDOUtfile.Filterindex = 1
CDOUtfile.Flags = OFN_OverWritePrompt Or OFN_PathMUSTExist
CDOUtfile.Action = 2
If CDOUtfile.Filename = "" Then

MsgBox "No FileSelected"
Exit Sub

End If

Open CDOUtfile.Filename For Output As #1
Print #1, "Date:", Format(Now, "m/d/yy hh:nn")
Print #1, "Temperature:", Temperature, "System_Pressure:",

1b1CDgl.Caption, "MS_Chamber_Pressure:", 1b1BA2.Caption
Print #1, "Low_Mass_AMU_=", HsbLMass.Value, "Width_=", masswidth
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Print #1, "#Points/AMU_=", pts, "Scan_Rate=", rates,
"#_of_Scans_=", NumScans

Print #1, " Points", "Intensity"
For I = 1 To Numgraphpoints

Print #1, I, Avglnt(I)

Next I
Close #1

End Sub

Sub btntrigger_Click ()
Dim Max As Integer

ReDim Intensity(Numsamples)
numsamples

ReDim AcumInt(Numsamples)
numsamples

ReDim AvgInt(Numsamples)
'Reset Array

For I = 1 To 10000
Intensity(I) = 0
AcumInt(I) = 0
Avglnt(I) = 0

Next I

'redim array to the size of

'redim array to the size of

If opmanual.Value = True Then
If cboAcrate.Text = " 1 kHz" Then rates = 1000
If cboAcrate.Text = " 5 kHz" Then rates = 5000
If cboAcrate.Text = " 10 kHz" Then rates = 10000
If cboAcrate.Text = " 25 kHz" Then rates = 40000

End If

Numbersamples = hsbwidth.Value * pts * 2
Graphl.TickEvery = hsbwidth.Value * pts / 10

sampleRate = rates

txtmassage.Text = Format$(samplerates)
'get input voltage range and data transfer mode

InputMode = DL_POLLED
'Call procedure to start data acquisition

NumScans = VSBNumScans.Value
txtmassage.Text = Format$(Numbersamples) + " " +

Format$(sampleRate) + " " + Format$(busy)
For I = 1 To NumScans
'TxtMassage.Text = Format$(I)
GetAlBufferExtTrig Sr_AI, InputMode, AI_Channel, Numbersamples,

sampleRate, StopEventType, Gain
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'transfer DriverLinX buffer to volts array and convert to voltages
dummy = VBArrayBufferConvert(Sr_AI, 0, 0, Numbersamples,

Intensity(0), DL_tDouble, 0, 0)

99

'Accumulating Data in array AcumInt
K = 1

For J = 1 To Numbersamples Step 2
AcumInt(K) = AcumInt(K) + Intensity(J)
K = K + 1

Next J

txtmassage.Text = Format$(I) + " " + Format$(Intensity(299))
txtmassage.Text = txtmassage.Text + Format$(AcumInt(150))

Next I

'Averaging accumulated data
For I = 1 To Numbersamples / 2

Avglnt(I) = AcumInt(I) / NumScans

Next I

'Plot the spectrum
Graphl.DrawMode = 1
Numgraphpoints = 1
Ymin = 7
Ymax = -1
Graphl.DataReset = 1
Graphl.LabelText = Str$(HsbLMass.Value)
For I = 100 To Numbersamples / 2

If Avglnt(I) <> 0 Then Numgraphpoints = I
If Ymin > Avglnt(I) Then Ymin = Avglnt(I)
If Ymax < Avglnt(I) Then Ymax = Avglnt(I) And Max = I

Next I

Graphl.NumPoints = Numgraphpoints'number of points in graph
Graphl.YAxisMin = 0
Graphl.YAxisMax = Max
Graphl.DrawMode = 0

For I = 1 To Numgraphpoints
'load array data into graph

Graphl.GraphData = Avglnt(I)

Next I
Graphl.DrawMode = 3

End Sub

Sub cbopts_Change ()
If opauto.Value = True Then
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If Cbosweep.Text = "500" Then Sweep = 500
If Cbosweep.Text = "200" Then Sweep = 200
If Cbosweep.Text = "100" Then Sweep = 100
If Cbosweep.Text = " 50" Then Sweep = 50
If Cbosweep.Text = " 20" Then Sweep = 20

If cbopts.Text = " 5" Then pts = 5

If cbopts.Text = "10" Then pts = 10

'Control the mass width so that # of data points
3000

If cbopts.Text = "20" Then
pts = 20

is less than

'If hsbwidth.Value > 50 Then hsbwidth.Value = 50
End
If

If

cbopts.Text = "50" Then
pts = 50
'If hsbwidth.Value > 20 Then hsbwidth.Value = 20

End
If

If

cbopts.Text = "100" Then
pts = 100
'If hsbwidth.Value > 10 Then hsbwidth.Value = 10

End If

rates = Sweep * pts
txtmassage.Text = Format$(rates)
If rates >= 1000 Then
lblAcrate.Caption = Str$(Int(rates / 1000)) + " kHz"
Else
lblAcrate.Caption = Str$(rates) + " Hz"
End If

End If
End Sub

Sub Cbopts_Click ()
If opauto.Value = True Then

If Cbosweep.Text = "500" Then Sweep = 500
If Cbosweep.Text = "200" Then Sweep = 200
If Cbosweep.Text = "100" Then Sweep = 100
If Cbosweep.Text = " 50" Then Sweep = 50
If Cbosweep.Text = " 20" Then Sweep = 20

'Control the mass width so that # of data points
3000

If cbopts.Text = "20" Then
pts = 20

is less than

If hsbwidth.Value > 150 Then hsbwidth.Value = 150
End
If

If

cbopts.Text = "50"
pts = 50

Then

If hsbwidth.Value > 60 Then hsbwidth.Value = 60
End
If

If
cbopts.Text = "100"
pts = 100

Then

If hsbwidth.Value > 30 Then hsbwidth.Value = 30
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End If

If cbopts.Text = " 5" Then pts = 5
If cbopts.Text = "10" Then pts = 10
rates = Sweep * pts
txtmassage.Text = Format$(rates)
If rates >= 1000 Then
lblAcrate.Caption = Str$(Int(rates / 1000)) + " kHz"
Else
lblAcrate.Caption = Str$(rates) + " Hz"
End If

End If
End Sub

Sub CboSweep_Change ()
If opauto.Value = True Then

If Cbosweep.Text = "500" Then Sweep = 500
If Cbosweep.Text = "200" Then Sweep = 200
If Cbosweep.Text = "100" Then Sweep = 100
If Cbosweep.Text = " 50" Then Sweep = 50
If Cbosweep.Text = " 20" Then Sweep = 20

If cbopts.Text = " 5" Then pts = 5
If cbopts.Text = "10" Then pts = 10
If cbopts.Text = "20" Then pts = 20
If cbopts.Text = "50" Then pts = 50
If cbopts.Text = "100" Then pts = 100
rates = Sweep * pts
txtmassage.Text = Format$(rates)
If rates >= 1000 Then
lblAcrate.Caption = Str$(Int(rates / 1000)) + " kHz"
Else
lblAcrate.Caption = Str$(rates) + " Hz"
End If

End If
End Sub

Sub CboSweep_Click ()
If opauto.Value = True Then

If Cbosweep.Text = "500" Then Sweep = 500
If Cbosweep.Text = "200" Then Sweep = 200
If Cbosweep.Text = "100" Then Sweep = 100
If Cbosweep.Text = " 50" Then Sweep = 50
If Cbosweep.Text = " 20" Then Sweep = 20

If cbopts.Text = " 5" Then pts = 5
If cbopts.Text = "10" Then pts = 10
If cbopts.Text = "20" Then pts = 20
If cbopts.Text = "50" Then pts = 50
If cbopts.Text = "100" Then pts = 100
rates = Sweep * pts
txtmassage.Text = Format(rates)
If rates >= 1000 Then
lblAcrate.Caption = Str$(Int(rates / 1000)) + " kHz"
Else
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lblAcrate.Caption = Str$(rates) + " Hz"
End If

End If
End Sub

Sub CheckReading ()
Dim GaugeNum As Integer
Dim I%

For I% = 1 To 21 Step 3
If CheckValue(I%) >= 153 Then

byte of pressure reading is less than &H99
Flag = 1
Exit Sub

End If
If CheckValue(I% + 1) >= 153 Then

byte of pressure reading is less than &H99

Flag = 1
Exit Sub

End If
Next I%

End Sub

Sub delay (slowTime As Long)

s& = Timer
Do: Loop Until Timer > s& + slowTime

End Sub

'make sure the first

'make sure the first

Sub DriverLINX_LDD1_LDD_Update (task As Integer, device As Integer,
subsystem As Integer, mode As Integer)

End Sub

Sub Form_Load ()
'Set up mode for 8255

PrepPIO 0

'Reset valve close value
MasptVOC = 0
SkmrVOC = 1
CdgVOC = 0

Out PortC, 2
Spinl_SpinUp
Spin2_Spindown
Spin3_SpinUp
'Out PortC, 15

'Set up for multigauge (RS232)
Comml.CommPort = 2

Comml.InputLen = 0

Comml.PortOpen = True
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Timerl = False

UnitFlag = 1
ReadStatus Chr$(34), Readout, 1 'Read keypad status

If Readout = "1" Then Gstatus.lblkeylock.Caption = "Lock On":
opLockOn.Value = True

If Readout = "0" Then Gstatus.lblkeylock.Caption = "Lock Off":
opLockOff.Value = True

ReadStatus Chr$(50) + Chr$(65), Emisl, 1 'Read Emission Status
l:on 2:off

If Emisl = "1" Then lblemisl.BackColor = &HFF&: lblemisl.ForeColor
= &H0 &: lblDegasl.Visible = True

If Emisl = "0" Then lblemisl.BackColor = &H808080:
lblemisl.ForeColor = &HCOCOCO

ReadStatus Chr$(50) + Chr$(80), Emis2, 1

If Emis2 = "1" Then lblemis2.BackColor = &HFF&: lblemis2.ForeColor
= &H0 &: lblDegas2.Visible = True

If Emis2 = "0" Then lblemis2.BackColor = &H808080:
lblemis2.ForeColor = &HCOCOCO

ReadStatus Chr$(66) + Chr$(65), Readout, 1 'Read Degas status
1:on 2:off

If Readout = "1" Then lblDegasl.BackColor = &HFF&:
lblDegasl.ForeColor = &H0 &: lblDegasl.Visible = True

If Readout = "0" Then lblDegasl.BackColor = &H808080:
lblDegasl.ForeColor = &HCOCOCO: lblDegasl.Visible = False

ReadStatus Chr$(66) + Chr$(80), Readout, 1

If Readout = "1'
lblDegas2.ForeColor

If Readout = "0'
lblDegas2.ForeColor

'Set up for CIOADO8

' Then lblDegas2.BackColor = &HFF&:
= &H0 &: lblDegasl.Visible = True

' Then lblDegas2.BackColor = &H808080:
= &HCOCOCO: lblDegas2.Visible = False

'get DriverLINX DLL name and load
Sr_AI.Req_DLL_name = "C:\DRVLNXVB\CIOAD08.DLL"

LDD_AI.Req_DLL_name = "C:\DRVLNXVB\CIOAD08.DLL"

Init_Device Sr AI

InitGlobalVars

PreSet_Parmts
End Sub

Sub hsbLMass_Change ()

'initialize device (hardware)

'initialize program variables

'initial panel Parameters
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1b1Lowmass.Caption = Str$(HsbLMass.Value)
End Sub

Sub hsbLMass_Scroll ()

1b1Lowmass.Caption = Str$(HsbLMass.Value)
End Sub

Sub HSBWidth_Change ()
1b1Width.Caption = Str$(hsbwidth.Value)
'Set the proper mass unit
If wsflag = 1 Then masswidth = hsbwidth.Value
If wsflag = 0 Then masswidth = hsbwidth.Value / 10
'If hsbwidth.Value <= 30 And hsbwidth.Value >= 20 Then cbopts.Text

= "50"
'If hsbwidth.Value >= 40 Then cbopts.Text = "20"
cbopts_Change

End Sub

Sub HSBWidth_Scroll ()
1b1Width.Caption = Str$(hsbwidth.Value)
'Set the proper mass unit
If wsflag = 1 Then masswidth = hsbwidth.Value
If wsflag = 0 Then masswidth = hsbwidth.Value / 10

End Sub

Sub InitGlobalVars ()

'initialize variables
AI_Channel = 1
sampleRate = rates * 2
Numsamples = 10000
StopEventType = DL_TCEVENT

End Sub

Sub LabellO_Click ()
txtmassage.Text = "TC3: Backing Pump"
delay 1

End Sub

Sub Labelil_Click ()
txtmassage.Text = "TC4: Spare"
delay 1

End Sub

Sub Labell2_Click ()
txtmassage.Text = "CDG1 pressure: Processing Chamber"
delay 1

End Sub

Sub Labell4_Click ()
txtmassage.Text = "BAl: Skimmer chamber"
delay 1

End Sub

Sub Labe115_Click (Index As Integer)
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txtmassage.Text = "BA2: Mass spect chamber"
delay 1

End Sub

Sub Labe18_Click ()
txtmassage.Text = "TC1: Processing chamber"
delay 1

End Sub

Sub Labe19_Click ()
txtmassage.Text = "TC2: Load Lock"
delay 1

End Sub

Sub lbldegasl_Click ()
Timerl.Enabled = False
Do: DoEvents: Loop Until Comml.InBufferCount = 0
ReadStatus Chr$(66) + Chr$(65), Readout, 1 'Read Emission

Status

Comml.OutBufferCount = 0
If Readout = "0" Then
a = Chr$(65) + Chr$(65)
Comml.Output = a
lblDegasl.ForeColor = &H0&
lblDegasl.BackColor = &H8OFFFF 'make BA-1 emmision on
End If
If Readout = "1" Then
a = Chr$(64) + Chr$(65)
Comml.Output = a
lblDegasl.ForeColor = &HCOCOCO
lblDegasl.BackColor = &H808080
End If
btnDisplay_Click

End Sub

Sub lblDegas2_Click ()
Timerl.Enabled = False
Do: DoEvents: Loop Until Comml.InBufferCount = 0
ReadStatus Chr$(66) + Chr$(65), Readout, 1 'Read Emission

Status

Comml.OutBufferCount = 0
If Readout = "0" Then
a = Chr$(65) + Chr$(65)
Comml.Output = a
lblDegas2.ForeColor = &H0&
lblDegas2.BackColor = &H8OFFFF 'make BA-1 emmision on
End If
If Readout = "1" Then
a = Chr$(64) + Chr$(65)
Comml.Output = a

lblDegas2.BackColor = &H808080
lblDegas2.ForeColor = &HCOCOCO
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End If
btnDisplay_Click

End Sub

Sub lblemisl_Click ()
Timerl.Enabled = False
Do: DoEvents: Loop Until Comml.InBufferCount = 0

ReadStatus Chr$(50) + Chr$(65), Emisl, 1 'Read Emission Status
If Emisl = "0" Then
a = Chr$(49) + Chr$(65)
Comml.OutBufferCount = 0
Comml.Output = a
lblemisl.ForeColor = &H0&
lblemisl.BackColor = &HFF& 'make BA-1 emmision on
lblDegasl.Visible = True
delay 20
ReadStatus Chr$(50) + Chr$(65), Emisl, 1
If Emisl = "1" GoTo 100
End If
If Emisl = "1" Then
a = Chr$(48) + Chr$(65)
Comml.OutBufferCount = 0
Comml.Output = a
lblemisl.ForeColor = &HCOCOCO
lblemisl.BackColor = &H808080
lblDegasl.Visible = False
Emisl = "0"
End If

100 btnDisplay_Click

End Sub

Sub lblEmis2_Click ()
Timerl.Enabled = False
Do: DoEvents: Loop Until Comml.InBufferCount = 0

ReadStatus Chr$(50) + Chr$(81), Emis2, 1 'Read Emission Status

If Emis2 = "0" Then
a = Chr$(49) + Chr$(81)
Comml.OutBufferCount = 0
Comml.Output = a
lblemis2.ForeColor = &H0&
lblemis2.BackColor = &HFF& 'make BA-2 emmision on
delay 20
ReadStatus Chr$(50) + Chr$(81), Emis2, 1
If Emis2 = "1" GoTo 200
End If
If Emis2 = "1" Then
a = Chr$(48) + Chr$(81)
Comml.OutBufferCount = 0
Comml.Output = a
lblemis2.ForeColor = &HCOCOCO
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lblemis2.BackColor = &H808080
lblDegas2.Visible = False
Emis2 = "0"
End If

200 btnDisplay_Click

End Sub

Sub lblUnitTCl_Click ()
If UnitFlag = 1 Then

Do: DoEvents: Loop Until Comml.OutBufferCount = 0 'Wait for
the last bite transmited

b = Chr$(18) 'set pressure unit to torr
Comml.Output = b
delay .5
Comml.OutBufferCount = 0

lblUnitTCl.Caption = "Pascal"
lblUnitTC2.Caption = "Pascal"
lblUnitTC3 = "Pascal"
lblUnitTC4 = "Pascal"
lblUnitCDG1 = "Pascal"
lblUnitCDG2 = "Pascal"
lblUnitBA1 = "Pascal"
lblUnitBA2 = "Pascal"
UnitFlag = 2
Exit Sub
End If

If UnitFlag = 2 Then

Do: DoEvents: Loop Until Comml.OutBufferCount = 0
Comml.OutBufferCount = 0
b = Chr$(17) 'set pressure unit to mbar
Comml.Output = b
delay .5
Comml.OutBufferCount = 0

lblUnitTCl = "mBar"
lblUnitTC2 = "mBar"
lblUnitTC3 = "mBar"
lblUnitTC4 = "mBar"
lblUnitCDG1 = "mBar"
lblUnitCDG2 = "mBar"
lblUnitBA1 = "mBar"
lblUnitBA2 = "mBar"
UnitFlag = 3
Exit Sub
End If
If UnitFlag = 3 Then

Do: DoEvents: Loop Until Comml.OutBufferCount = 0
Comml.OutBufferCount = 0
b = Chr$(16) 'set pressure unit to

pascal
Comml.Output = b
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delay .5
Comml.OutBufferCount = 0

lblUnitTC1 = "Torr"
lblUnitTC2 = "Torr"
lblUnitTC3 = "Torr"
lblUnitTC4 = "Torr"
lblUnitCDG1 = "Torr"
lblUnitCDG2 = "Torr"
lblUnitBA1 = "Torr"
lblUnitBA2 = "Torr"
UnitFlag = 1
Exit Sub
End If

End Sub

Sub 1b1Wsunit_Click

If wsflag = 1 Then
1b1WsUnit.Caption = "Width/10"
masswidth = hsbwidth.Value / 10
wsflag = 0
GoTo 1

End If
If wsflag = 0 Then

1b1WsUnit.Caption = "Width"
masswidth = hsbwidth.Value
wsflag = 1
GoTo 1

End If
1

End Sub

Sub LDD_AI_LDD_Update (task As Integer, device As Integer, subsystem As
Integer, mode As Integer)

End Sub

Sub mnuCardlnfo_Click
Dim M As Integer
Dim Slotlnfom As String
Dim CRLF$
CRLF$ = Chr$(13) + Chr$(10)
Timerl.Enabled = False
Comml.InBufferCount = 0
Comml.OutBufferCount = 0
b = Chr$(1)

multi-gauge contents
Comml.Output = b

Bytes% = 0

'send one-byte command to read

Do: DoEvents: Loop Until Comml.InBufferCount > 4
Do

Bytes% = Bytes% + 1
DoEvents
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E = Comml.Input 'get response
from VARIAN

AsciiValue(Bytes%) = Asc(E) 'save
response value in ASCII

CardlnFm(Bytes %) = Hex(AsciiValue(Bytes%)) 'save
as Hexidecimal

Loop Until Bytes% = 5

For I% = 1 To Bytes%
'converting the meaning of card information

If CardInFm(I%) = "FE" Then
Slotlnfom = Slotlnfom + "Slot #" + Str$(I %) + ": No Card"

+ CRLF$
End If
If CardlnFm(I %) = "40" Then

Slotlnfom = Slotlnfom + "Slot #" + Str$(I %) + ": TC Card"
+ CRLF$

End If
If CardlnFm(I %) = "4C" Then

Slotlnfom = Slotlnfom + "Slot #" + Str$(I %) + ": CDG Card"
+ CRLF$

End If
If CardlnFm(I %) = "30" Then

Slotlnfom = Slotlnfom + "Slot #" + Str$(I %) + ": BA Card"
+ CRLF$

End If
Next I%

MsgBox "Card Positions:" + CRLF$ + CRLF$ + Slotlnfom, 0, "Card
Information"

Comml.InBufferCount = 0

btnDisplay_Click

End Sub

Sub mnuExit_Click ()
Out PortC, 15
End

End Sub

Sub mnuGaugelnfo_Click ()
Dim Readout As String

Timerl.Enabled = False
Comml.OutBufferCount = 0
Comml.InBufferCount = 0

ReadStatus Chr$(5), Readout, 2 'Read software
revision

Gstatus.lblRevision.Caption = "P" + Mid$(Readout, 1, 1) + "." +
Mid$(Readout, 2, 1)
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ReadStatus Chr$(34), Readout, 1 'Read keypad status

If Readout = "1" Then Gstatus.lblkeylock.Caption = "Lock On"
If Readout = "0" Then Gstatus.lblkeylock.Caption = "Lock Off"

ReadStatus Chr$(50) + Chr$(65), Readout, 1 'Read Emission
Status

If Readout = "1" Then Gstatus.lblEmissl.Caption = "On"
If Readout = "0" Then Gstatus.lblEmissl.Caption = "Off"

ReadStatus Chr$

If Readout = "1
If Readout = "0

ReadStatus Chr$

If Readout = "1
If Readout = "0

ReadStatus Chr$

If Readout = "1
If Readout = "0

(50) + Chr$(80), Readout, 1

" Then Gstatus.lblEmiss2.Caption = "On"
" Then Gstatus.lblEmiss2.Caption = "Off"

(66) + Chr$(65), Readout, 1 'Read Degas status

" Then Gstatus.lblDegasl.Caption = "On"
" Then Gstatus.lblDegasl.Caption = "Off"

(66) + Chr$(80), Readout, 1

" Then Gstatus.lblDegas2.Caption = "On"
" Then Gstatus.lblDegas2.Caption = "Off"

ReadStatus Chr$(80) + Chr$(65), Readout, 2 'Read gas correction

Gstatus.lblGascorrectl.Caption = Mid$(Readout, 1, 1) + "." +

Mid$(Readout, 2, 2)

ReadStatus Chr$(80) + Chr$(80), Readout, 2

Gstatus.lblGascorrect2.Caption = Mid$(Readout, 1, 1) + "." +

Mid$(Readout, 2, 2)

ReadStatus Chr$(82) + Chr$(65), Readout, 2 'Read Emission current

Gstatus.lblemiscurrentl.Caption = Mid$(Readout, 1, 1) + "." +

Mid$(Readout, 2, 2)

ReadStatus Chr$(82) + Chr$(80), Readout, 2

Gstatus.lblemiscurrentl.Caption = Mid$(Readout, 1, 1) + "." +

Mid$(Readout, 2, 2)

ReadStatus Chr$(86) + Chr$(49), Readout, 2 'Read CDG1 Full
Scale

Gstatus.1b1ScaleCDG1 = Mid$(Readout, 1, 1) + "Exp" + Mid$(Readout,
2, 2)

ReadStatus Chr$(88) + Chr$(49), Readout, 1 'Read CDG decades
of range

Gstatus.lblDecadeCDG1 = Mid$(Readout, 1, 1)

Gstatus.Show 1
btnDisplay_Click



End Sub

Sub mnuPrint_Click ()
Graphl.DrawMode = 5

End Sub

Sub mnuReset_Click ()
Do: DoEvents: Loop Until Comml.OutBufferCount = 0
b = Chr$(6)
Comml.Output = b
delay 2

End Sub

Sub OpAuto_Click (Value As Integer)
If opauto.Value = True Then
lblAcrate.Visible = True
cboAcrate.Visible = False
cboAcrate.Enabled = False
End If

End Sub

Sub OpLockOff_Click (Value As Integer)
I% = 0
Do: DoEvents: Loop Until Comml.OutBufferCount = 0
b = Chr$(32) 'make varian's keypad lock off
Comml.Output = b
Do: Loop Until Comml.OutBufferCount = 0

End Sub

Sub opLockOn_Click (Value As
Do: DoEvents: Loop Until
I% = 0
b = Chr$(33)
Comml.Output = b
Do: Loop Until Comml.OutBufferCount = 0
's& = Timer
'Do

Integer)
Comml.OutBufferCount = 0

'make keypad lock on

i% = i% + 1
DoEvents

E = Comml.Input
from VARIAN

AsciiValue(i%) = Asc(E)
response value in ASCII

CardlnFm(i %) = Hex(AsciiValue(i%))
Hexidecimal

If i% = 5 Then Exit Do
'Loop Until Timer > s& + .5

'i% = 0
'b = Chr$(34)
'Comml.Output = b
's& = Timer
'Do

i% = i% + 1
DoEvents
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'get response

'save

'save as

'read 5 bytes

'read keypad lock status



E = Comml.Input
from VARIAN

AsciiValue(i%) = Asc(E)
response value in ASCII

CardlnFm(i %) = Hex(AsciiValue(i%))
Hexidecimal

If i% = 5 Then Exit Do
'Loop Until Timer > s& + .5

End Sub

Sub OpManual_Click (Value As Integer)
If opmanual.Value = True Then
cboAcrate.Visible = True
cboAcrate.Enabled = True
lblAcrate.Visible = False
End If

End Sub

Sub Option3Dl_Click (Value As Integer)

End Sub

Sub PreSet_Parmts ()

'Set up the combobox of the acquiration rate

cboAcrate.AddItem " 1 kHz"
cboAcrate.AddItem " 5 kHz"
cboAcrate.AddItem " 10 kHz"
cboAcrate.AddItem " 25 kHz"

'Set up the combobox of the sweep rate

Cbosweep.Addltem "500"
Cbosweep.Addltem "200"
Cbosweep.Addltem "100"
Cbosweep.Addltem " 50"
Cbosweep.Addltem " 20"

'Set up the combobox of the data points/AMU

cbopts.Addltem " 5"

cbopts.Addltem "10"
cbopts.Addltem "20"
cbopts.AddItem "50"
cbopts.Addltem "100"
Cbosweep.Text = "200"
cbopts.Text = "50"
Sweep = 200
pts = 50
CboSweep_Click
lblAcrate.Visible = True
Cbopts_Click

'Preset the mass width
1b1WsUnit.Caption = "Width"
wsflag = 1

'Preset the value of Number of Scans
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'get response

'save

'save as

'read 5 bytes



VSBNumScans.Value = 10
lblNumScans.Caption = "10"

'Preset the value of low mass & Scan Width
HsbLMass.Value = 2
1b1Lowmass.Caption = "2"
hsbwidth.Value = 90
masswidth = 40
1b1Width.Caption = "40"

'Preset the Gain

SpinGain_SpinUp
End Sub

Sub Pressurereading (FirstByte As Variant, SecondByte As Variant,
ExponentByte As Variant, UnitFlag As Integer)

Dim dummy As Double
Dim Check As String
Dim Digitl, Digit2 As String
Dim M As Integer

Digitl = FirstByte
reading

If Digitl = "E" Then
Reading = "N.A."
Exit Sub

End If

Digit2 = SecondByte
reading

If Digit2 = "E" Then
Reading = "N.A."
Exit Sub

End If

Check = ExponentByte

If Check = "E" Then
Reading = "N.A."
Exit Sub

End If

If Check = "FF" Then
exponential term

ExponentByte = -1
End If
If Check = "FE" Then

ExponentByte = -2
End If
If Check = "FD" Then

ExponentByte = -3
End If
If Check = "FC" Then

ExponentByte = -4
End If
If Check = "FB" Then

ExponentByte = -5

'read first byte of pressure

'read second byte of pressure

'converting the meaning of
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End If
If Check = "FA" Then

ExponentByte = -6
End If
If Check = "F9" Then

ExponentByte = -7
End If
If Check = "F8" Then

ExponentByte = -8
End If
If Check = "F7" Then

ExponentByte = -9
End If

dummy = FirstByte / 10 + SecondByte / 1000 'calculating the
pressure value

Torr = dummy * (10 (ExponentByte))
If UnitFlag = 1 Then Reading = Format$(Torr, "0.000E+0")
If UnitFlag = 2 Then

Pascal = 133 * Torr
Reading = Format$(Pascal, "0.000E+0")

End If
If UnitFlag = 3 Then

mBar = 1.33 * Torr
Reading = Format$(mBar, "0.000E+0")

End If

End Sub

Sub ReadStatus (b As String, Response As String, byteLength As Integer)
ReDim R(10) As Variant

Response = ""
Comml.OutBufferCount = 0
Comml.Output = b

Do: DoEvents: Loop Until Comm1.InBufferCount > byteLength 1

For I = 1 To byteLength
E = Comml.Input

from VARIAN
AsciiValue(I) = Asc(E)

value in ASCII
R(I) = Hex(AsciiValue(I))

Hexidecimal
Response = Response + Format$(R(I))

Next I

Comml.InBufferCount = 0

End Sub

Sub SavePG (Run As Integer)
Dim Filename As String

'get response

'save response

'save as
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Filename = "C:\hsucc\expdat\" + HeadName + "R" + Format$(Run) +
".prn"

Open Filename For Output As #1
Print #1, "Date:", Format(Now, "m/d/yy hh:nn:ss")
Print #1, "Temperature:", Temperature, "System_Pressure:",

1b1CDgl.Caption, "MS_Chamber_Pressure:", 1b1BA2.Caption
Print #1, "Low_Mass_AMU_=", HsbLMass.Value, "Width_=", masswidth
Print #1, "#Points/AMU_=", pts, "Scan_Rate=", rates,

"#_of_Scans_=", NumScans

Print #1, " Points", "Intensity"
For I = 1 To Numgraphpoints

Print #1, I, Avglnt(I)

Next I
Close #1

End Sub

Sub Spinl_SpinDown ()
MasptVOC = 1
VOC = MasptVOC + SkmrVOC * 2 + CdgVOC * 4
Out PortC, VOC
lblmasptop.ForeColor = &HCOCOCO
lblmasptop.BackColor = &H808080
lblmasptcl.ForeColor = &H80000008
lblmasptcl.BackColor = &H8OFFFF

End Sub

Sub Spinl_SpinUp ()
MasptVOC = 0
VOC = MasptVOC + SkmrVOC * 2 + CdgVOC * 4
Out PortC, VOC
lblmasptop.ForeColor = &H80000008
lblmasptop.BackColor = &H8OFFFF
lblmasptcl.ForeColor = &HCOCOCO
lblmasptcl.BackColor = &H808080

End Sub

Sub Spin2_Spindown ()
SkmrVOC = 1
VOC = MasptVOC + SkmrVOC * 2 + CdgVOC * 4
Out PortC, VOC
lblskmrop.ForeColor = &HCOCOCO
lblskmrop.BackColor = &H808080
lblskmrcl.ForeColor = &H80000008
lblskmrcl.BackColor = &H8OFFFF

End Sub

Sub Spin2_SpinUp ()
SkmrVOC = 0
VOC = MasptVOC + SkmrVOC * 2 + CdgVOC * 4
Out PortC, VOC
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lblskmrop.ForeColor =
lblskmrop.BackColor =
lblskmrcl.ForeColor =
lblskmrcl.BackColor =

End Sub

&H80000008
&H8OFFFF
&HCOCOCO
&H808080

Sub Spin3_SpinDown ()
CdgVOC = 1
VOC = MasptVOC + SkmrVOC * 2 + CdgVOC * 4
Out PortC, VOC
1b1CDGop.ForeColor = &HCOCOCO
1b1CDGop.BackColor = &H808080
1b1CDGcl.ForeColor = &H80000008
1b1CDGcl.BackColor = &H8OFFFF

End Sub

Sub Spin3_SpinUp ()
CdgVOC = 0
VOC = MasptVOC + SkmrVOC * 2 + CdgVOC * 4
Out PortC, VOC
1b1CDGop.ForeColor = &H80000008
1b1CDGop.BackColor = &H8OFFFF
1b1CDGcl.ForeColor = &HCOCOCO
1b1CDGc1.BackColor = &H808080

End Sub

Sub SpinGain_SpinDown ()
Gain = 10
lblGainl.BackColor = &HCOCOCO
lblGainlO.BackColor = &HFF&

End Sub

Sub SpinGain_SpinUp ()
Gain = 1
lblGainl.BackColor = &HFF&
lblGainlO.BackColor = &HCOCOCO

End Sub

Sub Sr_AI_ServiceDone (task As Integer, device As Integer, subsystem As
Integer, mode As Integer)

txtmassage.Text = "Service done"
SDFlag = NotBusy

End Sub

Sub tig (TI As Single, Dtime As Single)
Dim Unitime, I, old As Integer
Dim totalcount As Integer

I = 0

old = 0

If TI = .5 Then Unitime = 1

If TI = 1# Then Unitime = 2

If TI = 2# Then Unitime = 4

If TI = 5# Then Unitime = 10



Do
I = I + 1
Do: DoEvents: Loop Until timercount old >= Unitime
old = timercount
btntrigger_Click
totalcount = num + I
SavePG totalcount
numsd = totalcount + 1
Loop Until I >= Int(Dtime / TI)
num = I + num

End Sub

Sub Timerl_Timer ()
Dim CRLF$
Dim Check As Variant
Dim M, N As Integer

CRLF$ = Chr$(13) + Chr$(10)
Comml.OutBufferCount = 0
b = Chr$(15)
Comml.Output = b

Bytes% = 0

'read all pressures

Do: DoEvents: Loop Until Comml.InBufferCount

Do
Bytes% = Bytes% + 1
DoEvents

E = Comml.Input 'get response
from VARIAN

AsciiValue(Bytes%) = Asc(E) 'save
response value in ASCII

Hexidecimal(Bytes%) = Hex(AsciiValue(Bytes%)) 'save
as Hexidecimal

Loop Until Bytes = 3 * (4 + 2 + 2)

For I% = 1 To Bytes
array(I%) = Hexidecimal(I%)
CheckValue(I%) = AsciiValue(I%)

Next I%

'CheckReading
reading is OK

'If Flag = 1 Then
display

MsgBox "You need to re-Display All gauge."
Comml.InBufferCount = 0
btnDisplay_Click
Exit Sub

'End If

FirstByte = array(1)
pressure from TC-1

SecondByte = array(2)
ExponentByte = array(3)
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'check if the

'if not, re-

'read
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Call Pressurereading(FirstByte, SecondByte, ExponentByte,
UnitFlag)

1b1TC1.Caption = Reading

pressure
'If Torr <= .1 Then 'check TC-1

lblEmisl.Visible = True
lblEmis2.Visible = True

'End If
Check = Torr

FirstByte = array(4) 'read
pressure from TC-2

SecondByte = array(5)
ExponentByte = array(6)
Call Pressurereading(FirstByte, SecondByte, ExponentByte,

UnitFlag)
1b1TC2.Caption = Reading

FirstByte = array(7) 'read
pressure from TC-3

SecondByte = array(8)
ExponentByte = array(9)
Call Pressurereading(FirstByte, SecondByte, ExponentByte,

UnitFlag)
1b1TC3.Caption = Reading

FirstByte = array(10) 'read
pressure from TC-4

SecondByte = array(11)
ExponentByte = array(12)
Call Pressurereading(FirstByte, SecondByte, ExponentByte,

UnitFlag)
1b1TC4.Caption = Reading

FirstByte = array(13) 'read
pressure from CDG-1

SecondByte = array(14)
ExponentByte = array(15)
Call Pressurereading(FirstByte, SecondByte, ExponentByte,

UnitFlag)
1b1CDgl.Caption = Reading

FirstByte = array(16) 'read
pressure from CDG-2

SecondByte = array(17)
ExponentByte = array(18)
Call Pressurereading(FirstByte, SecondByte, ExponentByte,

UnitFlag)
'1b1CDG2.Caption = Reading

'If Check >= .03 Then



1b1BAl.Caption = "N.A."
'Else

' txtmassage.Text = "TC-1 & BA1: the same position !"

FirstByte = array(19) 'read
pressure from BA-1

SecondByte = array(20)
ExponentByte = array(21)
Call Pressurereading(FirstByte, SecondByte, ExponentByte,

UnitFlag)

Comml.InBufferCount = 0

ReadStatus Chr$(50) + Chr$(65), Emisl, 1
Status

If Emisl = "1" Then
1b1BAl.Caption = Reading

lblDegasl.Visible = True
Else

1b1BA1.Caption = "

lblDegasl.Visible = False
End If

'Read Emission

FirstByte = array(22) 'read
pressure from BA-1

SecondByte = array(23)
ExponentByte = array(24)
Call Pressurereading(FirstByte, SecondByte, ExponentByte,

UnitFlag)

Comml.InBufferCount = 0

ReadStatus Chr$(50) + Chr$(81), Emis2, 1
Status

If Emis2 = "1" Then
1b1BA2.Caption = Reading

lblDegas2.Visible = True
Else

1b1BA2.Caption = "

lblDegas2.Visible = False
End If

Comml.InBufferCount = 0

End Sub

Sub timer2_timer ()
timercount = timercount + 1

End Sub

Sub Timer3_timer ()
Dim Value As Integer

ft

'Read Emission
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Dim Volts As Single
'Begin to read the temperature

PrepADC 2, 0

GainCode 1
Value = softADCbin()
Volts = Value / 400
Temperature = Volts * 40#
Tsub.Caption = Format$(Temperature, "###.0")
txtmassage.Text = Format$(numsd) + "/" + Format$(counts)

End Sub

Sub VSBNumScans_Change ()
1b1NumScans.Caption = Str$(VSBNumScans.Value)

End Sub

Sub VSBNumScans_KeyDown (KeyCode As Integer, Shift As Integer)
lblNumScans.Caption = StrS(VSBNumScans.Value)

End Sub

Sub VSBNumScans_KeyPress (KeyAscii As Integer)
lblNumScans.Caption = Str$(VSBNumScans.Value)

End Sub

Sub VSBNumScans_KeyUp (KeyCode As Integer, Shift As Integer)
lblNumScans.Caption = StrS(VSBNumScans.Value)

End Sub

A.3 Gauge status (GSTATUS)

This program resets the pressure reading.

Sub Commandl_Click ()
Unload Gstatus
Main.Timerl.Interval = 2000

End Sub

Sub Command2_Click ()
Unload Gstatus

End Sub
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Appendix B
Visual Basic Program to Peak-Pick the Mass Spectra

B.1 Pick-peaking program (PEAKALL)

Dim rec As String
Dim Rtime As String
Dim Display As String
Dim NL$, Pressure$, temperature$
Dim I, n, key As Integer
Dim AMU(2500) As Variant
Dim MaxInt(2500), Maxllnt(2500) As Double
Dim Peaklnt(2500) As Variant
Dim Maxamu(2500) As Double
Dim Datapt As Variant
Dim SaveFile As String
Dim DataAMU As String

Sub btnauto_click ()
Dim run As Integer
Dim fname As String
fname = txtdatadply.Text
run = 0
CDLoadfile.Filename = "C:\hsucc\expdat\" + fname + "R" +

Format$(run) + ".prn"
btndisplay_Click
'btndisplay_Click
btnPicking_Click
btnOpenFile_Click
btnSave_Click
For run = 1 To 80
CDLoadfile.Filename = "C:\hsucc\expdat\" + fname + "R" +

Format$(run) + ".prn"
btndisplay_Click
'btndisplay_Click
btnPicking_Click
btnSave_Click
Next run
btndone_Click

End Sub

Sub btndisplay_Click ()

Open CDLoadfile.Filename For Input As #1

Rtime.= ""
Display = ""
txtdatadply.Text = ""

rec$ = Input$(31, #1)
Rtime$ = Right$(rec$, 31)
txtdatadply.Text = Format$(Rtime$)

rec$ = Input$(66, #1)
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temperature$ = Mid$(rec$, 14, 10)
Pressure$ = Right$(rec$, 15)'

txtdatadply.Text = txtdatadply.Text + Chr$(13) + Chr$(10) +
"Temperature=" + Format$(temperature$) + "Pressure=" +
Format$(Pressure$)

For I = 1 To 4
Line Input #1, rec
Next I
n = 0
Do Until EOF(1) 'go until the end of file
Input #1, Datapt, Peaklnt(n)
n = n + 1
AMU(n) = (Datapt 1) / 20.5 + 15
Display$ = Display$ + Chr$(13) + Chr$(10) + Format$(AMU(n)) + "

IT

+ Format$(Peaklnt(n))
Loop

' txtdatadply.Text = txtdatadply.Text + Chr$(13) + Chr$(10) + Display$
Close #1

End Sub

Sub btndone_Click ()
Close #2
End Sub

Sub btninputfile_CLick 0
CDLoadfile.Filename = ""
CDLoadfile.Filter = "Text Files (*.prn)1*.PrnIAll files (*.*)I*.*"
CDLoadfile.Filterindex = 1
CDLoadfile.Flags = OFN_Filemustexist Or OFN_Pathmustexist
CDLoadfile.Action = 1
If CDLoadfile.Filename = "" Then

MsgBox "No file selected"
Exit Sub

End If
txtdatadply.Text = CDLoadfile.Filename

End Sub

Sub btnOpenFile_Click ()
CDOpenFile.Filename = ""
CDOpenFile.Filter = "Text Files (*.txt)I*.txtlAll files (*.*)I*.*"
CDOpenFile.Filterindex = 1
CDOpenFile.Flags = OFN_Filemustexist Or OFN_Pathmustexist
CDOpenFile.Action = 1
If CDOpenFile.Filename = "" Then

MsgBox "No file selected"
Exit Sub

End If
Open CDOpenFile.Filename For Output As #2
Print #2, CDLoadfile.Filename
Print #2, DataAMU

End Sub

Sub btnPicking_Click ()
SaveFile = " "
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For I = 1 To
Maxlnt(I)
Maxamu(I)

1000
= 0
= 0

Next I
Peak 18# ' H2O Peak
Peak 20# ' HF Peak
Peak 28# ' CO Peak
Peak 32# ' 02 Peak
Peak 35#
Peak 38# ' F2 Peak
Peak 40# ' Ar Peak
Peak 44# ' CO2 Peak
Peak 47# ' COF Peak
Peak 50#
Peak 66# ' COF2 Peak
Peak 70# ' CF3 Peak
Peak 85# ' SiF3 Peak
'DisPlay = ""
txtdatadply.Text = ""
Display = ""
For I = 1 To n

If Maxamu(I) <> 0 Then
Display = Display + Chr$(

Format$(MaxInt(1))
SaveFile = SaveFile + " "

Format$(MaxIInt(I))

DataAMU = DataAMU + " " +

End If
Next I

Display = Display + Chr$(
SaveFile = SaveFile + " "

txtdatadply.Text = Display

End Sub

13) + Chr$(10) + Format$(I) + II /I

+ Format$(Maxlnt(I)) '+ " " +

Format$(1)

13) + Chr$(10) + Format$(Pressure)
+ Format$(Pressure)

Sub btnSave_Click ()
If oldname = CDLoadfile.Filename Then

MsgBox "This File Has Been Processed"
Exit Sub

Else
oldname = CDLoadfile.Filename

End If
Print #2, SaveFile

End Sub

Sub Form Load ()
key = 0

End Sub

Sub Peak (Pamu As Single)

MaxI = 0
lint = 0
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For I = 1 To n
If Abs(AMU(I) Pamu) < 1 Then

If Peaklnt(I) > MaxInt(Int(Pamu)) Then
Maxamu(Int(Pamu)) = AMU(I)
Maxlnt(Int(Pamu)) = Peaklnt(I)
MaxI = I
End If

End If
Next I
For I = 1 To n

If Abs(Maxamu(Int(Pamu)) AMU(I)) < 1 Then
If Peaklnt(I) > .0001 * MaxInt(Int(Pamu)) Then
lint = lint + Peaklnt(I)
End If
End If

Next I
Maxllnt(Int(Pamu)) = lint
If MaxInt(Int(Pamu)) = 0 Then Maxamu(Int(Pamu)) = Pamu

End Sub

Sub txtDataDply_KeyPress (keyascii As Integer)
If keyascii = 13 Or n >= 4 Then btnauto_click

End Sub
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Appendix C
FORTRAN Program to Solve the One-dimensional Model for

the Downstream Plasma Reactor

PROGRAM D3model
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,K-Z)
CHARACTER CHAR
DIMENSION CMODE(4,4)
REAL MW(16), X(16), W(16), Ri (16), R(26

CONC, T, Fv, Li, L2, ntotal, AveMW,
uf, Rco, Rcf, Vz, Vzo, Xar

INTEGER NPOINTS, PTCOUNTS, ENDPTS, PWOP,
C
C Species assignment 1-16:
C
C
C
C

), k(26), WEIGHT,
Power, ko, kf, uo,

PROP, COUNT, MODE

1-CF4 2-02 3-CF2 4-CF3 5-C2F6 6-F 7-F2
9-COF 10 -COF2 11 -CO 12-0O2 13-F02 14 -FO

15-SiF4 16-Ar

OPEN (UNIT=2,FILE='KENMOD.DAT',STATUS='UNKNOWN')
MW(1) = 88
MW(2) = 32
MW(3) = 50
MW(4) = 69
MW(5) = 138
MW(6) = 19
MW(7) = 38
MW(8) = 16
MW(9) = 47
MW(10) = 66
MW(11) = 28
MW(12) = 44
MW(13) = 51
MW(14) = 35

C siF4 =76 ... FX4
MW(15) = 76
MW(16) = 40
COUNT = 0
DO 2 I = 1, 3

DO 3 J = 1, 4

COUNT = COUNT + 1
CMODE(I,J) = COUNT

3 CONTINUE
2 CONTINUE

8-0

C Initial Mole Fraction of CF4 and Ar
5 WRITE(*,6)

6 FORMAT(//1X,' ENTER INITIAL MOLE FRACTION OF CF4 (<1):',$)
READ(*,*,ERR=5) X(1)
WRITE(*,8)

8 FORMAT(//1X,' ENTER INITIAL MOLE FRACTION OF Ar: (<1):',$)
READ(*,*,ERR=5) X(16)
Xar = X (16)

C Initial Mole Fraction of 02
X(2) = 1.0 X (1) X (16)
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C Initial Mole Fraction of Xi i=3-15
DO 20 I = 3, 15

X(I) = 0.0
20 CONTINUE

C Pressure Option
7 WRITE(*,9)
9 FORMAT(//1X,' PRESSURE OPTION (1: 0.2 torr, 2: 0.5 torr,',

'3: 0.8 torr):',$)
READ(*,*,ERR=7) PROP
IF (PROP.EQ.1) p=0.2
IF (PROP.EQ.2) p=0.5
IF (PROP.EQ.3) p=0.8
IF (PROP.GT.3) GO TO 7

C Temperature
11 WRITE(*,12)
12 FORMAT(//1X,' ENTER PROCESSING TEMPERATURE (K):',$)

READ(*,*,ERR=11) T

C Gas Flow
13 WRITE(*,14)
14 FORMAT(//1X,' ENTER TOTAL GAS FLOW (SCCM):',$)

READ(*,*,ERR=13) Fv

C POWER OPTION
15 WRITE(*,16)
16 FORMAT(//1X,' POWER OPTION (1-50W, 2-100W, 3-150W, 4-

+ 200W):',$)
READ(*,*,ERR=15) PWOP
IF (PW0P.EQ.1) POWER=50.0
IF (PWOP.EQ.2) POWER=100.0
IF (PWOP.EQ.3) POWER=150.0
IF (PWOP.EQ.4) POWER=200.0
IF (PWOP.GT.4) GOTO 15
MODE = CMODE(PROP,PWOP)

C Number of Steps
17 WRITE(*,18)
18 FORMAT(//1X,' ENTER TOTAL NUMBER OF STEPS:',$)

READ(*,*,ERR=17) Nsteps

C Wall Recombination of Oxygen r=0.93 cm A/V = 2/r
21 WRITE(*,22)
22 FORMAT(//1X,' ENTER Wall Recombination Coff of O:',$)

READ(*,*,ERR=21) Rco
uo = SQRT(8.0*1.38e-23*T/3.14159/16./1.66e-27)*100.0
ko = Rco*uo/4*(2./0.93)

C Wall Recombination of Flourine r=0.93 cm A/V = 2/r
23 WRITE(*,24)
24 FORMAT(//1X,' ENTER Wall Recombination Coeff of F:',$)

READ(*,*,ERR=23) Rcf
of = SQRT(8.*1.38e-23*T/3.14159/19./1.66e-27)*100.0
kf = Rcf*uf/4*(2./0.93)

C Vzo
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Vzo = (Fv/60.0)*(T/273.15)*(760.0/P)/(1.86*1.86*3.14159/4)
Vz = Vzo

C CONCENTRATION (MOLECULES/ CM3) = (P/760)/(82.314*T)*6.02*10^23
CONC = (P/760)/(82.314*T)*6.02E23

C Length of the Tube
Ll = 5.0
L2 = 33.0
AveMW = 0.0
DO 40 I = 1, 16
AveMW = AveMW + X(I)*MW(I)

40 CONTINUE

C Density of The Gas
ro = p/(760.*82.314*T)*AveMW

DO 50 I = 1, 16
W(I) = X(I)*MW(I)/AveMW

50 CONTINUE
Weight = 0.0
DO 75 I = 1, 16
Weight = Weight + X(I)*(Fv/(60*82.314*273.15))*MW(I)

75 CONTINUE

C OUTPUT of PROCESS CONDITION
WRITE (2,33) POWER, p, Fv, T, X(1), X(16), CONC, AveMW,

Rco, ko, Rcf, kf, NSteps/5.0
33 FORMAT ('POWER(W)= ',F6.2/'PRESSURE(torr)= ',F3.1/
+ 'FLOW_RATE(sccm)= ',F5.2/'TEMPERATURE(K)= ',F6.2/
+ 'CF4%(z=0)= ',F4.2/'Ar%(z=0)= ',F4.2/
+ '#_OF_MOLECULES(#/cm^3)= ',E10.4/'MW= ',F6.3/
+ '0 recom. Coeff.=',E10.4/E10.4/
+ 'F recom. Coeff.=',E10.4/E10.4/
+ '#_OF_NODE_POINTS(#/cm)= ',F10.2)

WRITE(*,30) WEIGHT, Vz, (W(I), I=1,4)
30 FORMAT(/1X,' Total Weight =',1X,E15.4/1X,E15.4,

1X,4F8.3)
CALL RXN (MODE, X, R, CONC, Ri, ko, kf)
WRITE (*,199) (W(I), 1=1,16), (X(I), 1=1,16)
WRITE (2,66)
WRITE (2,299) 0.0, (W(I), 1=1,16), SUMW, 0.0, (X(I),I=1,16)

66 FORMAT (' z CF4 02 CF2 CF3 C2F6 F F2 0 COF COF2 CO CO2',
' FO2 FO 03 Ar SUM z CF4 02 CF2 CF3 C2F6 F F2 0',
' COF COF2 CO CO2 FO2 FO SiF4 Ar')

99 FORMAT(/1X,E15.4,' Rate of Reaction=',4(1X,E15.4))

dz = Ll / Nsteps

NPOINTS = 0.1/dz
PTCOUNTS = 0

C PLASMA REACTION IN MW PLASMA CAVITY
C L1 = 5 cm

DO 1000 J = 1, Nsteps
CALL RXN (MODE, X, R, CONC, Ri, ko, kf)
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DO 2000 I = 1, 16
W(I) = W(I) + Ri(I)*dz*MW(I)/(ro*Vz*6.02E23)

C IF (W(I) .LT. 0.0) W(I) =0.0
SUMW = SUMW + w(I)

2000 CONTINUE

C Re-calculate X(I) if X(I) <0 happens
C DO 2500 I = 1, 16
C W(I) = W(1)/SUMW
C 2500 CONTINUE

CALL WitoXi (W, MW, X, ntotal)
C Mass Balance

Vz = Xar*Vzo/X(16)
IF ( J PTCOUNTS .NE. NPOINTS) GO TO 500
WRITE (*,199) (W(I), 1=1,16), (X(I), 1=1,16)
WRITE (2,299) J*dz, (W(I), 1=1,16), SUMW, J *dz,(X(I),

1=1,16)
PTCOUNTS = J

500 SUMW = 0.0
1000 CONTINUE

C DOWNSTREAM REACTIONS
C L2 = 33 cm

ENDPTS = L2/ dz
DO 3000 J = Nsteps+1, Nsteps+ENDPTS
CALL RXN (0, X, R, CONC, Ri, ko, kf)
DO 4000 I = 1, 16
W(I) = W(I) + Ri(I) *dz *MW(I) /(ro *Vz *6.02E23)

C IF (W(I) .LT. 0.0) W(I) =0.0
SUMW = SUMW + W(I)

4000 CONTINUE

C Re-calculate X(I) if X(I) <0 happens
C DO 4500 I = 1, 16
C W(I) = W(I) /SUMW
C 4500 CONTINUE

CALL WitoXi (W, MW, X, ntotal)

C Mass Balance
Vz = Xar*Vzo/X(16)

IF ( J PTCOUNTS .NE. NPOINTS) GO TO 501
WRITE (*,199) (W(I), 1=1,16), (X(I), 1=1,16)
WRITE (2,299) J*dz, (W(I), 1=1,16), SUMW, J*dz, (X(I),

1=1,16)
PTCOUNTS = J

501 SUMW = 0.0
3000 CONTINUE

WRITE (*,199) (W(I), 1=1,16), (X(I), 1=1,16)
199 FORMAT (8E10.4/8e10.4/8E10.4/8E10.4)
299 FORMAT (1X,F6.3,1X,16(E10.4,1X),F12.6,1X,F6.3,1X,16(E10.4,1X))

END
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C

C Rate of Reaction for 26 Reactions
C k(16) are rate constants
C
C

SUBROUTINE RXN (MODE, X, R, CONC, Ri, ko, kf)
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,M-Z)
REAL X(16), W(16), MW(16), Ri(16), R(27), k(26), CONC,

radius, ntotal, ko, kf
INTEGER MODE, Ie

C Radius of the tube
radius = 0.93
DO 66 Ie = 1, 26
k(Ie) = 0.0

66 CONTINUE
IF (MODE .EQ. 0) GO TO 1

IF (MODE .EQ. 1) GO TO 2

IF (MODE .EQ. 2) GO TO 3

IF (MODE .EQ. 3) GO TO 4

IF (MODE .EQ. 4) GO TO 5

IF (MODE .EQ. 5) GO TO 6

IF (MODE .EQ. 6) GO TO 7

IF (MODE .EQ. 7) GO TO 8

IF (MODE .EQ. 8) GO TO 9

IF (MODE .EQ. 9) GO TO 10
IF (MODE .EQ. 10) GO TO 11
IF (MODE .EQ. 11) GO TO 12
IF (MODE .EQ. 12) GO TO 13

C REACTION CONSTANTS k
C MODE = 0
C NO Electron Impact Reaction

1 k(1) = 0.0
k(2) = 0.0
k(3) = 0.0
k(4) = 0.0
k(5) = 0.0
k(6) = 0.0
GO TO 100

C MODE = 1
C Electron Impact Reaction Pressure = 0.2, POWER = 50 W

2 k(1) = 15
k(2) = 36
k(3) = 51.0
k(4) = 51.0
k(5) = 51.0
k(6) = 51.0
GO TO 100

C MODE = 2
C Electron Impact Reaction Pressure = 0.2, POWER = 100 W

3 k(1) = 57.0
k(2) = 132.0
k(3) = 189.0
k(4) = 189.0
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k(5) = 189.0
k(6) = 189.0
GO TO 100

C MODE = 3
C Electron Impact Reaction Pressure = 0.2, POWER = 150 W

4 k(1) = 86.0
k(2) = 200.0
k(3) = 286.0
k(4) = 286.0
k(5) = 286.0
k(6) = 286.0
GO TO 100

C MODE = 4
C Electron Impact Reaction Pressure = 0.2, POWER = 200 W

5 k(1) = 674.0
k(2) = 337.0
k(3) = 1011.0
k(4) = 1011.0
k(5) = 800.0
k(6) = 600.0
GO TO 100

C MODE = 5
C Electron Impact Reaction Pressure = 0.5, POWER = 50 W

6 k(1) = 6
k(2) = 14
k(3) = 20.0
k(4) = 20.0
k(5) = 20.0
k(6) = 40.0
GO TO 100

C MODE = 6
C Electron Impact Reaction Pressure = 0.5, POWER = 100 W

7 k(1) = 22.8
k(2) = 53.2
k(3) = 76.0
k(4) = 76.0
k(5) = 76.0
k(6) = 152.0
GO TO 100

C MODE = 7
C Electron Impact Reaction Pressure = 0.5, POWER = 150 W

8 k(1) = 47
k(2) = 109.6
k(3) = 156.7
k(4) = 156.7
k(5) = 156.7
k(6) = 313.4
GO TO 100

C MODE = 8
C Electron Impact Reaction Pressure = 0.5, POWER = 200 W
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9 k(1) = 280.0
k(2) = 120.0
k(3) = 400.0
k(4) = 400.0
k(5) = 300.0
k(6) = 120.0
GO TO 100

C MODE = 9
C Electron Impact Reaction Pressure = 0.8, POWER = 50 W

10 k(1) = 4.0
k(2) = 9.0
k(3) = 13.0
k(4) = 13.0
k(5) = 13.0
k(6) = 13.0
GO TO 100

C MODE = 10
C Electron Impact Reaction Pressure = 0.8, POWER = 100 W

11 k(1) = 14.0
k(2) = 33.0
k(3) = 47.0
k(4) = 47.0
k(5) = 47.0
k(6) = 47.0
GO TO 100

C MODE = 11
C Electron Impact Reaction Pressure = 0.8, POWER = 150 W

12 k(1) = 21
k(2) = 50
k(3) = 72.0
k(4) = 72.0
k(5) = 72.0
k(6) = 72.0
GO TO 100

C MODE = 12
C Electron Impact Reaction Pressure = 0.8, POWER = 200 W

13 k(1) = 180.0
k(2) = 90.0
k(3) = 270.0
k(4) = 270.0
k(5) = 270.0
k(6) = 200.0
GO TO 100

C Free Radical Exchange
100 k(7) = 3.1E-11

k(8) = 1.4E-11
k(9) = 4.0E-12
k(10)= 9.3E-11

C k(11)= 2.1E-11

C Third-Body Reaction
C k(12)= 1.0E-16
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C k(13)= 1.4E-16
C k(14)= 3.0E-17

k(15)= 1.8E-16
k(16)= 4.2E-13
k(17)= 1.3E-11
k(18)= 8.0E-12
k(19)= 1.3E-15
k(20)= 8.0E-13

C Surface Reaction
k(21)= kf
k(22)= ko

C k(15)"-k(15)""
k(23)= 5.0E-11
k(24)= 5.0E-11
k(25)= 5.0E-11

C k(14) " Reaction
C k(26)= 2.0E-11
C Rate Equations
C Electron Impact Reactions

R(1) = k(1)*X(1)*CONC
R(2) = k(2)*X(1)*CONC
R(3) = k(3)*X(7)*CONC
R(4) = k(4)*X(2)*CONC
R(5) = k(5)*X(10)*CONC
R(6) = K(6)*X(12)*CONC

C Free Radical Exhange
R(7) = k(7)*X(4)*CONC*X(8)*CONC
R(8) = k(8)*X(3)*CONC*X(8)*CONC
R(9) = k(9)*X(3)*CONC*X(8)*CONC
R(10)= k(10)*X(9)*CONC*X(8)*CONC
R(11)= k(11)*X(10)*CONC*X(8)*CONC

C Third-Body Reaction
R(12)= k(12)*X(6)*CONC*X(6)*CONC
R(13)= k(13)*X(8)*CONC*X(8)*CONC
R(14)= k(14)*X(8)*CONC*X(2)*CONC
R(15)= k(15)*X(6)*CONC*X(2)*CONC
R(16)= k(16)*X(6)*CONC*X(3)*CONC
R(17)= k(17)*X(6)*CONC*X(4)*CONC
R(18)= k(18)*X(4)*CONC*X(4)*CONC
R(19)= k(19)*X(11)*CONC*X(6)*CONC
R(20)= k(20)*X(9)*CONC*X(6)*CONC

C Surface Reactions
R(21)= 0.8*k(21)*X(6)*CONC*(2/radius)
R(22)= k(22)*X(8)*CONC*(2/radius)
R(27)= 0.2*k(21)*X(6)*CONC*(2/radius)

C R(15)"-R(15)' "
R(23) = k(23)*X(6)*CONC*X(13)*CONC
R(24) = k(24)*X(8)*CONC*X(13)*CONC
R(25) = k(25)*X(8)*CONC*X(14)*CONC



C R(14) "
R(26) = k(26)*X(8)*CONC*X(15)*CONC

C Sum of Reactions for Species i
Ri(1) = -R(1)-R(2)+R(17)
Ri(2) = -R(4)+R(13)-R(14)+2.0*R(26)-R(15)+R(23)+R(24)+R(25)

+0.5*R(22)
Ri(3) = R(2)-R(8)-R(9)-R(16)
Ri(4) = R(1)-R(7)+R(16)-R(17)-2*R(18)
Ri(5) = R(18)
Ri(6) = R(1)+2.0*R(2)+2.0*R(3)+R(5)+R(7)+R(8)+2.0*R(9)

+ R(10)-2.0*R(12)-R(15)-R(16)-R(17)-R(19)-R(20)
-R(21)-R(23)+R(25)

Ri(7) = -R(3)+R(11)+R(12)+0.5*R(21)+R(23)
Ri(8) = 2.0*R(4)+R(6)-R(7)-R(8)-R(9)-R(10)-R(11)-2.0*R(13)

-R(14)-R(26)-R(22)-R(24)-R(25)
Ri(9) = R(5)+R(8)-R(10)+R(19)-R(20)
Ri(10)= -R(5)+R(7)-R(11)+R(20)
Ri(11)= R(6)+R(9)-R(19)
Ri(12)= -R(6)+R(10)+R(11)
Ri(13)= R(15)-R(23)-R(24)
Ri(14)= R(24)-R(25)

C.. 03 Ri(15)= R(14)-R(26)
Ri(15)= 0.25*R(27)
Ri(16)= 0

RETURN
END

C
SUBROUTINE WitoXi (W, MW, X, ntotal)
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,K-Z)
REAL MW(16), X(16), W(16), ntotal
Integer Ki, Li
ntotal = 0.0
DO 2010 Ki = 1, 16
ntotal = ntotal + W(Ki)/MW(Ki)

2010 CONTINUE
DO 2020 Ki = 1, 16
X(Ki) = W(Ki)/(MW(Ki)*ntotal)

2020 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
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